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Reconciliation will never bring a State back
into the Union. Conquer and hold, in other
words, whip them into the Union or whip them
out of the t nion must be. the motto and instructions of all our Generals. When ports
are opened or towns
taken, let them be free
to all Union men, whether of the South, West
or Fast.
Col. Barton with bis Brigade, went
on board transports
lastuight, and moved oil'
the
river.
1 learn tiiat he has landed
up
some seventy-five miles from this
place, but
as it is now seed time in this
State, and a
move into the country would
injure these
Floridians, 1 have no faith that a move will
be made. This place has been
entrenched, ami
our gunboats command the town.
Our soldiers have uo tents, and as we have had a severe rain storm, they sufTer
very much.
Mapawaska, Jr.

JOHN T. OILMAN, Editor,
!■
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Rates of Advertising!
inch ot space in length of column, constitutes

"Byl'ABK."
•1.26

per square dallyorfirst week

after; three fusortions

:

76 cents per week

less, *1.00; continuing

eve-

ry other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or loss, 76 cents; one
week, *1.00; 60 oeuts per week after.
Under head of Amusrmknts, *2.00 per square per
week ; three Insertions or less, *1,60.
Special Notices, *1.76 per square first week,
•1,00 per square afW; three insertions or less, *1.25;
half a square, three insertions, *1.00; one week,

Notice.
persons having Bills against the Portiaml
Hro Department, are rci1ue«ted to
present them
on or,before the 25tk inst for settlement.
11. C. BAKNK8, Chiaf Kngineer

ALL

•1.26.

Poitland, March 9th, 1S64.

Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Prebb (which has a large circulation in every part of
the 8tate) for 60 cents per souareiu addition to the
above rates, for each insertion.
Legal Notices at usual rates.
Transient advertisements must be paid for In advance
Business Noticeb, in reading columns, 12 cents
par line for one insertion. No oharge less than fifty
oents for each insertion.
Mr-ah communications intended for the paper
•hould be directed to the “Editor of the Press, and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
EF*Job Printing ot avery description executed

Contagious Diseases.
Chapter !4th,

Sections 30 and 32, of the Beviscd
Statutes:
Skct. 30
When any disease dangerous to the
public health exist* iu a town, the municipal officer*
shall use all possible care to prevent it*
spread and
to gi ve public notice of infected place* to
traveller*,
bv displaying red flag* at proper distance*, and
by
allo’her mean* mo*t effectual, in their judgment,
for the common safety.
Sect. 82
When a householder or
know*
that a
person under hi* care is taken sick of 4ny
auch disease, h«> shall immediately give notice thereof to the municipal oflicer* of the town where »uch
is, and it he neglect* it he *hall forfeit not
person
less than ten, nor more than thirty dollar*.
The above law will be strictlv enforced
JOHN 8. HEALD.
fcb12tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

physician

with dispatch.
F. Tracy, Traveling Agent.

COMM UNI CATIONS.
Letter from

Florida.
SALESMAN in

mKl

muni

nrfw! Mitnnnllv

inniiv

mil-

lions of lumber which found a market in the
seaboard cities of the Union, South America
and the West India Islands; the transportation of which gave employment to a large
fleet of Northern vessels.
All the mills but one have been destroyed
and that nearly so, and all the desks for piling lumber were burned by the rebels last
year. A large interest in mills and lumber
business,Was held by men of Maine, and as
soon as this State is in the Union and a guarantee of protection is afforded, these mills will
Ire rebuilt by northern capital and northern
enterprise, unless the policy of the present
military power is permanently adopted, prohibiting Northern men from engaging in any
emerprise-or business in the State. This is a
more unjust sale than Southerners formally
marie. They would allow pro-slavery men to
dwell among them, hut would not au antislavery man or abolitionist. The rule now
excluded both. One tiling is ceatain; all
“conciliation” ought to be and practically, is,
“played out.” This has been tried often enough
and has in ail cases failed. It has been tried
here for the purporse of bringing into the
Union this State or a part of it, with all its
old inhuman and diabolical rights in slavery
ami to place certain aspirants in political position. Heaven has ever-ruled their designs,
and brought defeat upon their efforts.
"Whom tire gods wish to destroy, they first
make mad.” No reconciliation is possible.—
Hold out the “olire branch” and kill the “faffed calf’ for the returned “p rodiyal," but be
also just to those who went not astray.

Wanted.
a Jobbing House,

can

bring

OF

generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 152 SOUTH WATER ST.

Chicago,

Illinois.

RtfrxKxwoBS—Messrs. Maynard A Sons; H. A W
Chicken Dg; C. II. Cummings A Co.; 8. G. Bowdlear
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; Uallett, Davis A Co., of
Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank. Boston. J.N.
Bacon. Esq., President Newton Bank, .fewton. U.
B. CoUiu ; Warren Ellis A Sons, New York City
Jy9 '63 dly.

TO

DEALERS.

undersigned having greatly increased their
facilities for manufacturing
BOOTS AND 8HOK8,
having large experience in tnai orauch, would

THE

and
call the attention of the trade to the same. We
shall in future be much better able to
supply the demands of the trade then heretofore, and aie confident that in the quality, both of our stock and work,
we can give satisfaction, as we manufacture
exproHily for the retail trade. 1 hose buying for cash will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists in psrt of RCRRERS, SOLE and WAX
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF,
French Kip, Lemoine andJodob f’alf, Coat and Kid
Stock, Screen and Web*, Root and Shoe Machinery
and Fimlinga of all kind*.
Mr Edmukd Lirby, late of the firm of Messrs,
(’ha-. J. Walker A Co has associated himself with
on his many years experience in
us, and
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
TYLER A LAMB.
Portland. Feb. 1. 1864.
febf. d4m.

relying

Superior Family Flour.
\ BARRELS of superior Flour ; suitable for
family use. Also a few barrels of Baldciu and Greening Apples, for sale at the lowest
wash price by
JOHN PURINTON,
l

No. 188 Forest

feb29. cod4w

REEVE8, Fashionable Military, Naval
and Civic Tailor,
98 Exchange Street.

AD.
•

COAT8, FANT8 and VESTS, and BusiDRESSSuits
made to order, at the short notion oi
ness

12

hours, at

A. D.

REEVES, 98 Exchange 8t.

habits, zouave jackets, and
Fancy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to orax
A. u. niuEVEo
98 Exchange St.

Riding
aer,

DESCRIPTION of Garments for Men
and Boys cnt at short notice, at
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange Street.

EVERY

shape
Clothing for1 Men
and Boys made to order with neatness and dis*
EVERYTHING
in the

pat on,

A. D.

at

of

REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.

OK

CLOTHS, Cassimeres and Vest*
on hand at
A. D. REEVES’. 98 Exchange St.

VARIETY
ings always

MILITARY and

Naval Officer
1NVERY
J fitted ont at the Tailoring Establishment ot
A. D.

Maine.

Insurance Company insure against
loss or damage by Fire, Buildings, Merchandize and Fnrnilure, on terms as favorable as it can

THE

be

cam

REEVES,Y8 Exchange St.

ATTENTION given in getting up Boy*

SPECIAL
Jackets, Pants and Overcoats at
aovlO dtf
A. D
98
REEVES'.

Exchange 8t.

GOAL

be done bv any solvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or F'ive years.
J. L. CUTLER, TrCsident.

CUMBERLAND

ool2eodly

Coals

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.,
the 1st day of November, A. D. 1803, as
required
the
Laws
of the State of Maine.
by

is.#1.800.000
as folhnes:

00.00 -.CHEAP COAL

218,960
Lnitcd States Stocks,
612,84"
State and City Stocks, and Town
6010460
Bonds,
Bauk and Trust Compauy
Stocks,
1,047,270
Mortgage Bouds
331,960
Atlantio Mutual Ini. Co’s scrip, 1862 3,
16,886

J. C.

66
50
00
(10
00
60

#8,026,879 74
*176.411 84

hr Kiai a~a

^

CHURCHILL, Agent,

00.00

Coal—Prime lot delivered lor F9.50 per tool
Office,Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’t
Chestnut

mchJO'SSdly

Aid to Union Prisoners in Rich*
mond.
agents,

re-

ceived and distributed among the prisoner* in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane

“Many article*of Nourialiment and Comfort for sick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other supplies are about going forward to Richmond a* fast
necessary mean* are contributed.
Money for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant,
the

Treasurof the Army Committee of Portland Voung Men’s
Christian Association, No. 86 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will bo promptly appropriated
to the relief of the suffering prisoners.
T. R. Haym,
Cyrub Stubdivakt,
H. H Burgbbb,
•
Army com.
A. J. Chabk,
W. R. Johwbov,
er

materials fOb the

for

Proposals
NAVY.

ok

Navy
Steam

Depaktmwt, )
Ekoikkkuihm, }
February 19, 1864. )

SEALED PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy lor tlie fiscal year ending June 30, 1864,
will be* received at tile Bureau of Steutu
Engineering
until 10 o’clock of the 21st day ol March
next, at
which time the opening will be commenced.
Proposals must be endorsed Pioposals lor Materials lor tbe Navy,” that they may be
distinguished
from other business letters, aud directed to the
Chief ot the Bureau of Steam Engineering.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are
described in tho printed
schedules; auy of which will be furnished to such as
desire, to ofler, on application to the commandants
of the respective yards, or to the navy agent nearest
thereto, aud those of ail the yards upon application
to the Bureau. This division into classes
be.ug loittie
convenience of the dealers in each suchclas-es
only
will be iurnished as are actually required lor bids.
1 he commandant and navy agent for each station
in
addition
to
the
will,
schedule of classes of their
own yards
have a oopy of the schedules of tbe
other yards for examination onlv, from w hich
may
be Judged whether it will be desirable to make application for any of the classes of those yaids. All
other things being equal, preference will be given
to a*tioles of American manufacture.
Offers must be made for tbe whole of the class at
any yard upon oue of the printed schedules, or in
.strict conformity therewith, or they will not be conadder ed.
to the Bureau, to the CommandUpon
ant of auy yard, or to any Navy Ageut, the form
of offer, of guaranty, and other necessary information respecting the proposals will be furnished.
Ihe contract w ill ne awarded 10 the lowest bidder
who gives proper gvaraatits, ac required by the law
of lOih August, 1846, the Navy Department restning the right to reject the lowest bid, it deemed exorbitant.
The contracts will bear date the day the noti3catiou is given, and deliveries can b» demanded.
Sureties in the lull amount will be required to
sign tho contract, aud their responsibility » ertified
to by a United Stau s district judge, United States
district
attorney, collector, or navy agent As additional securities. twentv per centum will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the contract
shall have been complete d. and eighty per ceutuin
of each bill, appro\cd in triplicate by the commandants of the respective yards, will be paid by
the navy agents at the points of delivery, iu funds or
certificate.-, at the option of the (iovernzneur, w ithin
ten days alter the warrant for the same shall have
been parsed
the Secretary of the treasury.
The following are lhe classes required at tho respective nav j-> ards:

particularly

u.

a.

tanuuiia

KITTERY, MAINE

< lass No. 1. Boi’er Iron, Ac. ; No K, Metallic Oil;
No. 10, Engineer Stores. No. 16, Tubbing. Ac; No.
16, 8toel; No. 10, Zinc.

CHARLESTOWN.

Class No. 1. Boiler Iron and Rivets; No. 2, rigiron: No 1 l.iim l’arLinir IIhUu
A..
x?.
6, Sperm Oil; No 6, Linseed 0*1 and Turpentine;
No. 7. Lard Oil; No. 9, T allow and Soap; No. 10.
Engineers’ Stores; No. 11, EngiiKtrs loots; No.
12 Engineer*' Instruments; No. 16, Steel; No. 17,
Iron Nails. Bolts, and Nuts; No, 18. Copper; No. 19,
Tin and Lead; No. 20, White Lead; No. 2l, Zinc
Faint; No 22, Colored Faints, Dryers -, No. 23.

Stationery.

flM

BROOKLYN.
No. 1, Boiler Iron; No. 3. Boiler Fciting; No. 4,
Gum Backing, Rubber Hose, Ac. ; No 6, Lubricating Oils; No. 6, Linseed Oil, Turptntiue,and Alcohol; No 7, Lard Oil; No 9, fallow and Soap; No,
10, Engineers’Stores; No. 11. Euginters'Tools; No
12. Engiuee.s' Instruments ; No. 14 Wrought-lrou
Pip**s, Valves. Ac.: No. 16. Bfttel; No. 17, Iron
Nails, Bolts, and Nuts, Ac.; No. 18, Copper; No. 19,
Tin. Zinc, Ac.; No. 20, White Lead; No. 22, C olored
Paints, Dryers; No. 23, Stationery ;No. 26, Hickory
and Ash Plank and Butts; No. 26, White Pine; No.
29, Lanterns; No. 30, Linguum\itae.

PHILADELPHIA.
Class No. 1, Bciler Iron, Ac N»> 3, Boiler Felting
4. Gum Packing, Huhher Hose, Ac.; No. 5
Sperm Oil; No. 6, Linseed Oil and Turpentine; No.
7, Lard Oil; No. 9,Tallow and Soap; No. 10, Engineers’ Stores; No. 11. Engineers’ Tools: No. 12*
Engineers’ Instruments; No. 14. Wrought-Iron
Pipe. Valves. Ac.; No. 16. Steel; No. 17. Iron Nails.
Bolts and Nuts; No. 18. Copper; No. 19, Tin, Ac ;
No. 20, White Lead; No. 21 Zinc Pamt; No. 22,
Colored Paints and Dryers; No. 23, Stationery.
WASHINGTON.
Class No. 1, Boiler Iron, Ac.; No. 17, Bolts.

iuiuuu, nv<

vuiuibbbivu,

nov26tf

THfi

BOSTON

FIRE BRICK

And Clay Ketort Manufacturing Co., Works, 394
Federal street, office and Warehouse 13 Liberty
Square and 7 Battery march St. manufacture Fire
Brick, ad shapes and sizes, for furnaces leouired to
staud the moat interne heat alsj Furnace Blocks
and Slabs. Locomotive Fire Blocks, Bakers’Oven
and tireen house Tiles, Clay K ‘torts and nece ssary
Tiles to set them, Fire Cement, Fire Clay and Kaolin.
The undersigned will give the'r spocial
that ali orders tor the above manufacture are
ted with promptness.

attention
execu-

DAMON, Ac CO.
13 Liberty Squate, Boston,

JAMES
Selling Agbxip,
inch 11 cod6m

ONE

-WHO ARK-

Burning lo Avenge their Country's Wrong.
Now is your time to strike our Nation's foe.
Ail

wishing

to do

so are

requested

to call at

J. M. TODD’S,
Corner of Middle & Exchange Streets.

feb26 law-4w-

ExruAMcK 74 Middle Stbbkt.

Who has been authorized to Enlist lor all the
Regiments and Batterys new and old in the field,
all wishing to enter the service will find it to their
advantage to call on him before eulisting.
Per Order.
mch5 eod3w •

American

Exchange

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!
OK NEW YORK.

Capiial $300,000,
Inaure Buildinga. MeVekandlae, Hauaehald Furniture. Renta, Lenar a. Veaaela an the Stark a, and alfcer Peraannl

Prayerty
Mi

nt

tna Law-

rrtea.

Coal and Wood!
-AT TH»-

LOWEST PRICES FOR

Our Coal is of the vory BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

|

quality,

CITY,

and

war-

-AL80, E'OB SALEAll Kinds of Hard and Soft Wood.
The Public are invited to give
bound to give satisfaction to all
their custom.

ns a

call,

as

who favor

we are
us

with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RAHDALL A McALLISTER
aug20 ly

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.
EDWARD
oct37 lyeod

CASR,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF T1IE
AT SHORT NOTICE.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

SHAW, Agent, 103 Middle Street.
In the

Year One

Eight Hundred
Sixty-four.

Thousand

and

OFFICE ARITIY CLOTHING AND
An

EQUIPAGE.

Carriages.

PHiLADKLriiiA, March 16,1864.
PROPOSALS are invited md will be
received at this office, until 12 o’clock M
on
MONDAY, the 2*th iust., for supplying the Schuylkill Ar enal with GRAY WOOLEN BLANKETS—
army standard, of domestic manufacture—iu order
that the present weekly deliveries may be largely in-

SEALED

creased.
Bidders must state in their proposals, which must
he given iu writing, as well as iu figure
the quantity bid for, and time of delivery.
rhe ability of the bidder to fill the coutract must
be 'guarantied by two responsible persons, whose
signatures will be appended to the guaranty, and
said guaranty accompany the bid. ana in case the
said bidder should tail to enter into the contract,
to make good the difference between the offer of
said bidder and the next lowest responsible bidder,
the
or
persou to whom the contract may be awarded.
Bidders, as well as their sureties, or guarantors,
who may not be known at this office, will furnish a
certificate trom the United States District Attorney,
Postmaster, or other public functionary, at the residence of the bidder, or guarantors, setting forth
clearly the tact that the bider and his sureties are
responsible men, who will, if a coutract is awarded
them act in good faith with the Uni cd btates, and
faithfully execute the same.
No bid will be* cutertaincd that does not fully
comply with all of the above requirements, and
which is Lot properly guarantied by two responsibel parties, as above described.
Bid* from defaulting contractors will not be received
Blank forms for proposals can be had upon application ai this office.
"
Proposals must be endorsed Proposa’s for Army
G. 11. CKOS MAN,
Blankets
Asst, t^-M. General, U. 8. A.
rncbl9 td

they

To Let.
f

ICE in second story of store No. 16# Middle

Of street,
feblfi

store
Enquire of
eodtf
over

occupied

bv Samuel Rolfo.

SAMUEL HANSON,

Removal.
LUDWIG has

removed to
of Congress.
DR.
Portland, March
1864.
corner

17,

Ordinance Amending

No. 60 High

St.,

mchlTdtf

an

Ordinance concerning

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the (Ti/y if Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows '■—
8>CriON 1. The seventeenth section of the Revised Ordinances concerning carriages, is amended
so that said section, as amended, shall read us fol-

lows

;

17. The prices or rates of fare to be taken by,
paid to the owner, driver, or other person, havngchargeof any hackney carriage,except omnibusSec.

or

ses,

shall he

as

follows, that is to say, for carrying

a

City, between the hours of four o’clock A M ami
eleven o'clock 1*. M. not exceeding tliirty-ti\o cents;
and from eleven o’clock PM to four o’clock A. M.
not exceeding
cents; for childreu between the ages of four and tweve years, if more
thau one, or if accompanied by an adult, half price
is ouly to be charged for each child, and for children
under four years of age, when accompanied by their
or an adult no
charge shall be made.
ivery ow ner, driver or other person having charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with each passenger one trunk, and m addition thereto two articles, such as a valise, carpet hag, box, portmanteau,
buudle, or other similar articles used in travelling,
if be be
to do so, without charge or compensation therefor ; but tor every additional trunk,
or such other articles as are above named more than
two, he shall be entitled to demand and receive five
cents; If any driver or other person shall demand
or receive
any greater sum for their services, as
specified in this section, he, or they shall forfeit and
for
so
pav
doing a penalty of twenty dollars for
each offense.
Sec. 2. l his ordinance shall lake effect and be
iu force from and after its approval by the Mayor.
In Board ok Mayor and Aldermen, I

NON-FORFEITING

POLICIES,

W'lTll

LA RLE

requested

March 3,1864.
f
having been twice read, passed to be orJACOB McLEL LAN, Mayor.
dained.
In Common Council, March 3, 1804.
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained
TUOS. E. TWITCH ELL. President.
JACOB McLELLaN,Mayor.
Approved,

The choicest 8uppers will be got up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will find it greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will bo spared for the entertainment ol
Rtiests.
declddtf

THE AMERICA*

ACCUMULATIONS,

TEN ANNUAL

The Mutual

Hanover Street

Life

Ins. Co.,

YOHK,

large
MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted l’clicies
With the

TEN

cash fund of

NOT SUBJECT TO

FORFEITURE,

by the psyment of
TEN
PilEMIUMS,
advantageous teiWs than any other Life
Company iu this Country
Also issues UoUcies
pay able at any given age during the life, or at the decease of the insured.
These policies, as all others with this great Company, are continually increasing in va'ueand amount,
and with it.- piRMl large inv•-tineuts w hich ar©
constantly accumulating, at the rate of more than a
million dollars per annum, it may reasonably be expected that the sum insured will double itself within
a few yearf.
Apply at office 31 Exchange street,
W. D. LITTLE, General Agent.
fetl3 8TAT Aweoatiw

ANNI/AI^

on more

Farm for Sale,

Boston,

....

Largest

The

and Bent Arranged

Fancy Candle*

at 8tandish Corner, on which is a
a half HottM, with suitable out buildIt contains *i8 acres of land
tugs, in goad
and a fair orchard; is within one hour’s ride ol
the York A Cumberland Kailroad. and commands a

CLOTHING MATERIALS.

Navy Department,
Prorsions and Clothing, March 12,

1864.
PROPOSALS, staled and endorsed
for
and
C'fo'liing
Navy Clothing
Proposals
Materials, will be received at this office until 12
Bureau

of

SEALED

o’clock M on the 12 h day of
next, for furnishing and delivering ( on receiving forty days’ notice) at the United States navy yardsat Charlestown.
Massachusetts; and Brooklyn, New York, in such
numbers and quantities ana at such times as may be
specified by the Chief ot this bureau, or bv the commandants of the said navy yards, respectively, during tho remainder of the the fiscal year ending on the
3oth day ot June 1864, the numbers and quantities o
the different ar-ticles aud at the places specified ,in
the following list, vis:
Boston. N. York
Bine cloth trowsers, pail's
7,600
3,600
*.600
Blue satinet trowsers, pairs
600
Canvas duck trowsers, pairs
1,600
1,000
2.600
Barnsley sheeting frocks
Blue llannel uvershirta
6.000
6.000
2.000
Blue satiuet, yards
18,u00
Blue flannel, yards
60,000
llo.COO

April

15,000
Barnsley sheeting, yards
Canvas duck, yards
2.(00
6 000
Blue naking, yards
7,00)
Calf-skin laced shoes, pairs
21,000
3.00O
Kip-skin shoes, pairs
Woolen socks, pairs
15,(XX)
23,000
Mattresses, (with two covers
6n0
1 for each)
6,000
Blankets
20,(00
6.0(H)
Blaca silk handkerchiefs
4,000
Offers may be made for O' e or more artioles. at the
option of the bidder, and in case more than one articles, is contained in the offer the chief of the Bureau will have the light to accept one or more of the
article contained in such offer and reject the reThe price must he uniform, and offers
mainder.
must embrace all of any one or more articles titlic•
erab’e at all the stations.
For description of articles in the above list bidders are referred to the samples at the Navy Yards,
and to the advertisements of this Bureau dated
July 8. 1863, and for information as to the laws and
regulation (in pamphlet form) regarding contracts
to the offices of the several couimaudants of the
Navy Yards and Navy Agents.
Blank forms of proposals may be obtained on opplication to the navy agents at Portsmouth Nor
Hampshire ; Boston. New York, Philadelphia, Ha'timore, and at this bureau.
inch 16 law4w

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,
Vxrxt f'nlf.+rtinn IHxtrirt nf Stnt* nf AfniMA

'll

Exclinuge Street,
Foitlaxd, July 17th, 1883.

Internal Revenue

Stamps.

Office having boen made a depository ol
Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied at
the following rates:
Less than 860 at par.
860to 81000, 4 percent, discount.
81000 and upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

THIS

NATll’L J. MILLER. Collector

W anted.!
Second-Hand Candle
At No. 90

Boxes,

CABINET

ORGANS.

subscriber,

IIK

with the

being impressed
great
T excellence of these
Instruments, and their adap-

tation either for small churches, vestrys, or parlors,
offers them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

vicinity.

The manufacturers have the written
of
cvjr a hundred of the best Organists aud Musicians,
both foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thai berg, Morgan and Zundel, is the following from
Gottschalk:
"Mxssuh. Mason & Hamlin:—I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
of taste and refinement that can
every household
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your i abinet
is
a
Organ
truly charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, and far nuperior to
everything of its class 1 have seen. I take pleasure
in commending it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piaoo Forte, to which it is a
fine
from its capacity for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic ana
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”
GOTloCHALK.
New York, 22d Sept., 1863.
These Instruments may be found at the Music
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ prices.

complement,

A

Engine,
horsepower. Enquire of

febl9 dtf

of

thirty

to

forty

HIGHT k DYER
2| Union Wharf.

manner.

if

Is

prepared to tarnish

STEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,
of various sizes and

8t«ta

of

For Sale at a
»“<• I ilfStorr House, on Layfkyette St
Lot 14 by 93. F r particulars
enquire of
DBASE A DAVIS,
mclilg lmed
380 Congress Street.

Bargain.

A

■louse Tor Sale.

A

three story dwelling house with brick
basement.
situated on

lue corner of Monument and War.
streets; tins twelve liuisbed rooms, and is

For Sale.

double

House and lot known
THEWestbrookbrick
Seminary Female boarding

tha
bouse

au

situated on Stevens’riums, on the line of the
Foreet Avenue Horse Kailrcad. two miivs Irom
this city.
Lot 8 by 18 rods. 1 he
premise, may be examined
by calling on W. B. rood rich, E* j., Dear the prem-

Forp.rthmlura arply to WM. L SOUTHARD
No |8 Commercial street, or E.
HAMBLIN. Ne H8
Commercial street, Portland.
mcbS d3w

BREED

A

Limt Hours Work of all deecripti’ixft, and all
kinds of work required iu building
Fortifications.

Iron Stairs and other Architectural Work.
Houses, Stores, and other buildings, fitted with
Gas and Steam in the best manner.
In connection with the above is an Iron Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Millwrights,and Ship-Build*
ers is itvited—and all kinds oi
Castings furnished
at short notice.

KF^Orders for Machine Jobbing,
Forgings, promptly executed.

Patterns

and
oc3

Nmdleiuad

Findings.

MA.UVAOTUXXX

sale

areas is the beet

manner.

Works 0 Union Bt., and 388 ft 380 Fora Bt.
taltdtf

POKTLAND. MR

ALBERT WEBB * COn
IU-

HEAD Or MERRILL 8

CeBMrclal Street,

..

*

April SO. 1*63

DR. S. C.

Portland, May 26,1963.

tf

disposed of his entire interest In hie
Office to Dr. 8. C FEKNALD, would cheerfully
recoommeud him to his former patients and the putlie. Dr. Faunald, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base,’*
and allother methods known to the profession.
Portland. May 26. ISM
tf

HAVING

a

Hanson Bloek.'iHiildleSt., No. 161.
8ch6l&r*liit>s good in any part of the United State*
ne Principal has had 20 year* experience; is always
on the spot, aud attend* to hi* business; and promises, a* during the past 12 year*, no pains shall be

in the future. Five hundred references of
the first class business men, with many others of this
will
to the practical utility, capaciouscity,
ness and completeness of my systems and manner
of teaching, aud citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diploma* will be awarded for thorough courses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett's
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not
Certain times
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come all who have (ailed to be taught a businese
hand-writing and 1 will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struction given. Students cau enter auy time. Separate room* for Lad its. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. Ladies aud Gentlemen that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate course,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying. Native Business Writing,
Commercial
Arithmetic. Correspondence,
Card
Marking, (aud teaching from printed copies and
Text Hooks will be avoided please call, or address
the Principal
R. N.BROWN.
oc29 eod&eowl
Portland.Oct.2.1863

spared

testify

copying.

PARTICIPATION.

Company.

Hair Cutter and Wig

Company

will issue Polices to be free after the
ol six, eight or ten Premium* at the optiou
insured and at rates as low as any other
Company. The issue ol Free Policies renders it at
the least e«iual if not superior to the participation

payment

Feb 16

102

J. A. DAVIS A

CO.,

Commission Merchants.
Kor the purchase of

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

(Successors to Joseph Dray k Co.,)

Mptn

d«m

REM

OJ\r

.A. L

DR. NEWTON
removed his residence to JVo. 37
HAS
of Franklin street.
Street,
Office

PLAIN A ORNAMBNTAT SICCCO A MASTIC WOKkKKS.
prepared

to furnish the public with
Center Pieces and all kinds of Plaster Ornaments as cheap as any other establismeut in the
State, and at the thortest notice.
We will also give prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whitening, White Washing and Color*

ARK

iug
S-W Please leave your orders at No. 6 South street
ieb26 d3iu
opposite the Hiding Sohool.
To ItliiimliK-tiiri'i's.

being in correspondence with au
A
Emigration Ageut in Birmingham. England,
has
been
in
the
business fjr a long time will
(who
obtain through that Agency Arti/ansor Workmen
of all classes with promptress and dispatch.

rpilK

subscriber

March

i», 1 m

EDWARD SHAW,
«2 l.Mlddle street, Portland.

tf

WARREN’S IIUFORVED
FIRE AND WATER PROOF

FELT COMPOSITION,
Roofing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

E. IIERSEY, Agent,
Jau26

No. 6 Union Street.

dtf

Book Card & Fancy Printing
SKATLT

EXECUTED

AT TMF 0FFI3E OF THE PRES

■ v

ue

Lei.

Noe. 129 and 136 CtmnerciaJ Street

STORES
Possession given
ply

immediately.

Fort*

at No. 4*i Park Street.

rum

ap-

mch21 dim

Sales Koom 10 Let.
spaciona and desirable Sale* Boom to let oo the
second floor in tbe new EVANS BUILDING,
ou Middle St., it applied for immediately.
WAKKr.N APAKKOW,
me ho dtf
No. 74 Middle St., cor. Exchange
A

To Let,
No 127 ( umberland Streq/, now occupied
bv Mr. Isaac Jugeraoil. Inquire of
feb24 dtf
ST. Jv>tlX SMITH.

HOUSE

To Let.
HE

the itcre of the Rubacriber.eorner
Exchange streets, now occupied Ay
Stephen Berry as a printing office. Poeemeion given
1st of January. Apply to
dec29 dtf
BKNJ. FOGG.

11

FEMALES.

oc3)dtf

M.

PEARSON,
Plater,

MAXUrACTUKKK

OF

WARE,

Congress St., Opp. Court Ilouce Portland.Me.
UT All kinds of WARE, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons. Cake Baskets, Castors, Ac., p ated in the
238

best

manner.

Also, REPAIRING and RE-FINISHING Old
Silver Ware.
jau29 d6m

WOOD ANB COA1L
CHEAP FOR CASH !

$9.50.

CHEAP COAL.

$9.50

PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAL *9.50
TON,
SPRING MOUNTAIN.
LEHIGH. HEZILTON,
SUGAR LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH. LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS. DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are of the
very best quality, well screened and picked, and
warranted to give satisfaction.
Also for sale best of

HARD AND

SOFT

WOOD,

delivered to any part of the city.
Ornta CoMJleaciAL St., head of Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS A SON.
febl6 dly

To Let.
now

FERTILIZERS.
LODI PODDBETTK.
LITTLEFIELD'S l’OLDHETTK.
by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
feb9 disSm
Portland Feb. 8,18«4.
90J"

160

11

For «ale at manufacturer’. pi ice.

DOLLARS willbegiven for the deteotloa
and oonvlotlon of any per»on or peMonutealinf
paper, from the doom of ear nbeerlben.

FVK
LmM

rCBLIIMBU OF THBPBE8F,

bjr

u.

PoocMioa iItcd

Also, a Front Office in Hanson Block.
H. J. LIBBEY k CO.
jan8 dtf
_

Distrable Farm for Kale.
lubwriter offers for sale a very valuable teal
estate, situated in the pleasant village of Freeport, containing about 2* acre* of good land, with a
twa-story dwelling house, out-buildings, s'able and
barn, all in good repair. Tbe shore was tbe homestead of the late J \V. Mitchell. It has a trout en
the county road from Portlaud to Bruuswick, of
shout SO rods, with rear line on Portland
f Kenne-

THE

bec Railroad.
The buiidiug* are finely located, and afford a deul
of t<-'>nery. It is within five minprospect
utes walk
t orn station of said railroad,
village
stores, meeting-houses, schools. Ac. It has a
large
old orchard, containing varieties of
apples, pears,
Ac
Also abundance 01 garden fruits. Cuts about
ten ton* of hay yearly, is finely watered
by an
ever living brook
spring-, Ac Has a tine row of
old shade e:m trees on the county road; and. altogether, embraces such superior advantages tor tbe
purchaser, that those wishing to buy are iu'ited to

light

W*i I

good city or vessel property.
ICHELL, on the prem sea, or
W W. HARRIS,
145 Commercial Street. Cortland.
* recport, March 16. C6t
mchlS eodlm
exchange

Apply

tor

to J. A. Ml

For Snlf or to Let*
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing

over SO
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and ouo-half miles from Cortland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a watering place. and summer boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
31 Winter Street. Cortland.
ap7 dtf

FOR MALE.
Schooner

CLOSE
ESTATE,
17*2 tons, fore and aft
TO Wooster,”
last fall at
liev. d to be sound—fitted
AN

“Sarah

rigged.be-

up
an expense
ot one ihou«aud d dlars. with new sails, rigging and
xpars: carries 150 M lumber, aud Is a good sailor
N. J. MILLER. Ja
Appljto
rue n» d3w
over 93 Commercial Street.

fob sale.

PLEASANT Coantry Seat, at New Gloucester,
Lower Corner. The stand formerly occupied
by F. lerton, as a Home School, is offered for sale.
The house a*d ell, both two story, the latter
new,
contain fiteen finished rooms, a gtod cellar, ard an
abundance of pure, soft water, wood house and sta*
ble ceonected.
The place Is adorned with shade and
ornamental trees aad »hrubbery, c mmandsa beautiful prospect, is situated in a *ood community, and
is hut an hours ride from Cortland on the Grand
Truuk Railroad. A lar*e garden belongs to it, well
stocked with young and thrifty fruit trees in fall
bearing, <24 apple trees ) Pr'ee *1700.
For further information applv to F. Yeaton, Frye*
burg Me., Seth Haskell, near the promises, or
ALBION KEITH, 139 Middle Street.
fkb26 8tawtf
Portland.
A

Am.

1 WSirk 1110.8 COE'S SL'l'KH PHOS LIME,
IfNCRJlOO" LLOYDS1 •"

room* orer

Fore and

01

occupied
STORK
immediately.

Middle

heretofore, .Vo. 116 Exchange Street, in
Noble’s Block, up stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
A. M., from 2 to 3. and from S to 9 o'clock P. M.
Dr. N. will continue, in connection with
general
practice, to give special attention to DISEASES OF

AMD

PLASTERERS,
now

THERE b a large garden ( of the rich'et soil,
V rmt trees, current, Oooaberry bu*bee.
Ac.,)
the roar of the houne. which u b uudeU on
two courts
the lot contains 10,000 square feet
l»etug a desirable iovrstmen*. as by a entail outlay It
will command a large reut. it is a desirable location
for* Hotel, beiog within 1th t«.»t of Congress St.
It wtll be sold at Public Auction cn
Tuesday the
29th day of March, at 12 M., if n<t previously disposed of at private vale A plau ot the *au»« esn be
he n and any in Informal ion obtained ot (ikO.
H.
Cl’S II MAN. 3U6 Coogess Street, or A. B. STEPHENSON, 121 Commerc.a! Street.
Tort aud. March 18tb, 18b4.
inch 18 dtf

as

SILVER
>

Land

Ofthc Inlr Alvau l'u»hniMa,X« OGrcrgSl.

FOK EASTERN MARKXRS.

220 Weat Water St., Milwaukee, Wia
84 South Water St., Chicago, 111

EDWARD SHAW, Sec.

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

Sale.

House and

1%.

Silver

Middle 8t.

dfcwtf.

For

Maker,

18 Market Square,Port' 'nd, (up stairs.)
KV^Beparate room for Ladies’ and Children’s Hair
Cutting.
A good stock of Wigs, Halt-Wigs, Bands. Braids,
Curls, Frizetts, Pads, Rolls, Crimping Boards, Ac.,
ho., constantly on hand.
ic22'63 dly
No.

of the

companies.
Office No.

dwelling house, with land snfllciettt for a
good garden, located in tbe epp,-r peit of the

corner

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance
This

JOHN F. SHERRY,

Thorough Business

O!

small

A

|i

Dr. J. H. HEALD

and Evening, tor
Located 1850.

^

The

Kbvmbsmom.Drs. Baooa aad BaaeLia.

open Day
ISEducatiou.

jgrr

FERNALD,

DENTIST,
No. 170 Mitlcll
Street.

anil riff

ture

city, will bo sold for the above amount.
Apply «o
PnENTISS LORINIi,
Portland, March 7.
dtf
I tally Press office

•

v,

Bald farm contains
acres, mowing, tilling, wood and
paslands. Cuts 75 tons
Pasture diEuglishhny.
vided into three lots
fenced lor the
permanently
most part with double stous walls
aaiog ap most ef
the stones on the place in their construction.
I hirty acre* of wood land for moci
part o.d growth
a portion botdsrsou the tt. R. and
ano'heriot near
the house.sufficient to Inst a
large landly their life
time, ihe orchard contains from live to sin hundred
trees, all grafted fruit, and of the choicest kinds la
a thriving condition; In favorable
years lias horse
IfidOburLels marketable
apples. There are O.rre.
/■/um and Pear trees, til in line
condition
bearing
also actf nberry He d which has just
began In
and from about one third ol the mu os7 oo»oels were picked and marketed last tear. Route la a
.-..nlsi-2-S clevea Square
twostory wooden hiiildim
^"PTSfber necessary oateu.m-. with Hiii.hi .iiQi
11,- —--."Ctr
commands a flue prospect and
is adorned with keaatiiul shade
trees: bard and
soft water li abundance.
The barn is on the o.pmdte side of the road 10
ft
long by 4f wide, with shades lor she teriog young
stock iu stormy weather: hue well or never
falling
water, all iu good repair, haul farm will be mid
cheap a« the owner is out of health and mast sell.
Terms of sale made know n and all Inquiries answered on the premises. Payments made easy.
North Yarmon’b, March 11, lSeil.
*
mctill dfcwtfll

hundred

two

91,80

Perilaid, Me.

▲ CARD.

••

±™ro*th.

The tnrm widely aud favorah’r
known as tbe col. Jakes C. fataman farm, situs-ed in
tbe north
part of North > urrnou’h, owned
_2nd occupied by Edward It. ala
11 out
Portland, aud two miles tiom
depots, one on the Orand Trunk R. K North

WUAKX,
»e**tf

BOLTS Superior Bleached |
300 do All Long flax Government contract.” V
800 do Extra All Long flax
80odo Navy Fine
Delivered In Portland or Boston.
Rath.

Retail.

GAS

Corn, Flour and Grain,

BY-

Bulb. He.

*d\JVJ

or

DSALBRS

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,
f}AA

O*

Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole s

Pln.iivn.tt.
BALE

but

«» IT1IT IISCR1PTI0N IP 1ACIHIIT,
STEAM AND

rride'ti

larmouth and West Powusl

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Having had large experience, and be-

-FOE

on

rorrauu ,U' ar

rc.au hading from
haecarapfa-m utein-

RfS®*®

—1

Middle Street.

Trimming, nlwsya

rum

maessr^s&ta i, g one hundred setts, suitably divided into linage, pasture and w oodland.
Aplenty
of } ouug orcharding apple and pear nets
just come
into near.ng, of ibe beat varieties. The soil b aottly clay io.m, well watered by a m- er-iaikng brook
ruuuiog througn the tarm. A new two atvry brick
House, with a good cellar, barn and other out-boildings. ami an abundant supply of excellent watar
Terms easy
For further luiormation inquire of
the subscriber on the premises
AliiJAll UAWKEg,
mchU dhw2w*
Stevens plains Post Omen

two

I. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

importer? and manufacturers, enables us to sell
ing
tnv panic articles as low as
iu
they can be bought nr
Boston. We have always t«u«w
!»*•?«»
give our customers 1:111.1 ABLE GOODS, aud believe none have given better satisfaction. Country
dealers are invited to examiue our stock before purchasiug. Particular attention given to orders refeblO dfc w3m
ceived by mail.

c

®» the
ISBril "'V1*®.
Vamiiiuth to

For Sale.

■*M«tf

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe

in the State.

__.

SEWING MACHINESI

No*. 54 Bad 6#

Importers of
Serge*, I.listings und Giissetlings,
And the only M inufacturer* of
KID AND GOAT STOCK

A Desirable Farm Tor Sale.
rleaaautly situated In Westbrook.

a

s i m « E K’S

NO. 60 UNION 8TBEET,

Stock and

It will be wold low on a
long te:m of credit
for the greater part of the
purchase, or lesmd for a
term of ream.
MosES <.CI LD, 74 Middla St.
mculidw

patterns,

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,
AGENTS,

TUKEY,

For Sale or to Let.
FINK Country Seat on Back Core road, fronttug the city anu about two milea therefrom
Garden and Orchard,sixteen acres of
lend a
large Biick House with twelve tabbed rooms alarm
Barn ana Chai-e House,
ibis property is as’ desirable a location for a genteel residence,
or a public
liousj as is to be tonnd win in tne
vicinity ot Portland.

A
will!

Pips ind Futures, Kill Gearing, Skafting, Pdlqi.lt.

11. S. EDWARDS,

Gravel

Imiiitfdintel),

prompt and aatiaiaotory

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St.,

testimony

iuch6 dtw

W anted

a

M' W",‘

lV

reu

UPHOLSTERER,

SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, Mar ». 1864.

Mason & Hamlin’s

Jan7 dtf

second hand steam

&«« room
Term
linlers previously disposed of at private sale
it
will l* «oid at auction on tlie 27th
day of April next
J T. .SMITH
of
J.
E.
Inquire
FKKNALD, or (jRoRGE WATERUODHE.
moh21 dtoapUT

ealoa'aled for one or two families. r0r terms well
acplvto Edward Shaw, at the office of tha Mutual
hire Insurance
Company, 102 Middle Street, orto
-N r. DKERINti
mch!5 dtf
No. 3 Exchange St.

No 51 Union Street,
prepared to do all kinds of CABINET JOB-

-AND-

onn M 2}. 3 and 81 inch SEASONED WHITE
'U PINE DECK 1’LAoK at liangor, lor
S. C. DYER.
pale by
feb'25 dim*
No 8 Centra) Wbarf.

Cigars*
description.

three-lorvdwellidg.l,on,e No S3 Brown
Street. containing thirteen modern llnlshed
room- including Kith
room, Kange Furuace

HT*Farniture Made, Repaired and Varniikad at

Portland Street, Portland.

Deck Flunk.

m

Honey,
Fig*.
Date*,
Tobacco,

Book and Show Cases made to order.

In the immediate neighborhood are three churches
and the best of schools. The place is every wav a
desirable location for lualili slid comfort.
The
buildings will be sold, it desired, with one or two
acres of land; and one-halt of the purchase money
may remain on mortgage for a term ot years. A
plan of the promises can be seen by calling on E. 11.
BLAKK, Esq., at Gorliam Corner, sud at the store
of Messrs, Phil brick fc Emory, at Standish Corner.
Possession given immediately.
eo46w*
Standish, March 12. 1864.

CLOl Hffcti

of all

Candies,

CABINET MAKER
ISBING in

repair.

AM)

Lozenges

oct9 dtf

Hotel

RICE, Proprietor.

LEWIS
oolOly

Fruit !

Sprace Guta,
Canary Seed,
Lemon Syrup,
Cocoa Nat*.
Nat*, all kind*.
Raialn*,

Lemon*.
Lime*,

ENGLAND.

IN NEW

Domestic

F. M. CARSLEY,

SITUATED
story and

This bill

"Helmbold’s Extract Buchu.”—Tonic, Diuretic, Blood-Purifying and Invigorating. * Enfeebled
and delicate persons of botb sexes use it.
W. F. PHILLIPS, Druggist.
Sold by
*
JauS eodfcwll w

Oraagea.

AND

PAYMENTS !

or NEW

and

large and well

The

Wholesale and Ketaif

HOUSE,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

ON

forty-fire

Earcnts,

Foreign

desfi dt»

INSURANCE

No.

HO EVERY

excellent alterations

numerous

a

•elected stock of

No. 849 1-3 Stewart’* Block. Concrea* Bt

LIFE

papheation

by

and

object.

as

Exchange Street,

hitching horses.

United Statei Christian Commission

having
received letters of acknowledgement that supTHE
their
have been
forwarded
through

SAWYER.

▲re prepared to offer to the trade

L_jmade. It is located on the ijacearappa road,
about lour miles from Portland, affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, aud just about far enough
for pleasure.
It has a line large Dancing Hall and good Rowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable,
containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered Shed, 106 feet
long, for

_

plies

Wo. 8

FOR HALE & TO LET.
For Sale.

formerly ooeupietl by

O.

HOUSE.)

popular Hotel has recently been purby Mr Miller(of the Albion) aud has
chased
beeu thoroughly reiitted, renovated and re-

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

18

$87

V

Total Assets,
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
due or adjusted,
Amount at nuk. Mtimatod

quality,and

Hard and Soft Wood.

agents'

C.

WILSON

HOUSE,

J. P. MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

paired,

COAL

of the beet

are

W. W. CARR & CO.,
taken the Fruit Store

This

Also, forsale, best quality of Norn Sootlt and other

OF

and with the surplus is invested
Real estate, unincumbered,
Cash iu band, on deposit, and in

m

strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THK8K

STATEMENT OF THE
iKtna Insurance

The Capital Stock

THE WHITE
(FORMERLY

FOR SMITHS' USB.

OARDS^

Having

Pare and Free Burning.

No. 102 Middle Street.

BUSINESS

WOOD, Splendid Pleasure Resort t

THR ORNUINR LOBESR 7

EDWARD SHAW-Agent,

WHOLE NO. 536.

FOB CASH,

STRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTVN LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

J.H. WILLIAM8,Secretary.

On

«fc

CHEAP

1864.

HOTELS.

DBl.IVi.KKD TO ANT PAKT OF THKC1TT

Maine

Bureau

BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

o. Box 471.

Augusta,

dec6 dtf

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD.

p.

MAINE INSURANCE CO.

a

J. u. SVKFS,
Purchaser lor Eastern Account

Lyman was everywhere duty called amidst a
perfect storm of leaden hail, and all award
him the bravery of a lion. Col. Henries was
Col. Borden who
most gallant aud brave.
coimnauded a brigade, fought like a tiger aud

milL

who

one

MISCELLANEOUS.

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

in Bouton, to
good Ca*h Trade. A liberal
will be given. Address Box 3112,
compensation
Boston, Mas*.
mch&eodSw*

Jacksonville, Fia., March 10, 1804.
tht Editor of the /‘ri al
Much has been written of the battle of
Oulestee, fraught on the 20th of last month.
But one versing can be had of that sad
slaughter. Writers may “write” up or “write”
dowu officers, or “write” of the gallantry of
regiments, or the disgrace of them, aud yet
the true version of our defeat may not be
known. The truth is the army was advancing at a forced march in the enemy’s country, with all their blankets, knapsacks, aud
eighty rounds of ammunition and four days
rations, and had marched seventeen miles that
day aud had nothing to eat since early dawn
except, now and then, a mouthful of hard
tack. These lorced marches were made so
that we should gel as near Lake City as possible, that the troops might rest over night aud
attack the enemy aud take Lake City on 8uuday. Our arms were not loaded, we had no
skirmishers thrown out, aud our pickets were
but a little distance in advance.
We were
advancing in a thicket of pine trees, aud
nearly parallel with the railroad and but a
short distance from it; Col. Henries with the
40th Mass, mounted infantry in advance, covering Hamilton's battery supported on the
light by the 47th N. V., and ou the left by
the 8th U.S. coloied regiment, commanded
by Col. Friebley. All at once they received
the lire of the rebel's artillery from behind
the Kailroad embankment and the rifle corps
from their pits behind trees anil from tree
tops. Our forces were caught in a trap. They
at once deployed into battle order, or as nearly
so as the circumstances would permit, loaded
and opened fire, but yet with all the bravery
of a Jackson and the coolness of veterans, they
were more ttr less confused and thrown into
disorder, yet they unflinchingly stood and
fought for three hours aud drew off in good
order and so crippled the enemy that they
did not follow. I have no particular ofticers
to laud, none to pull down. Aside from the
great aud unpardonable blunder in moving
forward as they did aud being trapped, no
fault can lie touud with men or otticers. (feu.
To

had two horses shot from under him.
Col.
Montgomery who commanded a colored
and
who has probably been under lire
brigade
more times than any officer in the Union,
biought in his reserve at the right time and
in tberight place, and saved a break on our
left center and showed his accustomed skill
and bravery.
1‘erhaps there never was a
more determined light.
Both armies were
handled with skiil; both fought gallantly and
with tiger-like ferocity. Now when it is certaiuly known that the rebels had at least
fifteen thousand while we had less than live
thousand, tliot we were caught in a trap with
our pieces unloaded and bayonets in their
sheaths, with our soldiers tired, hungry and
in heavy marching order.
All must concede that we were brave aud
fought with skill to hold our ground for three
hours, until our powder failed, and then to
have drawn off' in good order. Our Boldicrs,
hungry and tired, marched seventeen miles
hack that night, making a light of three hours,
the most desperate ou record, and a inarch of
thirty-four miles in a little more than thirty
hours.
Much has been said of the colored and
white troops, hut all this is jealousy. The white
troop* fought bravely aud perhaps did better
execution than some of the colored troops,
yet the colored troops were as brave as the
bravest, and when they have as much practice with the rifle as they have with the shovel
they will do their whole duty. Our loss in
killed was about two buudred; wounded
about thirteen hundred, aud the rebels took
about two huudred prisoners. But it is not
strange that our troops are caught iu traps,
for excepting Col. Montgomery we have no
officers who have auy experience as commanders in the Held. They are all good officers and good meu, but they are not veterThis department wants a Burnside to
ans.
lead them. They have had two slaughters,
Officers
one at Wagner and one at Oulistee.
of this department have attempted to reconcile and conciliate the Floridians by allowing
them the monopoly of all the business and
prohibiting all Northern or Western men,
however true or loyal to their country they
may have been, and conferring all privileges
upon the Floridians if they only take the oath
ol allegiance; a mere empty sound, which he>
who lias dared to revolt against his country
often considers as a mere play upon words.
Jacksonville was the capital of Davall county and was a very pretty place ; was regularly laid out upon the banks of the St. Johns
At
liver about 25 miles from its mouth.
the time Florida seceded from the Union the
lumbering interest of the State was rapidly
being developed, aud upon the hanks of this
river above aud below were ten splendid sawmills.
They were large and costly steam
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.

To the Editor of the

green

and their

Prett

to

unite in

a

grand

£y Horse railroads
into the

pa-

a

discount

o/Jl.OO

will be made.

Reeeption ol Gen. Dow*

Dow, after an absence of twentymonths, six of winch have been spent

Gen. Neal
seven

at Richmond, where he

Libby prison
by the rebels after his capture
near New Orleans, returned to this city yesterday.
Arrangements had been hastily made to
give the gallant General a reception. A subcommittee from the Committee of Arrangements on the part of the City Council, consisting of Aldermen Beal and Messer, and
Counciltnen Hamlen, Bailey and Ladd, proceeded to North Berwick yesterday morning,
In the

carried

was

and

the arrival of the train from Boston

on

welcomed Gen. Dow, and informed him of the reception proposed to lie

point,

at that

him on his arrival home.

given
The

moment the cars struck the Cape Elizbridge, a salute was tired and the bells
the city uttered joyful peals, and continued

abeth
of

to rimr for
course

half

people

of

hour.

nn

had

An

gathered

immense
at

the

con-

depot

to

Welcome the General, and the air resounded
with their hurrahs as the train appt cached.
At the depot the General was welcomed
home by the Mayor, in behalf of the City
Council, who
in

placed

a

present.

was

He was

then

barrouche amid cheers from the

and waving of handkerchief! by the ladies.
In the barouche with him were the Mayor and
Captains Wiswell and Pennell, now doing duty at Camp Berry, who had been detailed for
the purpose of escorting the General, by Lt.
Col. Merrill.
men

An escort, composed of five companies of
the Camp Berry garrison, tinder command of

Lt. Col. Charles B. Merrill, had formed in
front of the depot. Gen. Dow passed these
under a military salute. The line of march
was

ing

then taken up, the barouches containGen. Dow and the snb-Committee of Ar-

rangements being placed in the centre of the
escort.
The police, under command of Marshal Heald, led off, followed by the Camp Berry Band, and the escort. In the rear of the
escort came

carriages containing

City

the

Council and citizens. In this manner the procession passed through the streets designated
until Gen.

Dow reached his residence.

vast crowd accompanied the
along the route.

procession

A
all

house,

passed.

The martial appearance of the troops from
elicited the commendation of

every one, and the music
Baud was excelleuT.

by the Camp Berry

Although the whole affair was hastily got
up, it reflects credit upon the Committee who
had it in charge.
(tPn. Dow rpppirpfl

thn

nonirrotnlat'mnc of

his numerous friends
excellent
thiuuer in

warmly. He appears iu
health and spirits, although much
flesh than when he left this city for

New Orleans.
but

reception yesterday

a

spontaneous

one.

was

uot

There

a

formal,

were

speeches, but

every thing proceeded from the
A formal reception will be given tbe
General at the new City Hall to-morrow

(Thursday) evening, when his Honor, the
Mayor, will preside and the Address of Welcome will be given by Rev. Horatio Stebbins.
The proscenium gallery will be reserved for
ladies.

Mystery Explained.

The curiosity of many of our citizens was
Considerably excited afew days since by a
very novel coutrivauce which was being carted Irom the boat through Middle
Street, to
its destination. It consisted
apparently of a

Urge circular

pipe with innumerable jets
Whal can U he for" was
queried on all sides. One old gentleman suggested that /its Honor had hit upon a new
method for lighting the City aud that this
gas

and brackets.

queer affair was to be placed upon the dome
ofthe new City Building for that

purpose.

But yesterday, whilst looking through the
Carriage Manufactory of J. M. Kimball <fc Co.
802 A 804

four thous-

at

hundred muskets,

conspicuous for their
jaunty greeu caps and military bearing.
But by far the most interesting and suggestive feature of the occasion was the touching
manner in which these aliens from the Emgrald Isle acknowledged their dependence on,
and allegiance to the Stars aud Stripes. Everywhere the green flag of Ireland was borne,
throughuut the procession,there too floated the
a

VI

liag

LUG

were

II GG-VII

LUC

IlgUL

gVIUGU UUI]J

LUG

of Erin, ami on the loll the Bed, White and
Blue. I regret to say, the city did notgeuerously respoud to this beautiful sentiment by

flinging out the many national emblems which
are so often displayed upon most trivial occasions.
There was a

deep pathos

in this demon-

stration ; for we know how strong and lerveut
is the love of native-land in all Irish hearts,
and how

it*

iu

fondly
praise

heavy hand of
more

generous

and

earnestly they speak
thence
by the
political oppression, to our
and hospitable shores.
But
driven

—

when, amid his great national demonstration
of their fond memories of the land of their

birth,

they

thus

love and respect
adoption, should

manifest
for

the

there

land
not

equal

an

of

their

be a

warm

the part of our peoanswering response
ple ? It was their very love for the harp and
the shamrock,that has taught them their devo-

country—a devotion so fully
proved by the promptness and courage with
tion to their

which

they

new

struggle for
unity. They have borne
a brother's part in our day of affliction, and
we should not refuse our sympathy when
they turn to bless the green island of their
father*, in the spirit of one who sang:
"tireoa be thy Helds, sw eetest isle of the ocean !
Ana thy harp-striking hards sing aloud with de*
v<»tion—
l.riu iuAvourii'U—l.riu go brftgti!"

L. A. B.

Congress

St. we came across this

same

mysterious contrivance, when we asked
and received from the Messrs. Kimball a full
explanation of its purpose aud uses.
It appears that it is

an

invention recently

paleuted by Mr. S. G. Reed of Boston, for
heating tires to carriages by Gas. We saw
It iu practical operation, aud from

our

owu

observation

as well as from the
testimony of
Kimball, we should say it was a
very valuable improvment. By the old process of heating iu a furnace, or with a wood
Are the tires almost invariably become much
hotter in some places than in others, giving
it a tendency to spiiug or warp the wheel in

the Messrs.

ahriukliie. besides it would Imrnmp red hot in

spots charing ami destroying the

outer

surface

rim, and compelling the application of
water tocool it, allot'which is very
injurious
to a light wheel, the new apparatus entirely
overcomes all these objectionable
features,
which must be an important consideration to
the patrons of this enterprising lirtn. We
jndge it will form a valuable acquisition not
only to manufacturers but to consumers of
%
carriages.
Of the

Tub Golden Tkbritoby.—The Manchester American says several busiuess weu of
that City left on Monday to join 250 from
Maine and 20 from Springfield, Mass., on an

expedition to the golden territory of Idaho.
They go by rail aud water to St. Joseph, and
leave there with their own teams aud provisions for niue mouths lor their destination-

They

leave St. Jo. on the Oth
Frorn there the trip is 1400 miles

of

April,
overland,

taking

them 100 days with luck all on their
Many are going an easier though more
expensive way, to Oregon first aud then from
there direct. Idaho is a part of
Washington
Territory and is bounded north by it, west by
Oregon, south by Nevada and Utah aud east
by Nebraska.
side.

Sy-A letter from Sergeant Harris, of Co.
F.^lst Maine Cavalry, says there are six of
that company closely confined, S3 prisoners
at Belle Island. They were taken prisoners
in Kilpatrick’s raid.

--

Colored

u.„ Kon,i,.
Population
Public attention cannot well be too earnest-

ly

or

frequently
colored population

called to the

or

subject

of the

of the South. The fate of
the country was always wrapped up with
that of this population, and that fact will
never be denied ng«iu.
We rise or fall with

them, resist
make
ana

us

it

as

honest to

we

may.

our

equality, or destroy

God means to

professions
us

of

;--aml he

is

liberty
just.

The old

question—"What shall we do with
the slaves if emancipated ?’’ has answered
Itself, aud others have taken its place—What
shall we do without them? and
What shall
we do for them?
The following extract from
a late
—

LETTER to a cabinet secreta

manufacturing.
jyTlie iron-clad

sugar

layed.

The debate in Congress now occurring on
the payment ot colored soldiers, will ever be
looked back upoa with shame for the meanness, the injustice and impolicy of refusing to
pay them as others are paid.
Why ttius insult and discourage—why thus
sting them
witli wrong when they so much need our
assistance, both for their sake aud that ol the
country? The excuse of expense is as unworthy as it is impolitic. The refusal may
cost ten thousand limes more than the bestowal. It is hoped the dishonor will not be
consummated. No truer friends to the Union
can be found than this eighth of the whole
population of the country. Can we afford to
alienate them? It is just where such a power
will lie needed; aud if eouciliated and prepared, may secure the peace aud salvation ol
the couutry.
This is a new responsibility upon the government and upon the moral forces of the
country, taxing all the wisdom aud energy
of both.
Jiy the humane Hnd enlightened
principles which, shall prevail on this subject,
will he graduated the glory of the country
when swords plow the earth instead of flesh.
It is obvious that this work will require
well devised system, placed in the hands of
judicious* benevolent men, whose aim will
constantly be
super-vision, care, industry,
education, encouragement and mild, steady
control. Religion must be the basis ol success.
Few trusts under the government require better men than this. Our Indian history is before us. England has Its Ireland and
India. France had its St. Domingo. We now
have our millions of colored population ; may
we show the nations that Christian civilization
has made some progress, to the hoqpr of the
—

to be launched at the Charleston

Navy yard

to-day.
By The St. Croix Herald says the diptheria has been
ville and

making sad
vicinity during

ravages in Dennysthe past few weeks.

By There were 772 arrests in the city of
Bangor during the past year, of which 4G4
were

for druukeness.

»yThe Bangor

Cornet Band has adver-

tised its instruments for sale

disbanding, in

preparatoiy

to

consequence of a want of suf-

ficient patronage.

Sylt

New Orcoins

in

leans that the military operations
oil

now

Louisiana will result in the shipment of

in

of cotton to New Orleans.

large quantities

gy The Governor of New Hampshire has
set apart Thursday, the 7th day of April next,
as a day of public fasting, humiliation and
prayer.

gJf”Tlie

monitors, Tccutnseh,

new

Manhat-

tan, Onondaga, Chickasaw and Canonicus,
building at New York, are to lie ready for sea
in twenty days.

jyWe are glad to learn that Bro. Dingley, of the Lewiston Journal, who has been
couflned by sickness tor two weeks, is at his
post again.
xr It is quite generally believed that the
taking of ltichmond is to be one ol the first
movements of the spring campaign, and that
who advertises for a

A man
must

be

who is

one

wife,

who is so mean that no woman

acquainted

with him, would be

willing

to marry him.
In our article on Common Schools in

»r
yesterday’s issue,

should have said that
ansiatant female teachers receive from $175
to $275 a year.
we

Arkansas iias re-entered the Union

as

free State, and Gov. Murphy and other
Free State ticket,are elected
candidates on
a

|he

Thus have two wanderers been

brought

back.

ET* In the item yesterday in relation to

Portland,

increase of the Commerce of

the

collected” was used in the first line for
estimated.” With this correction the item

word

will read

properly.
gyTtie town of Waterville voted on Monday, to appropriate $4000 fur tao purchase of
the Ticonci Bridge, if the citizens would raise
the additional $5000. If the money is
the bridge is to be free.

raised

g3T”A letter from Japan, in the N. Y. Tribune, reports yie burning of 300 houses and
250 warehouses in the city of GaBaca, with a
loss of life of from 500 to 1000 persons.
fire-lasted three days.

The

of 130 of the 2d Maine Caval-

g#“A squad

ry, will arrive from Augusta to-day, and embark on board the ship Westmoreland. The
accommodation for the men on board this
ship are of a superior character, and those for
the horses are as

good as

can

be.

Clerk, Esq., of Bangor, present Deputy
Land Agent, are mentioned in connection
with the office of Land Agent made vacant by
the death of Col. Chapman.
23U- The New York papers mention that
:ommittee was sent to
lince with

a

few weeks

$15,000,

bill,

and that

the committee

Dually
pocket tl\c money themselves,
to corrupt the legislators,

decided to
rather than

correspondent of the N. Y. Herald,
writing from Key West, says the English
steamer Newman, while attempting to run the
blockade of the Suwanne river, was run ashore
and burned

by her crew to prevent her falling
into our hands. Some 86 bales of cotton were
saved

by our vessels.
:r-i .lieut. George Chandler, Esq., of Lewiston, says the Journal .wvrites his father under a late date that he is well in Libby Prison, Richmond, from which he has not set his
foot for eight months. He says the officers
there have little hope of an exchange. Capt.
Pillsbury of the 5th, of Riddeford, is well.
£y“Richard Busteed writes to the New
York Lincoln Union club“Political creeds,
as

such, are not

own

is

now

biief one.

a

of much moment.
I

since.

£3f“A gentleman from

Saco drove

of horses to Lewiston on
up at the Lewiston House.
vuv

ui

the other is not

iin 111

uiau

expected

to

span
ami put

Saturday,
Sunday morning
111

iuc

live.

siaii

They

valuable span and the owner thinks they
were poisoned at Saco, as we learn from the

Journal.

upon fields still white with snow.
In a recent Court of Inquiry on account of
Hooker’s report of the Battle of Lookout
which reflected upon Gen. Scliurtz,
the latter was cleared from all blame. One

Valley,

Brigade commanders was shown to be
responsible for the delay in re-enforcing Gen.
Geary.
Col. Orland Smith, formerly of Lewiston,
Me., has resigned as Colonel of the 7:ki Ohio
regiment, and returned to railroad business

of his

in Ohio.

Cy-The

Saco Democrat says that on Sunday night last, an old unoccupied house near
Chowder Grove, Old Orchard Be ach, belonging to D. F. Bicker, was destroyed by fire.

Review of the Market,

moderate salts continue to be
Pearls, aud 8fa.8jc for Potash.
APPLES—Dried apples continue to entertain a
drooping teudeucy as the demaud is light with but
few buyers in market.
We now quote sliced 9‘^luj
E* lb. Green Apples cootinue in ample supply to
meet the demand at prices ranging at $2 50*3 50
AS 11 £3—steady
made at 8p&9c lor

bbl.
BREAD—There is a steady moderate demand for
Bread at *5 50@6; Pilot Bread
75, and
Crackers $4 p bbl, or 40c |> 100; prices tiro*.
advance

on

Bi

BEANS—The market is dull and prices eutertaiu
a heavy downward tendenev.
'lhcre is little or no
demand f«r shipment, ami consequently but few
buyers in market at any price. We now quote White
Pea Beans and Marrows *2 50*2 0*2, and Blue Pods
•2 37 *2 50 V bushel.

BOX SHOOKS—Shipment* have been rattermore
active, but the sale* f r the week have been moder
ate and prices coutinue to rule steady at about
(ft*
'.0 for rood Piue Box >hooks
stick's are so limited

that but icw could be bad at our inside
quotations,
aud some desirable lots are held eveu higher than
70c. There is little or no sale for ordinary lots at
any price.

COOPERAGE—All kinds Cooperage have ruled
dull with very limited sale* at our previous
which we coutinue to quote at
•2 42*12 60 lor Molasses lihd Shooks and £2 25 a
250 lor Sugar do and
do (without heads).
Headings are in good supply aud the market is heavy
at previous price*. Hoops are quiet aud price* nominal at our quotations.

exceedingly

quotations,

CHEESE—We notice a further advance on Cheese
and now quote New York and Vermont dailies l&a
17c, aud Country made 15*15jc t> tb.
COFFEE— Although the demand has been moderate and sale* light, the increased demand in other
market* has ad\anced prices and the market i* extremely iirm at 4^*46c for Ja>a; 39*38c lor Rio; 35
tb for Cape.
(&37c
COAL—There is a fair demand for Coal from the
at £1150*12 for White
Ash,Lehigh and Frankyard
lin. aud $9 60*10
ton lor Cumberland.
CORDAGE!—We notice a recent advance on Manilla cordage, which we now quote at
20i*21c;
American do 13-^19 •; Russia Hemp do 22a.-v.3 j; do
Bolt rope 22a28c. and Manilla do 2^y*28c |> tb. We
also note an advance on Cotton bail Twine, aud now

CREAM TARTAR—Pure Crystals remain
steady
aud unchanged, with moderate sales at 66, and Pulverized 40c 4* lb.
DRY GOODS—There has been no material
change
in the cspsct of the Dry Goods trade. The continued
active demand lor nearly all kinds ot fabrics tends
to maintain prices, notwithstanding the recent decline iu Cottou. Much doubt exists as to whether
the decline will be permanent, which, together with
the uncertainty of affairs, the scarcity of labor, Ac.,
combines to impart a firm feeling with many, while
gold coutiuues to rule at such high figures.
DRUGS AND DYES—There is a continued growing activity in this branch of trade. We noticed an
advauce on Manilla indigo, which is now firm at
*1 &0vft2.
has also further advance, aud we
now quote 811 10,a 12 |r ib
Rhubard has advanced
to 92 12 0,2 37, aud Camphor 81 35,0}l 40
Manyother arudea all closed unsettled aud the market

We

would remiud post-masters that
they have no right to take papers from their
wrappers to be read—perhaps
torn and

badly

they

soiled—before
whom

reach the subscriber to
are addressed.
We respectfully

they

request the P. M. at St. George to notice this
paragraph, before he allows papers going to

it

to

be

defaced.
We have a paper
to show the condition in which
reaches its destination; the past-

us

frequently

hoped

no

T iin,l...e T.ia V.

Opium

DAILY

further

soiled,
It is

complaints may come’to

from that quarter.

us

V

•*Sr
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PRESS

For the week

,*ii

I

at

ending March-33.
H.

1861.

WOOD,

Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland

Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Description.
Government 6*. 1881,.
Ill
112

Government 6-2'*
Government 7 3-lh.
State of Maine Bonds,.
Portland City Bond*.
Bath City Bond*,
Baugor City Bond*, 20 year*,
Calais Citv Bond*.
Bank of Cumberland.
40
Canal Bank
loo
International Bank, (new).100
Casco Bank
100
Merchant* Bank.
75
Maiiufacturer* k Traders' Bank. 50
Mechanics'Bank. .100
Portland Company,.pxi
Portland Gas Company,. 50
ttceau I ns ura rue Company,..
100
At. k St. Lawreuce K. R
do.
do.
do., Bonds,. 100
And. k Kennebec R. R. Stock. Ilk)
do.
do.
do.. Bonds... 100
Maine Central R K. Bond*.
60
Androscoggin R. R. Stock,
do.
1st Mortgage Bends..
Ken. & Portland R. R. Stock,
100
do.
do., Bonds, 100
d.o.
Portland A forest Aveune R.R.100
Portland Glaaa Company.100
Portland Shovel Manufac'g Co.h*0
Portland Steam Packet Co.100
Richardson's Wharf Co.,.100
Cape Ells. Wharf and R. Co.w 50

111?

in
log
I03
pg
103
102
4g

loo
104
llo
79
61
85
go
00
109
80
90
0
9tj
85

log
112

195
595
106
105
50
in
u»5
111
81
53
90
05
02
112
82
92
10
97
88

worthless.
76
85
worthless.
90
100
102
104
uono for Pale.
none lor sale.
none for sale.
90
100

nominal.

cured tae service* of

a

FRENCH COOK AND

CONFECTIONER,

who ha* had thirty year* experience in the brat and
largeit house* in NEW YORK. BOSTON and other
cities, that he is
to furnish Wedilmg ir
Other Partiea. and families with ever/ description
and variety of artie’ea in hia Line, viz.

prepared

Boned Turkeji. Birth, Meat of all kindi.
Every Variety of lee Cream,
Jellies, Salad*,
Charlotte Roim,

Cake, Pantry;
Or Confectionary,
either

plain

or

fawcy.

Experienced Waiters,

who are competent to take
cbarjre'of
other Parties, will be furnished on

Weddin* or
application.
from the Conntry will reect e prcuint

All Orders
attention.

knBr' l he Post Office is directly opposite Harris
Hat and Cap Store.
feb29 tl

N. B. Please bear in mindphat BARS in but laud
nseslbe beat Material that the
country afforda.
Call mid examine.

I. Barnara, Cwlrnan Block,

PRINTING
tl

meU23

dtfTr"*,,,e S'r®*'’

BAILING ON OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
from

sails

fob

Germania.Southampton.New York.. Mar 8
North American Liverpool
Portland.Mar 10
China.Liverpool.New York.. Mar"12
Portland.... Mar 17
Peruvian.Liverpool
Africa.Liverpool_Boston.Mar 18
Hibernian.Liverpool.Portlaud_Mar 24
P«y*is.Liverpool.New York. Mar 26
Damascus.Liverpool.Portlaud.... Mar 31

MEW

Scotian.Liverpool_Portland.. April 7
[The steamers for Portland leave Londonderry one
day after leaving Liverpool.}

Jura.Portlaud.
Liverpool.Mar 26
llauxa.New York.. Bremen___ Mar 26
Australasian.New York

Liverpool_Mar 28
Mar 30
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool
North American .Portlaud....Liverpool_April 2
Germania. New York.. Liverpool_April 2
Chint.New York.. Liverpool.April 6
Peruvian.Portlaud.
Liverpool.. April 9
Africa.Boston
Liverpool.April 13
Hibernian.Portland .Liverpool_April 16 j
D imaaeos.Portland.. Liverpool_April 23
Novu Scotian.
Portlaud... Liverpool..
April 30
....

Koauoke..New York llaviat.
New York. Havana.
Morning Star,

Mar
Mar

..

Tf D e

a ■

v • r<

urlont. U. Keferenc n: Buber A
Boston; Pranklin 8nour A Co., B.*iod
Wise • Kuseell, Boston ; C, Nickerson A Co., N. I.:
Rich A Co., St. Louis.

Parties ir at !en: ion given to Consignment*
rf re*tils, Lumber, Hag, Oats, tr.
mch23 u3m

GRAFTS *

Wednesday

cin**. Paints, Oils, Dye Stuff*, Manufacturers, article* sod Chemicals. Manuiacturers of A'oluI I'araisAes, Japau Ac. Agents for Forest Hirer Lead
Mystic Lead Co. French and American Zinc,
Drug<is'.’*. Perfumers and Liquor Label*, (ieneral
Aeeuts tor J. L. Uunneweil’s Universal
Cough Rem-

edy, Tolu Anodyne and
W.

March 23.

El .-ctrie Pi.L*.

C.

71

moh2u*od3aa

A.

The next meeting of the M. C’. M. Auaefafor Lecture, xml Debate, will be held at

Jf^tion
^jJFthe Library
at
26th,

7J

#

water.11.31
12 21
| length of days
Thermometer.8 o’clock A. M .2 deg.

williams.

Scccxsson* t,J. W. lIUNlf GWF.LL k C*
No. 5 « 7 A 8 Commercial Wharf, Boston.
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in Drugs, Mtdi-

16 |
19 !

High
Sunrises.5.561
flan sets.6 17

OkLRAM

Morrill,

—---

vtlt'l

Me.

S. D. MOODY & CO.,
Commission Meruhnnf, «7 Tehonp:tuulost.. Nav

Nova

m

STOCK LIST.

CORKKCTKD BY WJf.

Stock and

tv

mHR Subscriber with pleasure annource* to hi*
X old Patron* and the Public, that a* he baa se-

ty*To cure a cough, hoarseness, or auv disease ef
the throat aud lungs. u*o Howes's Cough Pills. Sold
by U. U. Hay, Portland, and by druggists generally.
7
jau27 d&w3m*

steamer

25c j*er box.

c-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TuThSAwtf

&T11 you are In want of any kind of
oall at the Daily Press Office.

Kootn,

oa

o'clock.

Friday evening, March

yt'xsriox fob micr.aiox.
Rttolrtd. That modern Spirlinali.m I. a h«re«y
that ha. failed to establish its claim, to a
Spiritual
origio. has not been productive of good, and ought
to be
by uu enlightened community.
mcli23d.lt
F. M. CAHSLEY, 8eo'y.

rejected

M IBMBk

Notice.

lu Bangor. Henry X Stewart, of Boston, and Miss
Fauuie A Smith, of Bangor; William 11 U llasev,
and Miss Helen 31 Bagiev.
In Williamsburg. Ira 1* Wing. Lieut in the 6th Me
Vols. and Miss Marv Augusta Morrell.
In Bucksport, Miron Webster, of B, and Miss Susan Clark, of Corinth.
In Belfast. Sanford B Svlvcster, of Lincolnville,
and Miss Catharine X Clark, of B Charles A Wood,
Co F. 4th Me Keg. and Mi«* Scrah Jenny, of B.
In Turner, Xathaniel Hnaut and Miss / Jones.
In Bsidgton, Salmou W Carey,of Turner, and Kuth
A Styles, of B.
In Auburn. George 11 Knapp and Miss Marcia C 8
Heath, both of Karmiugtou.
lu East i'arsonsdeld. 2*Uh; by Rev G. W Gould,
Xathaniel I, Hussey, of Xorth Berwick, and M m
Amelia E Lougee, of Tarsonsfield.

meeting of the Journeymen Coopera, kafd
on Monday
evening. It wst voted unauimoaslr
that on and after April 1st they shall not work
tor
lets than three 11»> dollars
per day for trim mine oa

At

b

the wharvts.

mchi'i djt-

Tibbet Lost.
All* HD AT afternoon. March 19th, between Sil»«tand Washington Streets, a Fitch Tinaar
I no ttnder will be
snunaoly rewarded by leaving it
Bt Cbis. Holden's, corner Wtimot aud
Cumberland
auwl‘
dlw

.__mcl.23

ORD.Unt'ft)

OFFICE,

War Dir.uTRKXT,
WabhixsTon, Februar> 23. 1864.

__

PROPOSALS will be received by tbit Depart tarn t
TL'EtfDAY, March 15. at 4 F M
Aruenalu.of IKlRsK fcuihF

tortbodL

until

_DIED,_
In Cape Elizabeth, 19th, Cora B Gould,
daughter of
the late Ltoniel and Jessie Goold, aged 3 years 19 ds.
In
Elizabeth, 19th, Cyrus W g
aged 5
years: 22d, Eveline L. aged 7 years, children ot G 11
and Mary W Oyer. Making (our children from their
family circle since the 15th iiut.
lu St Louis, 31 o, 10th lust, William E, aej of W.
Hey wood, of Bethel. Me. aged 32Iu Lewiston. Charles Taylor 2d.
aged 37.
lu Winslow, Thomas J. Garland, aged about 64.
At Kendall's Mills. James M Wilder,
aged 58.
In Skowliegau, R W I,ee. aged 42.
In South Skowhugan, Miss Marv 1*
SawteBe, aged
26 years.
In Hunger, Mrs Mary A Xoble, aged 43; William

Dyer,

Capo

BLIGHTS—Since the date of our last we notice
folowin; eiiyageuii uts, * hich. it will be ooserv d have been effect-it at about
previous rates,
except such as arc reported taken up ou private
terms, which it is generally understood (aslcates eng«g menu somewhat less.ban those made public:

IK

FRUIT—Lemons and Oranges remain steady at
•4 7&ft5 4* box lor Lemons aud %‘4 25(&5 4* box lor
Orauges. Peanuts are lower, which we now quote
at $2 87$@3 4> bushel. We also note a decline on
Almonds, and we low quote Soft Shelled 26n2se.
and Shelled 42 it 45c.
Raisins retnaiu stea iy at $4 26
for bunch aud 4 60 4> box for layers.
FISH—The market continues to rule firm and
prices steady. J he volume of business has not
been large hi stocks are considerably reduced. We
uotice some advance on liav Mackerel, which we
now quote fjr No
1 91650^1625; 2’s do 811 50®
12 24 \* bbl. Dry Fish remains firm at our previous
quotations.
FEATHERS—Prices remain firm and unchanged
at 7<X£}75c for Live Geese, and 40&6Gc for Russia.
FLOUR—We have again to notice a ouiet market
for Flour. Transactions have been light and with
limited trade prices rule steady and unchanged from
our quotations ot iast week.
There is a continued
confidence for the future with nod.sposition to yield
or recede on the part of dealers, as stocks,
though
slowly, arc gradually being reduced. On Thursday
there was a sale of 100 bbls Western Extra Green
Bay at 87 12$.
GRAIN-—The market for Corn has been character-

Nov. 2.1863.

cre-

Br bark tta*racotm «a* taken up earlv in the week
•or Alatauras at 87 p SI for Lumber, 20e for
Sugar
Box Shooks. 30a 16c tor Stolas.es and Sugar Hint
Shook* willi heads: llr bark B II Knight. forCardenar, with Sot Shooks, at 21V: bark K L Hall, for
Havana, with Lumber,at 87 2S p Sty brig o 0 Clary
( ardnnaa or Statai zt*. Box shook*
20c, and Lumber at *7 p SI; brig Young Republic or
Cardenas,
with Box shook* at 20c£ brig Mugatlan. fur a oort
North side Cuba and back, at 84 62) for Stohusea;
brig Wappo, tor a port North side oh private terms
brig Almnn Howe 1, tor a port North side on priva e
terms: sch Quickstep, tor a port North side and back,
wi»h Molasses at 84 62). Incoasiwise
freights we
notice the following engagments: Sch Adeline Townsend, for l'ort Royal, with Oats, st lie p bushel,
and Hay at 815 p ton: sch Searaville. for Port Koval
with Oat* at lojc. and llay at 815 P ton : sch vi m
Hiut, for Alcxaudi*. with tlavaid Cat* at louiid
sum of 81300; sch WitllaSI Arthur, for
Philadelphia,
with Barley. 6)c p bushel: sch Cherub, with Spruce

Poiu: and Stanford*, Ledges, in
Portland Harbor, will he removed on the 1st .lay of
April, or at lion thereafter a.t possible. and th'ir
placet supplied by Can and Nun Buoys fur the snmuu-r teuton.
By order of the Light-House Board.
H K. H1NKLKY,
Portland, March it, 1814.
L. U. Clerk, 1st Di»t.

may have a choice of route* at the lowest rates of
fhre. and obtain all needful information.

k
the

CEMENT—We notico quite an advance for Cement during the past week, which we now quote
81 65a 1 #6 4* cask, with a firm upward tendency
from these prices.

resident one year before an
election, shall be allowed to exercise the elective franchise.
a

at

SPOKEN.
Feb 12. lat 25 11. Ion 32 18, ship John Bunyan, from
Buenos Ayres lor New York. 11 days out.
Feb 21. lat 8 8, Ion 34 W. ship Charger, Knowles,
from Boston Jan 20 tor San Francisco.
March 11. lat 31. Ion 74 10. brig Ida McLeod, from
Philadelphia for New Orleans.

t V If you are going to the West, South, or NorthWest, procure Through Tickets at Litttb’s Union
Ticket Office. No. 31 Exchange Street, where you

on a

buoyaut.

who lies been

steady

for New York in distress.
Off West End 2d, sch lien Armstrong, Scofield. fn»
New Haven for Porto Rico.
Cld at Hamilton, Bermuda, 15th ult brig Henrietta. Hodgdou. New York; 2d inst, bark Sarah R t barman, Doe, do.
At St George N B 17th inst, sch White Cloud. Freeman. from Boston for Providence.
At Buenos Ayres Jan 25, barks Prima Donna (Br)
Sawyer, and Damon. Crowell, for New York; Georgiana (Br) Reed,\nd J M Churchill (Br) Leary, lor
Boston.
Ar at St John NB. 17th. bark Eva, Portland
Ar at Remedies Feb 25, bark Ionic, Hutchinson,
Cardenas.

oot31 eod A wtirn

TOBACCO-Tliere lias been an advance of f
i$6o
I grades Tobacco since the date ol the last review ot this market. Good grades of sound are
very lirm and the market buoy ant. Tin re is nothing
now in the market for le-s than too. from
which
prices ranges up to #1 26 p th.
WOOL—Tho demand is very light both for Domestic and foreign, aud quotations are nominal.
We understand-ome holders of Porcini are withdrawing their supplies, const quetit upon theegPation for a revision of tho Tariff, and the market lor
all really desirable descriptions may l e
quoted firm
at our quotatious elsewhere.

forCountry

DUCK—As previously noticed, prices are very firm
at recent advances, and heav.. contracts have been
made at figurc4 considerable abovo our quotations,
aud the entire products of the Portland Duck Co is
engaged for the next two months. We continue our
last quotations as follows:—Portland No 1 C Duck
8124 4» yard; No 10. 7uc; Navy superior. No 3.
81 11; No 10, 76c; Ravens Duck 62c.

DK 1

disease.

ties on these articles continues to attract the attention of the trade and speculators aud 1 lip market
lias been in a state of activity and exc lenient
during
most of tho week, prices in the meaittimu
advancing
from day to day. aud closing bunrnntlv at our
quotations. Nutmeg* have been an article of considerable speculation in ibis market during the week at
81 25a 1 40 p p.
SHOT—We noticcd-an advance on Shot in our
last, aud now quote drop 16c and Buck 16c p lb.
TALLOW—lias advau-ed, and Anericau refilled
is now held at U@12, and Kough
Stab) p lb.
TKAS—The market continues very active and
buoyant, and prices of toth Black ami Green bring
at least 6c higher and sti I
tending upward, and the
market closed buoyant at &6c®slo6 for common
Oolong, ft 00468! 10 for choice do, SfoUOc for Souchong. Ancboiaud lower grades.

market.

At

inch5dlm

STARCH—We notice a further advance on Starch
ana sale* are now freely made at
9;a,lOjc p lb for
Pearl aud -C'u,6<: for Potatoe Starch.
SEEDS—The market for grass seed of all descriptions is steady and prices lirm. as there is some
speculative demand
We now quote Herds liras* 83 25
<v3 37; Ked fop 307i*;3 75, aud Western Clover 18 99
14c. We notice no advance on Canary Seed, which
is h-M at 84 2&«4 60 p bush.
SPICKS—The question ol protable enhanced du-

Carbonate Soda, which we now quote 7ife&c p lb.
BUTTEK—Good table Butter continues to be a
scarce urtide in this market, and prices have continued to advauco. closing at 30*40c f,r choicedar es
and 33 *35c for Country ball
Therein little if any
store Butter in market to bn had at prices ranging
from 30®: 3c
lb aud upward, which
quotations are
merely noiniual, as there is a very limited stock in

fil 9lk« 1

CURE FOR CATARRH.-Dr. WadswoithT
UP is a certaiu remedy for this loathsome
There is no mistake about this. 1 he Dry
Ur has cared thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
U. U. BC KKINGTON, Providence, R. I. Also by
H. 11. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.

Ground remains

Ship

pool

are

ating an inc (ase on the taxes taxes of bpirits, together with the advarce on Molasses, have combined
to produce a decided advance for Portland distilled
Rum, which i« now held at *1 O03.1 101> gal
SUGARS—The market is firm and buoyant and
prices have ontertair.e« a steady upw ard tendency
throughout the week, closing ) esterday at 18*318 c
X* lb lor crushed, graunulateo and powderee. Tile
stock of Portland .sugars is reduced to a
very limited
supply, aod Btnal lots are he d at 13 jc for A A. Yellows are nominal at l«F*c; Mu*co\ auo 14*^ 144; Uavaua Brown 143,16c, aud White
I6j§t6’c.
SALT—The market remaius steady and firm and
buoyant a* our quotations, which we continue at
3 87Jg4 25 or Turks Island aud Cagliari. Box Salt

Note.—We wish it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first bauds,
unless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

an

OAKUM—We notice an advauce on both common
and best Navy, which we now quote 11 j a. 13c p lb.
wi’h a continued upward tendency from These price*.

bill

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed from St Thomas, 29th ult, Br brig Edward
Thoina*. Peterson. Boston.
Ar at Neuvitas 3d inst, brig Thomas Owen, Tettin-

NOTICE.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
compounded so as to reach directly the seat of
the disease aud give almost instant relief.

WfcUkey

Rockland; Giorge

BATH—Ar 21st, ship Mariner, from Liverpool.
Cld brig Yazoo, Dill, Washington.
KENNEBUNKPORT—S.'d 22d. ship Staffordshire,
(new of Boston. 1171 tons) Moses C Maling, St John,
NB, to load deal lor laOndon.

Cough,
Cold,
aud «imilar troubles, if suffered to progress, result
in serious Pulmonary. Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes iucurable.

NAILS—Cut NaiN are very firm at the recent advances, and we continue to quote *6 263650 |> cask.
NAVAL STOKES—Prices continue to rule steady
and unchanged, except for Spirits Turpentine,
which has advance to *3 50a3 60
gal.

RUM—The final ravage of the

ex-

PchsMary Willey. Spin-

Sore Throat,

PROV IS IONS—Pork remains firm at our
quotations, wbieh we continue h*» followsExtra Clear
*25a26: clear 21325: mess *22 50(323 60, and
prime
do *19320. Weuoticea recent advance ou smoked
Hams, which wo now ouote at 13j 314c, and City do
brl.
Round
14:§14jcT>
Hogs are very firm at 10

tobejLhtMjxu^^

BI CARB SODA—We note

FOR THE CURB OF

ONIONS—have again advanced with a good prospect of still higher prices, an* we new quote Silver
Skins *6 75@7 25 V bbl, 2 6?®2 70 |> bush.
OILS—All kinds of Oil remain quiet and steady at
previous quotations. The factory prices for Kerosene remain steady at recent advances, which we
ontinue as followsFor JOOd gallon lots 65a; for
5 bbl lots 67Jc. and in less quantity 70c
gal—sales
moderate. Linseed oil is quiet aud steady. FNh oils
are uuiet and steady at $-'2 3,34 for Bay and 935337
for Bank. Lard and whale refined remaius firm at
#1 25 3I 31: sperm wiuter has recently advanced to
2 12a2 10 ^ gal.
PAINTS—We notice a general advance on Leads
and Paints, and now adjust our quotations as follows .-—For Portland Lead in oil $14 5>al5; Cumberland do *14 0Q$14 60; Lewis I^ad *16 00315 60;
French Zinc *11 75a 12 26, and American do *9 7i*aj
Pur** Dry Lead 13?, and Litharge and Red
10 25.
Lead 14c p tt>
PLASTER—Stocks are getting rcducep and prices
have an advancing tendency. We now quote Rock
$3 503.3 62 X* ton. aud Ground *737 6) X9 ton.
PRODUCE—There has been considerable fluctuain prices lor ail kinds of Produce and the tendency
has been to a general advance for most every article
in this line. Beefisqui o scarce at ld£l2c bv the
quarter. Veal and Mutton rules at about 8@10o;
Chickens 20322; Tarkies 20«22, and Geese 17tel8e.
Kgw are more scarce and have again advanced to 22
323c f> doz. Potatoes arc quiet with moderate sales
at *1 87®2 00 4> bbl, or G>^70c 1 ushel.

out

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 19.b,

ney. Portland: Charles Carroll,
A James, Muller, do.

NOTICE
mark Bpring

Caucers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Erysipelas. Scrofula, Tumora, Ulcers.
Sold by H. li. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland
and vicinity.
dec31 eodA w3m

has_ruled

re-

Pink ham. Cayenne.
Sid 20th. *cim K Bulhvinklc. and Sarah.

Notice to mariner*.
is hereby Xiven that the Spar Baora that

HOWARD’S
CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
Surpasses all known Remedies
Surpasses all known Remedies

M ILASSF.S—The sales of two cargoes Molasses
in the week at considerable advance, together
with the limited quantity coming forwar i, created
a
very decided advance. On Tuesday 1 9 hhds and
59 tierces Muscovado sold at 65c, and 6*9 hhds and
3Jtierces clayed sold tor 60c; since w hich the market
firm at these prices. Trinidad is he'd
at 68c»,70c; and Tart clayed £03060. Only small lets
could be purchase 1 at our insiue quotation*, as cargoes and large lute are held firm at exira prices.

This must

For tho week ending March 23, 1364, prepared
pretty for the Pints*, by Mr. M. N. Kich.

IIakover, Me., Oct. 1,1861.
Dear Sir .—I have used L. F. Atwood's Bitters
lor some 10 or 15 years. 1 have tried a great number
of medicines for Dyspepsia.but without effect. These
Bitters are the ODly remedy that have ever relieved
me ot this distressing complaint.
My neighbors
have also been greatly beuetitted by the use ot them.
JOEL HOW.
t-T*Beware of Counterfeits and base imitations,
some of which aer signed “M.” F., instead qf L. F.
Atwood. The Genuine is signed L. F. Atwood, and
as a safeguard against imposition bears an extra
bABKL,countersigned //. //. HAY, Druggist, Portland, Me., sole General Agent.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine generianltf 6meodJtw 3
ally.

early

premature to those in Maine who look

Supposed

Caps Elizabeth, July 1,1863.
my connection with the State Reform School, as a teacher, L. F. Atwood's bitters
were introduced there and used with marked success,
particularly in Bilious affections.
A. P. HILLMAN.
Yours, Ac.,

Lard, and

on

mu fiosn Westport Point, 21*1, sch Minuehaha
Leach, New York.
EDGARTOWN— Ar 19th, sch Cameo, Elwell, New
York for Pembroke.
SALEM—Cld 19th, sch Union, (of Harrington)

land. Idg.
Sld 19th. sch Billow, Emery. New York.
Ar at Bermuda 3d lust, bark Grace, Stowe, Liver-

Block.

Sir:—During

scarce.

and

BS“The Washington City Council have
appointed a Committee to protest against the
pasage by Congress of the Senate bill amendatory of the registry law and providing that
every male citizen, without regard to color,

the land must hasten to

A. W.

auu

were

a

ed seal torn oil and then tied around the
torn and crumpled paper with a string.

it.

a

Georgia—are planting.

further advance

BABB,
No. 9 Clapp's

exandria.

New York.
In port 11th inkt, brigs Udola, Whittemore. for X
York 17th; T Owen, PottJngill. for do about 12 davt;
Mechanic, Sears, and Snow Bird, (Br)-, for Port-

OPENIXO.

K

inchlo

METALS—All kinds of Metals remain firm and
steady. We continue to quote Banca J in 56a68c:
Straits 62@64: Char I C *U@15 60; do 1 X *lsgi
18 50; Coke $14 60al5 6Q; Sheet Mosselmau Zinc Is
now held at 13.3l.3jc, and some qualities are
very

Southwest.

cruits.
We have had thunder showers yesterday
and to-day. The peach trees are in blossom.
The people of Lookout Valley—both in Tenseem

VOW

C

land for Philadelphia; Yankee Maid, Seeis, Rockland for New York; Lizzie W
Dyer, Sumner, Providence for do.
Ar2i»th, «chs Yankee Blade. Coombs. Kali River,
for Philadeipltia; Champion.
Sawyer, do foz N York;
Jnlia & Mary,(of Bangori Gray,New Bedford fordo;
Mary Alice, (of Lincolnville) Berry, do for do; Geo.
E Prescott, (of Vinalbaven) Mill*. Chester River, Md
for Kittery; Harmonia, (of St George) Bennett. Portland for Washington.
Sid 20th, -ch Hero (of Belfast, Crosby, Boston for
New York; Lizzie W Dyer, Sumner, Providence for
do.
In port 21st, brig John Balch. for Cuba. Idg; Joseph Igong, Harrington, of and from Portltnd lor Al-

gill,

SPRING DRESS GOODS

upward
light

teers.

aud

Post Office, Portland, l

the market N brisk at lf]3l4|elor both bbls aud
tuba, closing with a strong
tendency from
these price*, and stocks are
and the extreme
scarcity of Butter creates a much great demand for
Lard.

a private letter from a stall" officer in
Army of the Cumberland, dated Lookout Valley, March 10th,"’ we copy the following items;
We have one regiment of Mounted Infantry, (in the 5th Division, lllli Army Corps).
Gen. Ward, commanding the 5th Division, is
Irom Kentucky, tyas formerly a member of
Congress from that State, a man of some fifty
years or more, corpulent and somewhat unwieldy for the field. He was one of the earliest appointed as Brigadier General of Volun-

nessee

a

to

March 18th, 1864.
1
From and after this date, and until further notice,
the Western Mail will be close at this office at 2
o’clock, P. M.f instead of 1', as heretofore
mchl93wed
A. T. DOLE, P. M.

luiuunn

LaRD—We not-.*

From

iillfO,.

£3P”The papers are publishing the details
of a sad tragedy which recently occured in
Minneapolis, wherein Mr. G. W. P. LittleHeld, formerly of Dover, N. H., met his death
at the hands of an outraged husband, Mr.
Sumner C. Cutter, a native of Sebec, in this
State, and a resident ot Bangor some years

is not yet lully explained, but If it will initiate an adequate system, the C hristianity of

support and aid

My

believe in Abraham

Lincoln, in the indivisibility of the American
Union, and the right of every man to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’’

Monhegan

Congress

Albany

a

raised by the retail dealers
of New \ ork lor the purpose of defeating a
certain

ci'nain

nearly all returned,
regiments are well filled with

60

LUMBER—Prices for ail kinds long Lumber continue to advance under the active demand lor shipment. We now quote No. l’s and 2's clear Pino 833
@40 p M; No. 8 828®30. and No 4 $Jo®22; and Shipping 923 ®25: Spruce 817®20; Hemlock 810® 12 p
M. Spruce Scantling and Timber are arc© at 814 00®
16 00. Joist are also very scarce and firm. Hackma
tack Timber $10.00®20.00 p ton. Clapboard Heart
Extra are soiling at 833 00: Cleardo #3000®3l 00;
No 1 SlAnilA- Snn I'Lar
O.!.,
Ol
and
Spruce Extra are worth £17 00 @ 20 00,
and No. 1 «12a.l3. Shingles. Extra l’ine are quoted
at 84 5<Xa*5 00. and Clear Fine 82 50a.3 75. Extra
shaved Cedar Shingles are worth 83 87^,4 00; do 2d
8 £3 26;<£3 50 p M. Laths,Fine are selliugat £160 (a*
2 25. and Spruce at 81 37 $1 50
M. Our quotations for box shooks and cooperage will be found
sew
here.
y)
LI ME^—The market remains quiet and unchanged
at Si 10n 1 16 4> msk nnri
rininir at thiy

Paste,! finally—devolve in favor of l’resque
Isle Academy; in favor of Limerick Acrdenay.
The resolve appropriating the sum of ®:j,000
for the continuation of the Scientific Survey of
the State, was indefinitely postponed.

Under Mechanics’Hall.

*'Smok ebs."—*Tis not cur intention
to preach a reform against the growing ai d sociable
use of the weed, tor it is a luxurious comfort. What
gentleman, we ask, old or vouug. who is addicted
to this habit of enjoying himself behind a good Havana. particu ariy alter a hearty ideal, will dispute
ns, we speak from experience, lor we often indulge
iu a good cigar ourselves, but what we wish to *uggest H try that justly popular, frngran*. convenient
and efficacious Dentifrice SOZODONT. just the thing
after smoking; removes instantly the unpleasant
ta*te and odors attendant on the use of tobacco; 'tie
refreshingly agrotable and leaves the mouth cool
and (tweev
All DniggMs sell It, price 75 cents per bottle.
mcL23 dlt

LEATHER—continuesquite firm with moderate demand at the followingquotations:—New York Light
30®32jc; do Mediums 3c®34c: Heavy 3»®34A; do
Slaughter 45&60c, and American Call Skins I 00®
1 15.

cases.

the Ohio

A Wori>

S
DEPOT,

AND^ORSET

inch23atf

quotations:—Common

—

Our veterans have

Gen. Grant will lead the column in person.

A N L> K R S O N
IIOOPSKIRT

at the following
£®6J; Refined 6a0jc: Swede 8]c®»3: Norway
10@lUjc. We
notice a recent advance on Pig Iron in "New York.
Steel remains very firm and buoyant

The report from the Committee on State Prin-*
and Binding, coming from the Senate approved, was tabled.
Mr. Farwell of Rockland, by leave, laid on
the table the following resolve, requesting Congress to call a Conversion to propose amendments to the Constitution of the United States.
Resol ved, That Congress is hereby requested
to call a Convention for proposing amendments
to the Constitution of she UnitedTitates.
Resolved, That the Governor be requested to
communicate this application to Congress.
Resolves read twice and passed to be engrossed
under a suspension of the rules.
Passed to be enaeted
An act to empower
Courts of Probate to authorize executors and

Items Irom the

The Patent Belle Monte Skirt*.
these celebrated Skirt* in the

HAY—There lias been an active demand for
pressed Hay for Government uses, and prices have
ruled firm 822®23 p ton lor pressed. L one Hay is
s ’area, a-there is none
coding to market at this
time. There is quite an active demand for Mi aw at
»^p ton.
HOPS—Prime grades continue in steady demand,
and with light stocks prices are very firm at our
quotations and tending upw ards.
INDIGO—continues in demand at hardening rates
the advance within a fortnight being 10@l*Jc \9 lb
IRON—With the rise in go d the market for Fig
is firmer again, but as the demand is moderate the
business is *mall. For manufactured Iron there is a
goo inquiry, and prices are we 1 sustained and firm

HOUSE

m

50®2

NEWPORT—Ar 18th, sch* Leesburg, Blako, Port-

A full a*40iimcut of
new style at

SKINS—The market remains quiet
good demand for Buenos Ayres and
Western hides, and quote B. A. 28®20e. Western
21®22c. Slaughter 7£@9c; Calf-skins remain firm
and steady at l6V®17c; Green Salted Sl.8'»t,2: Sheep
Pelts 81

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

HIDES AND
and liroi with a

debate the amendment of Mi.
Spring was adopted—10 to 9, and the bill then
passed to be engrossed.
Finally patted— Resolve in favor of Limerick
Academy; resolve relating to an appropriation
for the common schools. Adjourned.

Bciue ciruniM

Old Western

85&5j,

some

iv raw ur

firm upward tenrfencv.

p

the

returned to

patriots

After

m-s

currently reported-

is

of the earnest
—

March 21.

senate

Bill to authorize the city jjf Portland to
exempt the Portland Glass Company from taxation, passed by the Senate, came back from the
House amended.
The House amendment was
adopted and the bill was passed to be engrossed.
Bill regulating the measurement and sale of
milk, came back from the House, and after some
debate was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Stewart, from the Committee on the
Judiciary reported an act authorizing soldiers
abseutfrotn the State iu the military service to
vote for President, Vice President, and
Representatives to Congress, &c., which was once
read, and ordered to be printed.
Bill allowing accused persons to testify, was

ting

men

The late action of

monitor Monadnock is

K.

emancipated people of the South constitute a Held
01 great responsibility and labor.
The importance of raising them to the level of their
new aud prospective condition cauuot
be
over-estimated, whether viewed morally or
politically. Humanity has a vast interest in
their weliare, and their country has no less,
ll their liberation is not made to work well it
will work tearfully ill. We must lift them up,
or they will drag us down.
They have surprised the wot Id by their quietness since the
violence of war has raged .around them, not
as is now seen beouuse
they could not tight,*
but because they believed they saw the morning rays of Liberty and Justice lor them.
We
Hope whispered—aud they were still.
vowed to them, aud they spruug to arms with
uoble heroism.
Now suppose the war to close, aud this
population though declared generally free by
national authority, yet lelt for security of
person and property still far within the reach
of their old tyrants as they would be; without
the ballot or intelligence to use it; armed but
uneducated: with doubtful title to the soil or
rights of civil justice, and goaded still bywrong, what would probably be the result?
Very likely the most maliguaut mutual butchery the world ever saw.
1’erhups the nation
itself would be forced to ltgkc those whose
valor saved it, stung to revenge by repeated
treachery as they would be.
Ail this may become history written with
Ulood, unless impartial justice, education, industry aud re igiou, with geuerous kiuduess
and aid shall' hasten to lift them up and
qualily them to command respect for their
lights aud welfare. Aud lor this every hour
is precious.
It cauuot with safety be de-

Christians ?

Mass.

E. W. Woodbury of Sweden,
Hon. J. A. Milliken of Cherryfleld, and Isaac

subject:
“Honored and H^RSm:—The

or

Springfield,

Syilon.

y,

refers to this

Republican government.
Are not these views worthy
consideration of ail thinking

of

By The weather fora few days past has
unfavorable for the business of maple

have shared in our

national honor and

city

to be introduced

are

been

Good order

and banners were all of green and their regalia was mostly green. The “Emmet Guards."

no

heart.

The

estimated

was

prevailed throughout
the day. The associations were chiefly benevolent, patriotic and temperance societies.
The “American Society of Hibernians,’’
consisting of nearly a thousand members,
made the finest display, and their banner was
one of the largest and richest in New England;
a magnificent green silk affair, with appropriate devices and mottoes in gold. The Irish flags

waved from house after
and at various points cheers were given

Camp Berry,

a

were

the General as he

The

The number
and men.

2:Jd.

a

mixed has rule! at about SI 36@l 30. There was a
sale on Thursday of 400 bushels old mixed at SI 36
delivered in the cars. There is quite an active .demand for Barley, and prices have advanced to Si 10
@1 20; 300 bushels sola on T *ursday at #1 10. Oats
continue in active demand for Government use, and
prices are fully sustained at 75®78 lor 30 lbs- Rye is
bushel. Shorts are
steady but quiet at Si 45@1 60
scare9 and prices nominal.
G UN POWDER.—Prices remain steady and Quiet
and we continue to quote Blasting
and Ride
and Sporting 6£®8.

political campaign.
EySome ninety medical students are attending the lectures at the Medical College,—
indefinitely postponed.
Burnswick,—an unusually large number.
Mr. Spring called up the bill relating to Capi£3“ Butter is now selling in Berkshire tal Punishment. The question was on the amendment of that Senator,
making the issuance of
County, Mass., for 45 cents a pound. Bather the warrant by the Governor
at the end of the
year, within which execution of the death sensteep for a land flowing with milk and honey.
tence cannot take place, imperative, unless the
ByTlie U. S. Sanitary Commission has
^Governor and Council shall come to the conclupresented the (ith Army Corps with (>00 sion that the ends of justice will be answered
better by staying its issue.
books.

striking and comprehensive manner, the strength and concentration of the Irish population in our midst.
A procession was formed upon the Common in the
morning, which commenced to
move at eleven o’clock, and passed through
the principal streets of the city. It consisted,
principally, ot twenty!well organized societies,
adorned with appropriate regalia, displaying
a profusion of rich and
elegant banners, and
accompanied by thirteen flue bands of music,
in

on

The public buildings and hundreds of
dwelling houses and shops were decorated
with flags aud other insiguia of welcome.
The shipping in the harbor displayed flags.
The bark S. W, Holbrook, lying at Hobson's
wharf, was gaily decorated from deck to truck,
with flags and streamers. On High street a
line of flags was stretched across the street
from the house of Capt. Xath'l Blanchard to
that of Joseph W. Dyer, Ksq. On the engine
J^2use of steamer Muchigonne was thisduscription —''Trctcumc to our
old Chief,” alluding to
the period wue‘1
"'vBuw was Chief engineer of our Fire Department.
handerchicfs

saint.
The celebration was couductcd upon a larger and more magnificent scale than ever be-

fore, and exhibited,

Augusta,

Lewis Barker Esq. has been engaged
to speak in Connecticut, during the present

triotic demonstration in honor of their patron
Terms—17.00 per year if paid strictly in adciinct

Wednesday evening,—March

IZ7~

Iced with

LEG18LAT0EE.

page,—Letter from Florida.

On first

By The ice left Saco river on Thursday
last^-the earliest for many years.

Isle, came out from their homes

workshops,

MAINE

By On fourth page,—Corrected Markets.

Boston, March 21,1864.

Although it is in truth, several days “after
the lair," I must tell
you about the Irish gala day of Thursday last, when the sons of
Erin’s

SELECTED.

AND

ORIGINAL

Grover, aged 79.

foUowinjc
1*,r*rJr'.*tt^e
MKM4 l nited

dtates

Cavalry

a* hereinafter .prettied:
At tne New York Araenal, 8,000 set..
At tho Frank lord Arsenal, 6.1100 mu.
At the
Arsenal, ti UUO mu.
At the Cincinnati Depot. 3,oOOseu.
At the St. Louu Arsenal. 3,u00 seta.
■ brie seu of Horse ktiuipmenUare to b«
fnrni.hod complete,
except tbe horse-brush, curry-comb
lariat picket-pin link, aud blanket, l'be
curb and
watcringtbiu.mailieable iron hardware, aud stirrups
are to
coofurm strictly in pattern and Huisb
those deposited at the Areeuais above usmed
Tho
trees are to be or the regulation
pattern, assorted
sites—not less than 3jf nches between the bars
oa tbo
inside of. tbo pommel, tbe side bar. of hard
white
w odor beech wood. tbe pommels
aud cautlcs of
beech, well pat together: ad tbe irons one-tenth of
an inch thick, and all let into tbe wood
to be covered with tbe best slaughtered cow-hide; ail other
coveriogtobe rejected. l be tre.eto be sabject to
inspection during ail stage, ot tbe manufac uie bat
■*^

pa teru.

Allegbauy

to’

■

|

MARINE

NEWS.

bil"p*cua
wh^te^1
Deliveries muni be

lotf of uat lew UMa

made in

fifty net* per week for all contracts of 500 ■ t* or *»•
one hundred wu
per week for all v*ouDact» of
Jer;
from (AJO
to
two

ARRIVED.

Steamship Cassaudia; Hottoway, New York.
Steamer Lewiston, knight, Boston.
Sch T B llodgdon, Hayden, Rockland.
Sch Lady Suffolk, Bister. Portsmouth.
Sch savoy, Clark, Treinont.

SIGNAL—for

a

btig.

SAILED—Ship Northampton,

wd.T„”£p,ilX",d‘’lhery
Failure
make deiiverieu
subject
lift

for

New Orleaus in

S“ar of the South.
CLEARED.
Sch Lis. Harding, Philadelphia, J B
Knight.
Sch Astria. Haynes. Philadelphia. R G York k Son
Sch Eli/a Ellen, Noyes, Boston, R G York k Sou.

tow of steamer

up
1,000 set*;
Imudred *e|» per w«ek
for all contractu of fiom 1.0UU to 2.000
eels;and five
hundred s*t« per week for a'l contract* ot from 2 000

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, Br bark Emily, Douglass. Glasgow heb 11. via Portland : achs Martha May, Newport: Triumph, Jarvis, Gloucester.
bury
Cld, btig Charles Miller, Brewer. Matanzas; schs
Democrat. Cook. Eastport: Black Warrior. Foss,
Gonldsboro; Mariel, Gilpitrick. Saco.
Ar22d, schs Eclipse. Burgess, Calais; George War*
reu, Woodbury. Millbridge; Cron tea. Decker. Lieaboro: Emma Wadsworth. Hubert*. Pembroke: Lucie Sam, Furnham. Rockland; Solou, Boardman,
Camden; Oliver Snowman, and Iowa, Wentworth.
Portland; Martha« rediford. Kenncbunk.
( Id bark Windward, < Br) Eldridge. Havana; brig
Jacinto (Br) Simpson. Cieufuegos; schs Georgia, Alley. Ellsworth; Agenoria. Means, do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 19th PM.bri£ Alruccabah,
Bruv. Philadelphia for Boston; sch Charter Oak,
Baker, Boston for Washington
Ar 2uth. schs Celia M Carver. Pendleton, Ponce 1st
inst for Portland; R Bull winkle. Freuch. Rock laud
for Alexandria; Sarah, lloldeu, do for New York.
Sid sell Charter Oak. C M Carver.
ArSlst. brig Virginia, Nichols. Chester River, for
Portsmouth; Surprise, Bearse, New York for Bos-

ton.

BALTIMORE—Ar 13th. brig Gen Marshall. StaCardenas; schs Nut*an Clifferd. Shute; M M
‘reeman, Howes; Dingo, Cook, and Frod Sheerer,
Sheerer. Alcxaudriu.
Cld 18th, schs Haunie Westbrook, Bartol, Providence; Fred Sheerer, Sheerer, Bostou via Chontauk
River.
Ar 20th, sch Albert Clarence, Freeman. Portland;
llelon Mar. Nickersou. Portsmouth NH.
Cid 19th. schs Heurietta, Bath via Choptank River*
Marcus Hunter, Orr, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 19th, bark John Curtis,
Sylvester, Key West.
NEW YORK—Ar 90th, schs
Telegraph, Nickerson,
Boston; N Harvey. Bearse, Stamford.
Cld 19th, sch Armadillo, Chase. New Bedford.

mnv

to
tbe coutractur to
rail

in

liolioa.

.»

,0 b*

“"*•00 ,b*

at a

a

specified time will
forfeiture of the number

el..a

ti_

bids will be considered f'rutu parties other than
regular inauufaciureis, aud such as aie kuuwa to
this Department to be fully competent to execute in
their own shops the work proposed for.
Bidders will enclose with their bids the written
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their own
signatures.
Each parly obtaining m contract nil! bo
obliged to
enter Into bond*, with
approved sureties Rir Ita
No

faithful execution.
Upon the award being made, suoc-sful bidder,
will be notified, and lurnisbeu w ith tortus of
contract and bond
Tbs Department reseryM 'h.
to reject any
right
7
or nil bids, it not deemed sattslncton
F.oposals will be addressed to
«eu»ral

"Brigadier

D

C

and will bo

endorsed

0rdD,ll*c‘,. Washington.
*•

Proposals for Horse
Equipment*.
CiKO. D KAMSAY
Brigadier General, Chief of Orduauce!

The time for
receiving the propo-al* under tho
above advertisement lor liorse
Equipment-, is ro*tponed until tho 1st day of April at 4 P kl The
of delivery per week, will be on. tenth of
tho
whole amouat extracted for,
snathe time of first
delivery is so amended, a* to allow each bidder to
specify when he cau niike his first delivery. Samples of tbe
equipments can be seen at the Prankfonl
Arsenal Brtdcsburg, Pa., after the 224 inst
GKO. D KaMJAY.
Brig. Gon. Chief of Ordnance.

rV•

mch23 vodtaprill

Elea.

Administrator'* Sale.
virtue of a license from the Judge of Probate
of Cumberland Counts, I shall sell at nr •
»*i
on Monday. April 25. 18U4. at ten
o'clock A M
.ttbedw.lllng-hous. of Dr M. Uouid, N.
tho following
real .state belonging to no
Mtate of Mark Doering, late 0r
Bridgton, in said
Lounty of b umber:land deceased, and aituated In tho
rlllage of N. Bridgton, vli:
A one story House, shod. Barn and
about oaa
tuartcr of an acre ot land,—being the same ouned
ind oocupied by aald deceased at the
tla. ot his

HY

described

Bndglci’.

«-BVI CRAM, Admini.tr.nr
“Sifc
Bridgton, March 1». 186*.
jg

MATTERS

TOWN.

4BOUT

BY TELEGRAPH

United State* District Court.
WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Yesterday the hearing in the libel case of
Harrison Mitchell and als., was continued.

Rebutting testimony was put
ants. The hearing is not yet

in

TOTHI

Portland

the libel-

by

met on

Monday evening tor the purpose of
organizing. Phinehas Barnes was appointed
Chairman, pro tern, and S. B. Beckett, Secretary, pro tem. Proceeding to ballot, the lollowing persons were chosen officers for the
ensuing year, viz :
Chairman—Charles Holden.

.Secretary—Nathan

Webb.
Executive Committee
William U. Little,
Sani’l K. Leavitt, and Henry P. White.
Committee on Island School*—S. B. Beckett, Nathan Webb, S. R. Leavitt.
Committee on Construction—Wm. H. Shailer, J. H. Drummond, Nathan Webb.
—

Messrs. William U.Sbailer, Alexander Burgess Phinehas Barnes, S. R. Leavitt, aud D.
H. Graham, were appointed a Committee to
assign the supervision of the several schools.
Tiie Board as now constituted consists of

following

named persous:
Wm H. Shailer,
Noyes,
Joa»ph
Nathan Webb,
Sylve-ter H. Beckett,
Ambrose bidding*
Willard T Brown,
M A. Blanchard,
Charles If olden,
Phi ne ha 4 Barnes,
S K Leavitt,
Wm. 1>. Little.
Henry P. White,
D. H. tiran.-m.
(has It. Merrill,
Alex. Burge**,
Ja*. Olcott Brown,
Charles J. Harbour,
James H. Hanilen.
Wm. L. Putnam,
N A. Potter,
Josiah II. Drummond,
it stated in the papers that

see

“Professor J. W. Quimby,'* who it i9 also stated “created preat excitement iu Portland,!? by
his lectures on

home

training, is giving lectures la Bangor. Justice requires that this
impression should l>c corrected. Mr. D. Manner, who lectured here aud has also lectured
in other places in this vicinity, with remarkable success, is the only man that has created
a sensation here by his system of horse train-

ing. Mr. Magner, who is now In the vicinity
of Augusta, contemplates as we understand,
to visit Bangor and the points in that vicinity,
professionally.
Knowing what we do of Mr. M., we cau
cheerfully recommend him as au expert in his
business.

His exhibitions here were attended

by our first citizens, who
instructed by them.

were

delighted and

Sword Presentation and Concert.—

To-morrow (Thursday) evening, at Gorham

village,

in the

Congregational Church,

au

ele-

gant sword will be presented to Capt. Thomas E. Wentworth, of the 10th Maine Kegiment, who, until within a few days, has been a

prisoner at Kichtnoud
Gettysburg.
The

ever

since the Battle of

very pleasant
one, for Mr. John L. Shaw, assisted by Miss
Cammktt and other distinguished vocalists of
is to be made

occasion

a

city, will be present and sing some ot the
compositions before the public—patiiotic,
We congratulate
sentimental and artistic.
tills

best

Gorham friends ou the treat in store for

our

presentation services and such
singing cannot fail to bring out a crowded
house. Mr. Henry Edwards of this city,
will preside at the piano.
them.

The

Wyman Lon g runs
city to Bridglon, passing through Saccarappa, Gorham Factory
Village, White Uock, East Slaudisb, Fitch's
Mill aad Sebago. At the latter place it conBkidgtox Stage.—Mr.

a

fine coach from this

with a stage for Lovell and one for SaIt leaves the City Hotel every Tuesday,

nects
co.

Bridgton Centre, every Monday, Wednesday
Friday, at 7 o'clock.
Mr. Long is well known as one of the most

and

careful drivers and reliable men. lie will atleud to all express business entrusted to him
on

Press.

finished.

XXXVIII OONGBESS—First Session.

Organization of tiie School Committee.—The members of the Board of School
Committee holding over, and newly elected,

the

Daily

the route.

*s

Washington, March

22.

SENATE.

Mr. Clark called up the Senate bill amendthe act relating to foreign coins and coinage of cents, which was passed.
The bill provides that the weight of the
cent shall be forty-eight grains, and that it
shqll be composed of ninety-five per cent, of
It
copper and live per cent, of zinc or tin.
also provides for a two cent piece of the same

ing

composition.

Mr. Willy then proceeded to address the
Senate at length on the bill to promote enlistments by the freeini.' of the wires and children of slaves recruited.
Also in opposition
to Mr. Sumner’s hill to repeal the fugitive
slave law.
Mr. Willey opposed Mr. Wilson’s amendment on the ground that in its present form
it would lead to endless difficully with the
Slate Courts, and should vole for its recommittal. lie continued at some length in opposition to the present consideration of the
hill to repeal the Fugitive Slave I,aw, contending that if left over until the next Congress, that there would tiieu tie Representatives from the Southern States who would
wish to vote for it.
Mr. Howard obtained the floor for to-niorThe Senate then went into executive
row.
sessiou.
Petitions were presented against the extension of Goodyear's patent.
Resolutions were presented ol the Union
Merchants’ Exchange of St. Louis, praying
lor the construction of a ship channel around
the upper end of the low rapids of the Mississippi, lor the improveineut ol the Illinois &
Michigan Canal, and for a ship canal aroiind
Niagara Falls. Referred to the committee on
Commerce.
Mr. Sumner introduced a bill to carry into
effect the treaty with England for the filial
settlement of the claims ol the Hudson's
Ba> and Puget Sound Companies. It ap»

wiuiui.soiv/u

in/

ci/

uj/i.i

tux;

niku

uic

commission of England to investigate and adjust such claims.
A resolution was adopted calling on tlie
Secretary of War for information as to how
many nine mouth's men were raised under the
militia law of the last Congress, how matiV
were volunteers, aud iiow
many were drafted,
whether the twenty-live dollars bounty lias
been paid to nine month’s volunteers, and if
not why it was withheld, and if any bounty
has been paid to drafted meu.
Mr. McDougal otiered the following joint
resolutions :
Resolved—That the occupation of Mexico
by the Emperor of France, or any person indicated by him as Emperor of Mexico, is au
offence to the people of the United States.
Resolved—That the movement of the government of France, and the threatened movement of an Emperor improvised by the Emperor of France, demand of this Republic, if
insisted on, war.
A bill was introduced for the increase of
the Marine corps.
Referred to the Nava!
Committee.
Mr. Sumner reported a bill prohibiting the
inter-State slave trade.

Adjourned.
HOUSC.

Elliot, of Mass., from the committee on
Commerce, reported a bill, which was passed,
authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to
stipulate lor the release from attachment or
other process of property claimed by the
Uuited States; in other words, to enable the
Mr.

government
property it

make arrangements to use the
wants without waiting for legal

to

process.
On motion of Mr. Randall, of Penn., a resolution was passed authorizing the Secretary
of War to institute inquiries as to the murder
of Capt. Theo. Reid, of Philadelphia, in Ran-

gier Sound, Chesapeake Ray, by pirates.
The House then passed the Senate bill authorizing the President to negotiate a treaty
with certain Indians of Southern Oregon for
acquisition of land, aud appropriating $'2,OOC
therefor.
Mr. Washburue, of

111., from the committee
Commerce, reported a bill, which was
passed, requiring proof that fishermen have
paid a duty on foreign salt before being paid
the bounty provided by law.
The object of the bill is to prevent frauds
on the treasury, fishermen having procured
salt for the curing of their flsh in the Rritish
UMSwinSlAA «»/( »>SA« aU!.I
on

ll,A

Arrival ok the Cassandra.

—

U. S.

transport screw-steamship Cassandra, Capt.
Holloway, arrived at this port yesterday afternoon from New York, for the purpose of tak-

ing on board men and horses of the 2d. Maine
Cavalry. The Cassandra is a n$w aud beautiful steamer. She was built at Mystic, Conn.,
is 22H feet long, 35 feet 6 inches beam, aud 25
feet hold, having three decks. Her engine is
a beautiful piece ol mechanism and her hull
is faultless in its outline and thoroughly put
together. She is brig-rigged and her internal
arrangements

m at

are

an<$ tasty.

She is at

Gall's wharf.

New Books.

Hall L. Davis has received
issued from the press of
Boston, entitled “Industri-

just
Ticknor & Fields,
al Biography; Iron Workers and Tool Makers,” by Samuel Strides, author of Self
help,” Brief Biographies” Ac. Also Counsel and Comfort spoken from a city pulpit,”
by the author of the Uocreations of a Couna new

work

"

try Parson.”

More extended notices hereaf-

ter.

January a care at the
depot, was broken open and a

Arrests.—Last

Grand Trunk
lot of
len.
been

clothing of the value of $200, was stoDeputy Marshal Wentworth has since

working up the matter, aud Monday evehe arrested Joseph Knapp and Charles

ning
Montey, and recovered the greater part of the
goods. A portion of those found were concealed in the cistern at Knapp's house.

Chesapeake.—Capt. Fengar of the
revenue cutter Miami, yesterday received orders from Secretary Chase, countermanding
his previous order to take the steamer Chesapeake to New York, and orderiug him to deThe

liver her up to her owners or agents here.
This has been done and she will commence

discharging

her cargo to-morrow.

JJ^Steamer

Star of the South, with a porCavalry aud their horses,

tion of the 2d Maine

sailed from this port yesterday afternoon for
New Orleans. She towed out ship NorthnmnlMi
Inaitcrl witli horses for flic same

place.
The fourth aud

Social. Lkvkk.

closhvj

Levee of the present Series unde* the auspices of the Spiritual Association will be held
in Mechanics Hall this
March 23d.

Music

(tVednesdayl evening,

by Chaudler.

Cy Attention is called to the course of leseous iu gymnastics for ladies aud children,
which commences this afternoon at 170 MidSee advertisement.

dle street.

cyiu

the

hastily prepared notice of the
election of subordinate city officers, in the
Press yesterday morniug, the Assistant Kni/inters were put down as Assistant Assessors.
gy Harper's Magazine for April,an unusually rich number, has been received at the
bookstores of Hall L. Mavis, No. 53 and A.
Itobinson, No. 51 Exchange street.
Ey Members of the Board of Trade
reminded that their
to this

evening at

meeting

stands

are

adjourned

7 1-2 o’clock.

KT*E. C. Andrews has received at his
music aud periodical store, No. 07 Exchange
street, Harper's Magazine for April.

jyThe Atlantic Monthly

for

been received at the bookstore of

Mavis, Exchange

street.

April

has

Hall L.

The House resumed the consideration of the
Raritan A Delaware Railroad Company bill.
Messrs. Starr and Rogers, of N. J., opposed

tlie bill as an infringement of the rights of that
State.
The bill was passed over with the expiration
of the morning hour.
Mr. Alley, of Mass., made a report from the
committee of conference on the disagreeing
amendments to the bill for carrying the mails
from tlie United States to foreign ports, which
was adopted.
The principal point in controversy was adjusted by allowiug the Postm&stet General to suspend so much of the Sth
section of the act of the 31st of August, 1832,
as authorizes the conveyance of letters otherwise than mails, as in his opiniou the public
interest may require.
The House next considered tlie bill reported by Mr. Davis from tlie special committee
to provide a civil government for tbe States
usurped or overthrown by the rebellion.
Mr. Davis, of Md., made a speech in favor
of giving the rebellious States a Republican
form of government without slavery. He opposed President Lincoln's plan of reconstruction as impracticable. He regarded the emancipation proclamation as not valid, but to be
determined as a judicial question.
Mr. lieaman, of Michigan, made a speech
against slavery, aud advocated the bill. Ad-

journed.
the Srrrral Stairft untlrr thr fall
Qinihm
for Tiro Hmntrrd Thousn nit Mrn.
Washington, March 22.
The follow ing is a statement exhibiting the
quotas of tbe several States under the President’s call for 200,000 men, dated March 14tb,
1804, with all credits deducted from or deficiencies added thereto, excepting tbe enlistment of veteran volunteers, up to March 1st,
1804:—Maine’s quota under the call for 200,000 men March 14th, 4721; number te he now
credited, none; deficiencies to be charged,
1820; balance to be furnished, 0041. New
Hampshire—2588; credit, 180; deficiency,
none; balance, 2428.
Massachusetts—10,630;

deficiency, 8863; balance, 20,052. Vermont—
2300; credit, 2130; deficiency, none; balance,
170. Rhode Island—quota, 1388; credit,525:
deficiency, none: balance 863. Connecticut—
quota, 3168; credit, 504; deficiency, none;
balance, 2574; New York—quota, 32,704;
credit and deficiency, none, nor yet computed;
balance, 59,230.

new

Jersey—quota, 0104;

credit, none: deficiency, 7520; balance, 14,224. Pennsylvania—quota, 20,.'102; credit and
deficiency, none; balance, 74,127. Delaware
—quota, 085; credit, none; deficiency, 691;
balance, 1070. Maryland—quota, 4317; credit,
none; deficiency, 17,411; balance, 21,728;
West Virginia—quota, 2051 ; credit, none; deficiency, 1139; balance, 3190. District of Columbia—quota, 17(42; credit,none; deficiency,
3153; balance, 4955. Ohio—quota, 20,925;
credit, none; deficiency, 18,628; balance, 39,223. Indiana—quota, 1308; credit, 99311; deficiency, none ; balance,3069. Illinois—quota,
18,524; credit, 30,900. Michigan—quota,
7921: credit, 0>14; deficiency, none; balance,
7187. Wisconsin—quota, *941; balance, 15,402; Minnesota—quota, 2140; balance, 5437.
Iowa—quota, 6439; credit, none; deficiency,
0701: balance, 13,140. Missouri—quota, 3925;
credit, none; deficiency, 4902; balance, 8887.
Kentucky—quota,6787; credit, none: deficiency, 9083; balance, 15,472. Kansas—quota,
1409; credit, none; deficiency, 1118; balance,
2597.
_

From

Waohi$ii/ton.

Washington, March 22.

unusually large number of bidders were
present to-day to bid for furnishing flour to
Offers were
the Commissary Department.
The bids raugod
made for 90,000 barrels.
from 67.60 to 68 30.
Thirty-seven thousand
barrels were takeu at prices ranging from
67.1k) to 68.30. <Inly No. 2 Hour was accepted.
The Postmaster (leueral invites proposals
for putting the overland California mail service
in operation October 1st, or if preferred by
the accepted bidder the 1st day of July. The
schedule Increases the speed so that the trip
must be made In sixteen days during eight
moijfRis in the year, and in twenty days for the
An

remainder of the year. The contract is to be
for four years. The newspaper and document

mail is io be transmitted by

sea.

From Xnrth Carolina.
Nbwbern, X. C., March 10.
The receut raid on Richmond caused the
rebel (Jen. Pickett to semi several of his regiments from this State to Virginia just as he
was ready to commence
operations in this direction. The regiments are returning, however, evidently with a view of carrying out
his original intentions.
Gov. Vance, in one of his recent speeches,
staled that Gen. Lee depends on North Carolina for the support of his army. He dwells
on the importance of keeping the rahroads in
the State in good order, on the ground that
Lee could not remain in Virginia forty-eight
hours after they should fail to perform their
mission.
The Wilmington, N. C., Journal, in speaking of the slccess ol blockade runners in
getting into that port, says:—'The statistics
lor tire past year show that on an
nverage
only one out of twenty has been captured,
lu rough weather the blockaders are
obliged
to go to sea, which, with the
exception of
dark nights, is the most auspicious time for
our skillful pilots, who, with the aid of our
perfect system ol signal lights, seldom miss
their mark.
The report of Gov. Vance, showing the
amount of supplies received'
through this
blockaded port, discloses a most startling state
ol tbiugs. Everything the enemy could ask
for is received through this channel in great
•luantities. Ail experienced naval officer has
remarked that, owing to the peculiar situation
of the coast, Ac., numerous channels embracing an area of thirty miles, the entire navy or
the United States could not make the blockade of Wilmington effectual.
Hon. W. W. Holden is out in a card, announcing himself a conservative candidate for

Ges. Sheplet.—In accepting the gift of
the service of silver presented to Gen Shepley,
lute military governor of Louisiana, by his
friends of New Orleans, on the 5th inst., lie
said among other things:—
“I need hardly remiud you of the difficulties which euvironed me ou first assuming the
position of commandant of this city. Turbulence and disloyalty, restrained only by the
stroughandof military power, characterized
the numerous groups that thronged the streets,
venting their Ht-supprcased hatred in the
muttered curses and burning glances of impotent rage. Never was an efficient police
more needed; never was a police of
any sort
more difficult to obtain.
Of the entire police
force of the city, only an iusiguidcant fraction
were willing, when called on, to take the indispensable oath of allegiance to the United
.States government. Soldiers had to lie detailed to perform the office of guardians ol the
public peace. The reorganization of the
public schools was a still more difficult task.
Few parents were willing to send their children, ami few children were willing to risk
the odium of attending. Now a more efficient, more loyal police than that of New
Orleans, cannot be found in any city of the
Union; and for public schools I need only remind you of the demonstration of yesterday,
when live thousand enthusiastic young voices
mingled with the stirring strains of martial
music, and rose eveu above the booming
cannon in
one heaven-piercing anthem of

9'ariou* Itema.

Baltimore, March 22.

dispatch from Cumberland authorizes au
emphatic denial of the statement that Gen.
Sigel bad a narrow escape Irom capture a few
days since at Martinshurgby a body of twenty
rebels, who passed between the General and
the pickets. There is not a word of truth in

those around him he got rid of the trash.

J. E. FERNALD &

Merchant

York, March

New

22.
Gold fell after the second lioard to 1 t>3 8-4.
Croll & Prentiss’ shoddy factory, iu Pearl

street,

Jt.SD

burned to-day.

was

Gents’

Washington special dispatches states that
the tax bill is nearly completed, aud will be
reported to Congress on the first of next
week.
Most of Gen. Grant's staff arrived at Washington at noon to-day, and are making prepations for the General to go to the front.
The Secretary of the Treasury has given
positive orders prohibiting the shipment of
American coal to Canada.
The jury to-day gave a verdict of $800
damages against the Express newspaper for

SON.,

Tailors,

PKAIBAB

A n U 1

just opened

NEW

a

show

libel.

stylet

Montreal, March 22.
Mehan, the murderer of Patrick Pearl,
was hung at Quebec this
morniug.
Kerguson Blair has failed to form a new
Ministry as yet. Negotiations are still going

Fancy

(J

■i

spuinu

Foxctkkss Monkok, March 21.
A Court of Inquiry is called at Norfolk to
the
circumstances of the loss of
investigate
the Petershotf.
The steamer S. R. Spaulding has arrived
from Beaufort. Free schools for white children have been opened iu Newbern by order
of the Provost Marshal.
The Wilmington Journal says that 4* federal deserters to the confederate lines have
been sent to Deep Itiver to work in the coal
mines, and that Wilmington is lull of yaukee

spies.
Major Jones of the
is raising a regiment

of

North Carolina.
ithode laiaml

SPRING

AT TME TIME
and at priees

Garments

are

BE HA IS

ns

Wanted One Hundred

UPON!

any other house,

Apply

J. P.

Kmbrasta;?

the desirable STYLES, SHAVES
be louisd in the market, suitable for
BUSINESS
SUITS,
ENGLISH
WALKING
COATS, Sprint?OVERCOATS and HlIESS SUITS.

Nice

given to

Cutting dr Manufacturing Boy’s Clothiug
racli 9

Alt*.

F.

Having

Toledo k Waba.-h,... 71
Michigan Southern.1171
UlinoU Central scrip.17*
Cleveland k Pittsburg.Iv4

taken the

Hudson.16*>f
Brie,.1261
New York Central.,13»J
Quicksilver Mining Co. 06j
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. f*6
Cantou Company.
07
United States 6-20 coupons.109J
..

one

year certificates

new..

19

Tailoi-,

elegant and

commodious store

and Summer wear, all of which have Just
been selected trout the large-t and best stock.- in
New York and Bo ton, and will be made up to order
and with despatch iu the latest styles—FULL
MATCHED SUITS, CO A rs, FASTS or VESTS,
as may be desired.

FURNISHING GOODS
great variety, and suited to the tastes of all. conon band.
FRESH GOODS RECEIVED

stantly

War, that

on

101

MIDDLE

cut off the

region.
C3T~The

object of the expedition
enemy's supply of cattle
Hartford

was

Courant says, Gov.

Uuckinham not

having drawn his salary for
the past eighteen months, ordered the Treasurer, on Tuesday, to credit the whole sum,
amounting to sixteen hundred and fifty dollars’
to the State fund for the benefit
wounded soldiers.

of sick

and

The act is worthy ol the
head and heart of our excellent chief magistrate.”

Exchange

MO

VALENTINE & BUTLER’S

the great tire in West Meriden, Conn., on the
8th lust.. Messrs. Valentine k Butler’s Alum
Patent Hre and Burglar Proof Safe was subjected
to ene of the most severe tests on record. The safe
was subjected to a red hot heat for nearly fourteen
hours, and delivered up its contents in perfect order,
saving nearly TUIltTw THOU 8 AS It DOLkARS
worth of property to the owners
The coutento of
two other Safes, of other makers, and startling within TUKEE FEET of the Alum Patent, were emtiuk-

AT

DESTROYED.

Samples of the money and papers taken from the
Safes destroyed, also those taken from the Alutu
Patent, have been forwarded by maH, and can lx
seen at the Hardware store of 11. Warren Lancey,
k Co., on Lime 8treet.
Valentine k Butler, Alum Patent Fire, and Burglar Pro f Safes have been tested in over TWO
HUNDRED accidental fires within the last thirteen
years, and in u<» instance have they kvkb failed to
preserve their contends trom the attacks of either
fire or burglar. Parties inn ed of a reliable Fire ami
Burglar Proof Security, will do well to give this
matter a careful investigation before purchasing.
Messrs. Thomson k Co., of New Haven, Conu.,
are the Aleuts for the sale of these Safes in the New
England States ami refer by permission to the following partiesiu Portland who have recently purchased the Alum Patent of them
Portland Gas Light Co ; C. C. Mitchell k Son; P
k F. A K. R. Co.; Cleveland k Osgood: Daniel
Winslow k Son ; Rufus K. Wood, Esq
Hobbs,
(’hase k Co.; E. .Clan. M
D : Josiah Burleigh,
W. W. Hilton, Esq.; 11. M Pa* mod. Esq ; A
F. York. Esq.; and many others.
Certificates giving f&ititer particulars in relation
to the late lire, will be published in a few days,
mchlodlm*
f k Co.

Esq.:

have them

put in

perfect

order, either by

Ketinishing, at
PORTLAND Dili
or

A Sound Mind Within

Order* may be 1c t at the office, 97
or

at the

Dye

Houh*

BTS*.

Exchange

BUY YOUR JEWELRY
—AT—

DO

’

S

one

lessons for ebiliren.

OLD BOOK
(FOIl SI ICR LT

COKN1IILL,

•29

TAGGARD &
Have

STAND,

R. R. MtfSKV

k

CO.)

THOMPSON,

PL ASTEHEH.S,

Co., the

STATIONERY,

AND LISTS OE PUBLICATIONS ISSUED,

At

the

Old

Stand,

The New England Trade
sending their orders to

NO.
where

29

Tkmple Street.

nichli ilAwtr

BROW A A CROCKER,

of Erkd’k A. Brown k
entire bankrupt stock of

BOOKS &

Engineer,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

BOSTON,

purchased

20

Coiiiliill.

arc

Oak Bireet, between Congrcs* and Freest*.,
PORTLAND.

Coloring, Whitening

CORNU

I.L

L

ttejr will meet with prompt attention.
large and complete etock ot

A very

and White washing promptly
gyorder# from out of town solicited.

HAVANA

SIMMONS,
MR.experience
in

300 Boxes Havana Sugar, Jar Sale by
HOi*II M EATON, No. 1 rtntrul wharf.
mchl8 d3w

„

FANCY GOODS

of nil kinds always on (mud and lor sale at tho lowest market rates. Address allordeis,

TACGAB1) A
(SUCCESSORS
til

TO

THOMPSON,
A

IUOUK

T4GOIRD,)

lOKNIIII.I.. BOSTON.

mch21

n>d2w

HARRIS

BROTHERS,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
OOR5RR

PORTLAND

Albion F. Harris, i
IlsnJ. F. llarris.
4eo26 d fe w3m

I

MERCHANTS'
ANNUAL

TIMR,

HOUSE,

Street. ( op sta'rs,) Portland, Maine.

mchl eod3m

Straw'

tiooils, Flowers,

Ac.

rilHE subscriber is now opening and daily rcooivX ing, the latent styles of Straw Goods, Flowerg Ac., which will be cold at the lowest prices,
at wholesale only.

UlMIDDLKSTR K KT.
PORTLAND.

Portland, March 15.1864
inchl6eod4w*

J<*>UN K. l'ALMEK.

JOHNS’

UK Anniversary of the opening of the Merchant*’ Exchange will occur March 30th.
A
lull attendance of the member* i* requc*ted on that
day, at which time the aubscriptiou hill* lor the enwill
suing year will be ready. All
'The term* of
commence at that date.
subscription
will be the same a* last year, viz: t6 00 lor single inP**r o'der.
dividuals, aud f*.00 for lirme.
mch’22 dtd
M N. RICH, Sup’t.

11

newsubscription*

FOAL.

A TONS Stove size, at 198 Commercial St.,
fJXj (Richardson*# Wharf,) Portland

4K
The

uuiersigued

last past.
Where there
vear#

cookiug

has sold the Johns' Coal for nine
It has given general satisfaction.
is a fair draft, no coal excels
for

use.

Other

LEHIGH. Su

»ar

varieties, to wit
Loaf, and Hazleton.

»

For Sale.
A nioo white Oak Copper fastened
Yacht built Schooner, twenty ton* bur»v«A
then, nine years old, well found with boat*,
<_XA-^trow)s. net* Ac., Ac. Price $800.
For further particulars call ou
rach22 eodlOd*
K. U. YORK k SON.
Jr

SCHUYLKILL, (W. Ash,) Losust Mountain.
RED ASH, the genuiuo FRANKLIN COAL.
Also, the Diamoud.
CUMBERLAND COAL,
Smiths’
|y All

a

prime article for

use.

coal from this wharf, will be sent in good
order, carefully picked aud screened.
mch3 iseodtf

years

JAMES H. BAKER.

lncl,I3dtd

Ihur.d.y next. March 24th, at 10 o'clock A.
M.,*t itotp No. 3 trait s Block, C cmme*ciai
Street, we shall commence the/ecund mis of damagedgoods from the wreck of the bohemian. This
invoice will be much larger, more
valuable, in better order. and better
arrang.d for the accnw ino^ation ot purchasers than the last.
mch21 dtd

ON

TO bo sold at pubic auctior, on t*w
premises. Thursuay, March 24th, 1W4,
at three o’clock, ft*. M.,
a one aud half
story house, with ell and stable, ail In
ig-od rtpa'r. together with about three
fourths ot au acre of .‘and, with fruit trees, grape
vines, kc. 8a d house i* situated at Yarmouth lower
village, and is now o cupie t by Benj. Webstar
Yarmouth, March l*5Ui, 1W4.
mahlT dlw

I

11

1

l

4

Intent.” for Lubec, Entport
at Long Wharf

“Good

slain,

an 1

now

lying

d3t*

Stolen,

or

STRAYED
with
to 4<V>

a small Black amt Tab Dog
Whoever will return the same
aball be suitably rewarded.

cut.
Congress St
nrhZl eod lv*
ears

R ECRU ITS W AN TED

For the

Regular Army.

BOUNTY, 0700.
Period of

Enlistment Three Years.

IIKCRUirS are wanted for the 17th U. 8.
Head guartjrs at Fort Preble, llala#.

11HKUeg't.,

The above bounty is only offered until April 1st,
after which date comes the draft. lioiuitig Office,
of Exchange and Fore streets.

corner

Cap

17th, U.

t.

s

J. P. WALKS,
JKeg t. Recruiting Officer,

mchlft <12w

VCaK.

Blarknmith Hunlfd.
riage Smith will ttud steady employment
^

Inch 1*>

at

L*-in«-at’s. Preble SUetn.
dl«*

Wanted,
VESSELS not

A
A

over 700 tons Register.
Guano Chimbs* to United
st advanced rates/re* of war
THAYER 4 PEABODY.
134 State St., Bostoa.

to loaii

Kingdom
.risk.
inch l J dtoRi

W ant
Dwelliug House,

to

Purchase

"lo-

suitable for a small family
cated above Brown street. Address, stating
local mi and terms,
•
BUILDER,
me hi*) dtf
Portland P O.

V

Wanted.
to

tent,
convenient lor
WANTED
Address A M P

a

pleasantiv situated,

bouse

two

or

oae,

Box 346 P

smell families.

O.

mch8 edtf

Tenement Wauled.
hire four
small family, with
WANTED
Rent in

to
or five rooms, suitable for
goed water privileges.
advance if required
Addiess Tenant Box
316.1’ rtlend Post Office, stating price and locality.
me In) dtf

ALL
such

as

laying

HOUSE,

ORUHRS FOIt

of grounds, building graperies,
vines, Ac.. Ac., can be left at the

out

furnishing
TEA STORE, 19* MIDDLE STREET.
WM.S. WARD, Elmwood Nursery,
mcli’il eod9w*

-joOdfe

Thescht” President Washington,” about
tons burthen, rebuilt m 1868, we.l
d to tte coasicg and freighting
adapt*
me
is well fouiul in sail and rigging,

and will be sold low if
lor soon
Robert Wabton, Harp* well iircat Is atd,
to Dana A l’o.T Commercial Sirtet, Portland,

Apply

applied

to

mchlfieodlw*

The

^

Sale.

Hotel kuowa

as

ihe

Union House

RjSjHti-d tor a bummer Resort
*he house is nearly new. has twenty-two
fikSflil
tUlMmi.m.. a
above and below,

large hall,piazza
aud is in good repair.
Connected with the house is a good stable.
property will b© sold low
Apply to Robert Wa’son on the premises,

This
or

Dana * Co.. Commercial Mr cat. Portland,
mchlo eod$w*

To Alniiufarliircra, Ship BiitIUcis,
desirous of Real Estate

O

Investments,

p«Tsons
the following property Is efft-redat good bargain*
AN
from #15.0 to #5000
20 Houses at
1<K) Hoii-e
2«h» Feet of

prio-s
Lots at prices from 8800 to 98000

water front suitable for wharves Ship
Sites, fronting deep water
with due spring of water til.acent thereto and a
the
of
it
Craud Trnuk Rad head,
adjoining
portion
from which freight inay be deposited on the premises
MOSES UuULD, 71 fiddle St.
me hi 7 3w

Gymnastics.
of lessons in («>uinasties will
Middle Street, on WednesChildren, twelve years old and
w.11
meet at 2 o'clock; those more than twelve
under,
coarse
commence

VNOTHER
at 175
March 23J.

day,

aud less than sixteen, at 3) o’clock on the same
afternoon. Terms aa before for children's class. 91
mcli2'J dl w
for teu lessons.

Real Estate for Sule.
Brick House and Lot. No 54
The house contaiis twelve
Bathing room, hot aud cold
roems.
water. Furnace. Gass, uud all other conveniences of
a
house. Goodstable. Enouireof

thro Story
THE
Cumberland St.
well Auished

tirst'class

mchSMtl

family that has

BOARD
for gentleman and
uicht tf
a

son.

*‘P,

no

other boarders,

Address
at the Press

Office.

WANTED I
1,000 WOMEN,
To make Army Drawers. Also good Pant B as tars
and Finishers wanted in the shop to make ARMY
PAST!*.
None but good workmen wanted. Apply at tba
rooms iu FREE STREET ft LOCK, over the storu
one do' r north of Tolford’s.
No work given out or
taken in Monday forenoons or Saturday afternoons.
fetriUdtr
8. \V. HUNTINGTON.

TO

THE AFFLICTED l

IvTuEniNfi,

Medical

Electrician,

CORNER OF CONGRESS AND ELM

t

STREETS

announce to the citizens of
has permanentlocated in this city. During the eleven mouths
that » e have been in tow n we have cured some ot
the worst forms of disease in person* who have tried
other forms of treatment in vein, end curing patients in so short a time* that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To ausvter this question
we will say that all that do not *tny cu ed, we will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone yean, aud is also a regular graduated
physician
Electricity is
adapted to chronic disease#
in the form or nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
in the head, neck.or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not tally
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseaaes, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness,stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigeepiles—we curu
t\>n, constipation and liver
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis. strictures of the ohest, and all forme of female

respectfully
Portland aud vicinity. that he
WOULD

ly

perfectly

palsy

complaints.

By Elootrioity

•>»

y

a

complaint,

Schooner for Sale.
^

Wanted.
in

No, 11 Clapp's Block,

yards. Manufacturing

EXCHANGE.
MEETING.

twenty-five

RTICILTIKA L!

For

Silk. Twist, Buttons. Binding#, Threads. Pin#,
Needles, Cutlery. Edging# Stationery, Lacing#,
Tape, Elastics, Beits, Combs, Suspender#, Toys, Ac.
DftKSS AND TAILORS' TRIMMINCS.

Bn!

UK. W.

of Preble and Portland Streets.
pTOAee, No 97 Exchange street,
febdeod'lui*
A. FOSTER, Proprietro.

MERRILL,

No. 131 Middle

who has had
the

PORTLAND DYE

Wholesale.

H.

','V! of.,K

Second Orent Male of Damaged flood*
Irom I lie M'reck-d steamer Bobemiaa.
BY HENKY BAILfeY fe CO.,
AUCTIO-NtEKa.

e7

corner

or

School Books and Stationery

Street.

niulden Dye H* use,
comes highly recommended by the Barretts,
take charge of the Dyeing department at the

and
w.ll

SUGAR.

Portland. March I-, 186*,

Middle

can

TKIIS, SHEIKS. noXKXS A HDETICILHKAL UOKK.

STUCCO AHD MASTIC WORKERS,

attended to.
febl2 (12m

88

be found a large assortment of
Ladies', Dents’, M secs', lions' und Youth**’
fashionable HOOTS, >tWKS and HI /fsi the beat manufacture and at teasonabie prices. B«Ntrs and maok* made to measure
from the best French and American stock *nd on
the latest style lasts.
WM. W. LOIURul*,
iiiohX! (l-in

•Hi
111
f

■i

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

imited to continue

Where

SHOES!

NOTIC

inch 17 d2w%

Surveyor

AMD

H. W. LOTIIROI*,

Exchange Street,®9

perMii that buy* $2.0) worth of Jewelry at
time will receive a #1.00 Book,gratis,

aud Civil

mch’ii d'it

,

livery

t2**V

condition,

GYMNASIUM j

BOOTS

mebl7 d3w

DRESS E R

Sound Body.

a

MIDDLE STREET.
Wednesday, I*. M., at 3 o'clock, whore in connection
with the excellent Schools of Portland, tLn» obje t
may be accomplished
Mr. Bradford theu commences a new course cf

HOUSE,

PORTLAND

CORNER 1‘KKHLK AND

cing

tne

St.

at 9j A. M
at 12 E«.
e”,»«c struct. Hie luruitar. ,.f* llo'el. con...
"
w «'"«< * xt.n.lve Table,(
ard,
WorB and l-emb bke Table*, Cofav.
I.cnnr.*.
reau*. ( hair*. ICckcm, Sink.,
Matire»re,.
Ca.pei*,
Crwkery and Olaae M are, Cutlery. t ffice and
Klichen I uruiturr, with a greet
variety of other nr-

a

144

WRECK OP THE BOHEMIAN,
can

exchange

\N Saturday. March

Alum Patent Fire Proof Safe

NEW
tii

(

Dog LoM.

a OTIC'L.

«Aiid thorn tit the.

COODS

Hotel Furniture at Auction.
£. M. I*All AM. Auetiuiicer—Office 27

Band.

If you wish your children to attain this

SI.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

eod to jun 1

to

in that

»v—

mchl4-3m

STREET.

Portland, March £,

the Conduct of the

the

—

Auction aud CommiMion Merchant.
W• P- 8tewabt. Auctioneerfebld dtt

mctLTi

Great Fire in West Meriden. Ct.

EVERY WEEK

assertions, notwithstaudiug Captain Turner,
Chief of Gen. Gilmore’s staff, lias testified before the Committee

TOUT MONAIUS, LADIKS’ RETICULES AND
bags, drums, violins, guiiaks,
VIOLIN STRINGS,
WHITINO EESKB, WORK BOXES, *0.

Spring

COMMERCIAL STREET,

£^"*Thc copperheads continue to assert
that the Florida expedition was for political
purposes, aud they will conliuue to make such

Traveling Ba*bet*,
Toy*, Marbles,

and domestic Cloths

Foreign

Chicago.123;

Cleveland It Toledo.146
Harlem.134*

I.sidie* Work and

r-Aon

Liverpool—dull;

HI-

Rooking Horses,

afreet,

in

OF

PURCHASERS OF

COBI1R OF rLUX,
Invites the attention of Gentlrmeu to bis rich invoice of

for

VASIXTY

CMILDRBH’S CARRIAGES,

NO. 1041 MIDDLE STREET

|

ORI1AT

Bird Cage*,

YORK,

Merfhanl

Nete York Market.

I'.ifl

A

W. 13. ROBINSON.

FASHIONABLE^ CLOTHINGT

22.
Lieut. Geu. Grant left here at 7 o’clock this
for
a
iu
train.
evening
Washington
special
The Continental Hotel has been crowded all
day with persons desirous of paying their respects to him.

mohlO dtf

Cheap for Cash!

od3m

t

1>. KNIGHT.

FOR SALE,

Every pains will bs taken to give entire satisfaction
FITTING, workiuautdilp and price*.
Particular attention

Philadelphia, March

a

KNIGHT.

Portland, March 1,1864.

and Savy Cloths.

CLOTHS FOB BOV'S WEAR,

PRODUCE,

NO. 2 LIRE STREET,
J. X.

Ware, Jewliy. Yankee Notion* aud Fancy (.oml>.
Commencing Tueedxy, February 16ih.
CEO. L. PEIRCE.

Freight Wauled.

IICKKIS, admitting one Gentleman and two
Ladies, *1.00; spectators. 26 cents—to be luid of the
Committee of Arrangements and at the door.
Doors opeu at 7. dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
No checks given Iroin the gallery.
mchP*

LY

DXALKUN IN

lMw»en Fore and Commercial Streets.

to

Vesting, Armj

SON,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
COUNTRY

til

Bud FINISH

Mttceinent* of #cii, Grant.

United States

J. M. KNIGHT &

copart-

Mil

enitinn

*
following lines of good* in quantities to suit
Woolen* ol allI
deecriptionu, l>,e.„ ticods
in variety* Linen* i/ia*h
'Towelling
Cover*. Ac,Table Cutlery, Plated *

FJ

examine.

a

bein thoconvLut
receipt of, and Kill
I»hali
•V«T> afternoon aLd evcoing bv unliiir

(SCHOONER

TRIUMPHANT

d6w

and Summer Goods !

McKinney,
Michael McCarthy,
Win. Melaugh,
ty Music by Chandler’s Quadrille

ROOM!

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

B. O’Connor.
M U. Keddy,
P. E. Meionney,
P. T. nheridau.

inPOKTANT

English, French, German, Scotch
and American Cloths,

New York, March 22.

Stock Market.

Mattresses

undersigned have
day formed
THEnership
under the firm of

returned from New York and Boston with
the bkrt assortment and >kw’X8t style* of

of the Metropol-

New York, March 22.
Second Board.— Stocks better.
Chicago k Rock Island.1241
Burlington k 0«incv,.143}
Chicago k Noith Western.
Alton k Terre Haute. 88}

A

—constantly on hand—
public arc invited to call aud

McGlinchy,

Jas. McMain.

with

OPENED

the

-

AREAMGBME2TTS :
.las.
Jas. ucLauctilin,
Bernar I Daily.
D. O’Riley,
P. McCafterty.

John

Upholsterers,

HALL,

FLOOR KAVAOXKfl:

Co.,

solved by mutual consent. The affairs of the late
Arm will be settled by S. D. Knight, at No 2 Lime
street.
H. 1). KNIGHT,
If. A. FKOBT.
Portland, March 1,1664.

iuvlted to call at

Having

In cousequence of an unexpected enlargement of the plans of the managers of the
Metropolitan Fair, the opening is postponed
until April 4th.

Galena k

N. B.
The
n*-*h4 dtf

Michael McCarthy,
John McKinney.
Thomas Parker,
J. J. Sneehan,
"*
John Bodkin,

change St.

to do all kinds of Cabinet and Up*
at the shortest notice. All

Furniture, Lounges

CITY

AT

Monday evening, march 28th.

HEATH, Commanding.

Burnham &

TAMM PLACE

COMMITTMM OP

prepared
AREholstery
work,
kinds of

Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange St.,

in

Molasses—quiet; sales by auction 200 bbls New
Orleans at 44
Naval Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—firmer; sales 800 bbls; crude at 31}$
38 4c; refliied iu boud 49; do tree at 63c
fallow—active and lirmer; sales 244,000 lb* at 12}
12j for city.
flour Is (3; grain
Freights to
8}d$4d for wheat in snip bag*.

NEW

Copartnersliii* Notice.

P. B. FROSTj

Lawrence, Gideon Bradford. Alfred Anthony,
T. A. Reynolds, and W. H. Allen.

16ic; Muscovado 18j$15c.
Coffae—inactive.

WILL

made,

luehil dly

Country Keaidencf.

Irish American Relief Association

Seamen,

to Naval Rendezvous foot of Ex

BALL!

advances

Fox Block,
Exchange Street,
i’OKTLAND, life.

Fi’«t Annual Ball of the

1 he

136 Mi Jdle Street,

feb27 J4wi»

AND

met toGideon Bradford presided.
A committee reported the following nominations: For Governor,_ Elisha R. Potter:
Dieut. Gov., Thos. A. Reynolds; ‘Secretary of
State. Josiali Titus; Attorney General, Nicholas Van Slick; Treasurer, Henry H. Cook.
The ticket was laid on the table aud the whole
matter referred to the State Central Committee.
I lie following were elected delegates to the
Chicago Convention : Charles S. Bradley,
Gideon II. Dui fee, Kbenezer W. Walker, Isaac

Pork—quiet;

ANNUAL

THE copartnership heretofore existing under the
A. stfleot KNIGHT & KltoST is this day dis-

SO. «7 MIDDLE STREET.

Spring

G R AND

W,

368, Congress Street,

mch21

The Democratic State Convention

do Southern 1 2%§125.
Osts—dull and declining; sales Canada Fk; State
89: Western 89}c.
Beef—firm; rales 1100 bb’s.
sales 1050 bbls, mess 22 00@22 00;
old do 2l5(X$vf2 00; new do 23 12J $23 25; prime
18 12}4$lo26 for old and new; prime mess 21 &(►$
*
22 <25.
l.ard—quiet; sales 2166 bbls at 16j;$16Jc.
Butter—Arm; sales Ohio2H$32c: State 37$47c.
Whiskey—higher; sa-es at 93} $95c for btate and
95c for Western.
Rice—Arm.
Sugar—Arm: sales 60) hhds; New Orleans 144$

styles

this

Convention.
IDemoeeaUe
Providence, March 22.

Nkw York. March 22.
Cotton—firmer, sales 1700 bales at 71$78c lor
middling upands.
Flour—receipts 5 CIO bbls; sales 11.000 bbls; 8tat«
and Western active and 5c better; Superstate 6 40$
6 56; Extra 6 76$G 86; choice6 9oa7 06; Round Hoop
Ohio 7 16$7 25 ; choice do 7 80 $8 25; Superflue Weet.-rn 6 40<£6 •»; Extra do 6 8G&700; Southern firm;
vales 700 bbls; Mixed to good 6 95$7 40: Fancy and extra 7 45& 10 50: Canada Inner; rales 550
bbls: common Extra 6 80$7 00; Extra good to choke
7 05 $8 00.
Wheat—active and lo better: sales 85,000 bushels;
Chicago spring 1 Gl$l 64; Milwaukie Club 1 61 a 1 64 ;
Winter Ked Western 1 65$169; Amber Milwaukee
164a,106: Amber Michigan 171$ 173; White do
1 80; Ked Jersey 1 65.
Coru—dull; rale* 23 000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 125$1 26; Yellow Jersey 123$l 2i;

new

23d.

March,

will entertain the Audiencc

‘"ye ancient d>ys.’’
Doors open at 8] o’clock. Lecture to commence at
71 o'clock. Tickets *z6 Cent*, to be had at Crcsmau
& Co., Middle St., aud at the dcor.
Portland. March 19. 1864.
mchl9 did
ol

AND CAPS.

8 H .A.

oegh for

AGREED

lotr

an

Iy The people

Rhode Island Reg.
Heavy Artillery in

thr tPprninf/
itan Pair.

day

every

HATS^

State

PoMt/KPnmrnt of

i]

Dissolution.
ALWAYS

C1I

day.

PlttcKnwo

receiving

am

Cabinet Makers and

Boys’Garments.

Elegant Fitting

Tli© Old Fo*kn

-®**

1804.

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,
with Music

'■*'

Lecture,

AT—

NEW CITY
d2w

on.

From North Carolina.

at

iuchl9

Colley,

John

Gentlemen’s and

—

Harris’, opposite Post Office.

than

HUNDRED

of

Spiing,

Ho. bb

\Yrill Deliver his Celebrated

Army Campaign

Also the

SILK DRESS HAT
for

JFST

March £>lli.

Rev. A. L. Stone, D. D. of Boston,

colors, at

Cash

AUCTION

ARMY CAMPAIGN!

Ordinnry Seamen and I.nn-lMnen.

ar

FOIB

^

HARRIS’!

pile sf

more

LU 1

solicited.

Wholesale and Retail

HALL,

ITommitlf' (\f Arrangements—'Thomas A. Bowen,
L. 8. Twomblv, F W. Mnith, F. M.
Caraley, F. H.
Widbijr, C. It. Rieb. 8. E Sinai don, K. Hodgkin#,
»> Dacy, A. D Smith. F.
G. Rich. Frsnk Dyer. B.
Knight, Thos. P. Beal, W.K. Rhode*, C. F. Rounds.
E. M. Smith, J. N. Martin.
(F7*Mus.c by Chandler's Quadrille Band.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock, py Clothing
checked free of expense.
TICKETS 11. to he had of the Committee, a*.
Paine s Music Store, and at R. L. Robinson's, under
Lancaster Hall.
inch21 dtd

United States Navy!

GOODS,

can now

L II

II

j

“WE1U\ ’S,”

febl6d6w
and

BON DJSj

eebbrated cloth

of the

IS

Furnishing Goads,
have

WEAR,

OS MIDDLE street.

I

the story.
No apprehension is felt at either Martinsburg or Harper's Kerry of any rebel demonstration.
A North-East snow-storm commenced at 7
o'clock this evening and continues.

LANCASTER
Friday Evening,

feb26 d4w

gg

chandise

prompt sales aud returns.

generally

-AT-

&■

Will receive consignment* of Merchandise of
I ev®ry description, for public or priv* e
Kales
of Heal K'tatc, Vessels, tat
goes, Mock* and toer.

to make the aifair as successful as
citizeus
the worthy beneficiary is deserving. The Ball will
take place at

-FOR-

then drew from his

pocket the last note in Ids
“
possession—a lifty-dollar greenback”—and
it
in
his
mouth
swallowed the precious
placing
morsel. When remonstrated with, and asked
why he did such a trick, he said that he per'
ceived that as long as lie had money lie had
friends, and sooner than have such friends as

The pupils and Mends of Mr. A J. Locke in this
city have tendered 10 him a complimentary Benefit
and would respectfully solicit the co-oj oration of the

FURNISHING GOODS!

Exchange.

Merchants

Benefit of Mr. A. J. Locke.

-A.ND-

ROLLINS

Auctioneer,

Hm removed to ’he spacious ntore m
Exchange Stre t, lour do^rs btiow

-TO* THE-

CLOTHS

SALES.

EDWAHI) m. PATTEN,
< uiiiiiiission Merchant K

Complimentary Ball

LATEST STYLES

GENTS’

AUCTION

GRAND

-OF TH*-

All

ITA volunteer wiio had received a portion of hia bounty, went into a beer saloon in
Philadelphia and drank to intoxication. He

^ENTERTAINMENTS.

SPRING OPENING

loyalty.”

finrornAr At’ Vnrlli Poenlinn

A

MISCELLANEOUS.

SOUTHARD a WOODBURY,
7S Commercial Street.

The Rheumatic the

goaty,

the lame and the

lnef

leap with joy, and move with the agility and alaetioity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frost
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re*
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weaknem to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied iormto move upright; the blemiahee Of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lilt
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active oireulation maintained.

LADIES
Nno have cold hands and feet: weakma ost chs
lame aud weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
dizziness aud sw imming in the head, with
indignation aud constipation of the bowels ; pain in the side
and back; leucoirhcea, (or whites); tailing of the
Rvorob with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
that long train os diseases will find in Electricity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation.
| too profose menstruation, and all of thoseie long line
| of troubles with young ladies. Electricity n oertaim
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the suferer
to the vigor of health.
rr- Pre hare an Electro-Chemical Apparatus lor
extracting Mineral Poi.-on from the system, such ae
Ac. Iiuudreds who
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic,weak
backs, and variare troubl'd with stiff Joints,
ous other difficulties. the direct cause of which, ia
nine cases out of teu, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
can be restored to natural strength and vigor by the
•se of from live to eight Baths.
Office hours from 8 o’olook A. «. to 1 F. M.;lj
«; end 7 to 8 f. m.
Pnn«wltat*An
tvl4 Isedt
#

P*!l

Portland

Dry

Dock.

being five of the persons namIncorporation of tee Cortland
Dock
Dry
Company, h reby ootifv a meeting of
said Corporation at tke rooms of the Board of
> rale, on
Monday, ‘J8tn iust.at 4 P. M to decile upon
the aco jptauc* oi the Act of Incorporation, and far
the purpose of organizing said Companv
undersign'd
'plIE
I ed iu the Act of

JACOB McLF.LLAN.
T. U. MERSEY.
« M
WM W. WOODBCKT.
O U MAKKKTT

DaV'18,

rh- mitiKnbei, to th» Dry Dook
meet at same time and place,
mehl -in

in

rmjBMtKl to

——————a)———«

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE

Vork A Cumberland Kailroad.

B. P. H. R.

for the I’rkss to

Expressly corrected

Much 23

FOB SALE.

by Mr. M. X. ltiCR

•

A till'*.

Good Location for

Pearl 4* lb .8)@ 9 Aui. Pig$* 1001b.$ll*ftl2
Pot... .8^«i Sheet and Pipe.. 14. £15
Lime.
Apples*
60 Rockland, cask
Green ^»bbl-2
110ft116
Lumber From yard.
Sliced l> lb.9ftlu
Cored 4* lb. 9 ®iJ Clear Piue, No. l.$3b ft 40
do.
Unco red 4* lb.03) 0o
No.2..37ft39
do.
No. 3..28ft 30
Bread.
Pilot V 100 lbs
*6) @6J Shipping Lumber. $23ft25
Ship. 6!_!&« Spruce.$17*% JO
Crackers per bbl.&4 @oj Hemlock.10ft 12
Crackers, 4r 100 .40 @40c Box Sh k»,(piue).66 ft70c
Butter.
Clapb’ds, S ext .$14 ft 10
P
.30 ft32
Family 4> lb.36 l&4)c do.
Store.3" @o3 Shiugles, Ced ext 3b7ft4
do.
do.

No.l.2?ft

iloops.$25

Portland, I)ec.H. 1863.

none.

Dlt.

Aiu< tiCHii 4» tb
18@ I‘J Trinidad,. 68 ft 70
Russia Hemp.22@23 Cuba clayed.68,aU)
do.
do.tart”
Manilla.21« 22
63ft65
22 a,Z do.Muscovado” (xift Oo
Bolt rope, Russia
none
do. Manilla. 22) ® 22 New Orleans.

J.

decll MWt

B.

HUGHES

PortlandSyi up.hhds

Cement*
^ bbl.B185&1G-:
Drugs uud Dyes.
Alum 44 lb. 6® 6*
Aloes
.83 @ 81
Arrow R6ot.17 <@40
Borax.32 @416
Brimstone (roll)... 6 ®6)
BbCarb. Soda.7i ®S

Rosin..40 ft46
Turpentinepgal 3hiftJ*30

Oakuiu.
American. .11 ft 13
Oil.
Portland Kerosene
llluiuinat g oil 66® 70
Sperm Winter.. .212.%220

Camphor.1£6®14‘.

—

Campeachy.2]®2}

«
Pure I fry Lead.... 1
French Zinc, "11 76a 12 5:5
Zinc.
®75@1026
Rochelle Yellow.. .3@ 84
.3ja 4] Hue. Veu. lied-3$@ 4
Litharge. @ 14

Peach

Red
8 ftp an

Amer.

the

that remedies handed out lrom general use should
have their efficacy established
well-tested experience in the hands of a
educated physician, who**e preparatory study fits him for all the
duties he must fulfill
the country is flooded with
nud cure-alls, purporting to be the
poorinuostrum*
the world, w hich art not only useless, but alSeat
The unfortunate should be fartioways injurious
cla k in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incotitrovertahle fact that many syphilitia patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general practice for it is a point generally conceded
by the best syphiiogr&phcrs, that the study ami management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opin r time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly
pnsniee one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon. Mercury

by
regularly

;'yet

Red Lead
.2 aj
toll
Quercitron Bark.. .2V® 2} Flaulff.
Red Sanders.8 ® G Per ton Soft.3 600802
Hard. none.
Duck.
Ravens
@ 6 >c Ground...700&7 60
Proriwioiia.
Portland, No. 3 1 !2®9(t
1
"
No. 10. 7o® 0 OPgo Mess Beef.* 154 @16
No. 3 .1 lio*> ut Portland do.
Navy,S’r,
.15@154
44
44
No. 10. 7G ®00 P'tl'doxt. do.
.161 @17
HAVE CONFIDENCE.
I’ork, extra clear 25 @20 i
Pith.
All \wfao have committed an excess of any kind,Cod large p qut..Sdi® 6] Pork, clear.24 @ 25
whether
it
be
the
22 50 @23 50
solitary vice of youth, or the stingsmall.ba> 6} Pork, ines*
Pollock.4 <®4i Pork. Prime. 10 @20 | ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
Round Hog*.10J a 11 i
Haddock,.non**
SEEK FOR AX ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

portunity

|

44

Hake.300@337j Ham*.14@141 !
Herring,Shore|Jbl.4}C®6i City Smok’d Ham- 14 *a 10 j
do. Labrador., none'
Produce.
do. Scaled t>bx.35®40< Heel p qti’rp lb 10 @12
do. No. 1.26®3') Egg*. P dor. 22 @22
Mackerel fc> bbl.,
!PotatOQS, pbbl.81 »7@200
.20 ®25 Chickens. 29@ 22
Mugdaliue
Bay No. 1.... 815* ®JLUj Lamb.8 @ 10
Bay No. 2.ID 0.1*2] Turkiea. 2* @22
Bay No. 8.none Geese.17@18c

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

..

Shore No. 1.... 15.1 ®16J Veal.b «10
44
Klee.
2. 11®15J
Kioe p lb.7j@ 81
Fruit.
Ruin.
Almouds—Jordan ^ !b,
Soft Shell.2 j ® >8c Portland distilled -106*110
Shelled.42a 4.V
Saleratus.
Currants.16}® D Saleratus V ib.61® 91
Suit.
Citron, new.85 ®3S
Pea Nuts.$287}®3t»f Turk's Is.,
hhd.
i (8 bus.n ...84 00*4 CO
rip, common— 23
New Eleme.
2>
Liverpool.none
(®
Lemons, box 84 75® 6Of Cadiz......none
j
Granges—box. £4 26@6 0( Cagliari.4 00*460 I
Tir'd Butter Sal I 25 *
Raisins,
Starch.
Bunchy box 425®
.....

■ 'earl.9J*10l
1'otato.4o 41
Shot-p 100 tbs 8'ijolo

Layer.46ft®
Dates..I4®15i
new.18} a, 2f
Flour—Portland insp
86 50@6 7
Supertiue
Fancy.7 h0@7 2
Prunes

Iirop.$
Buck.

*15
*16

Nutmegs.1 257,1 40

South Yot.Com.. 136 a 14
Com, Mixed.... 136@13 >

On

Sugar.

Bariev.110@1
Gunpowder.

Blasting.$5 ft
Rifle and Sporting 6^@

Presss’d* p net T.S22

2 ) Portland A.none
do.
A A.13* ®
do.
6]
Yellow_13J0

Extra Yellow. none
Muscovado. 14® 14c
Havana Brown.. 14 «10
do.
White.. 16' «j"l6j
New Orleans.14 (o) 17
(’rushed .18,0.18?
Hrauulatcd.\*] a 18?
Powdered.
Traci.

n

'ft23

Loote.28 @24
Straw.£j

Hidi> aud Skin».
B. A. Hides.28ft 21
Western.21 ft 25

Slaughti-r Hides

j

a37

74@9c

Calf

Skint.16]@1‘ Hyson.79c®«l
Young Hyson_98®ICO
Slaughtered .190tS21< Oolong.95® 1 05
Greeu Salt.185@20<
do choice 100 ®i io
Sheep Pelts,Gr’a.l 70ft 171 Souchong.80 ®80
Calcutta Cow-

Hops.
Tobacco.
Sort, 18G3.. .23 @25 Vs&lO’sbest br'ds. 70a75c
I ran.
do.
medium. .65 ®70
Common.5 ftf.j ! do. common. 60
kuAned. .$@6i halfibs best br'ds. 75 ®80
Swede.8l@ 8; do. med. good.7«> ®75
Norway.lAftln. do. common... 65® 70
Cast Steel. 28 a.30 Neural Leaf, lbs. 81 a 1 25
German Steel_18 @20 Navvpounds.75 a gj
Wood.
English Blis.Steel.is @2o
Spring.lift 14 Hard, retail-89 50® 10
Sheet Iron. Engl. .8 @81 iSoft,
.5 ® 6
Sheet Iron,Russia.22 fait
Var iiiwh.
do. Rus isn't 16 @17 Furniture.... 83
00® 4 00
First

••

Lard.

i(

'oach.3j®

for the Press to

M.

GOODS.

Heavy Sheetings.87.38
Jlne

'*

Price

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

3*».28

40.80
.5 4.37*
"
Medium
37.28
••
Light
37.21
.Shirting.27 to 30.19
"

;;

BLEACHED

DRILLING.

Vegetable

qf Vermont,

Balsamic Elixir.

novl9 dAw20w#

Surgeon,

ble. Advice Price.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patient# furnished with board and
experienced

••

COTTON ELAKNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels.424 @ 45*
Medium •*
••••.27$ ft 37

Boston, April 28.1863.

ft

40
35

ft

27$

TICKING.
Annual
attention
rpilK
X the

COTTON A DES.

Heavy double

aud

twist.70

ft 72$

DENIMS,
.40
Medium
.25
CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.
Colored Cambrics.
16
Best Prints,
21
Medium

Hoavy Denims

@

45
85

ft

.'.'.’.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.19
delaine.

DeLaine*.28$
CRASH.

c*“h.12} m

n

BATTING, WADDING &C.
Cotton

Batting,.20

Cotton Wadding.
Cotton

'a

30

45

ft 60 r>lb
Warp..90c *> lb

Wicking, unbleached.65
bleached.

80

ft

100

ft loO

WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,.4*9
Satinets.61)
Lnion Meltons.75

ft
ft

Caalnwrea.tt

@

A1HVool.l,,.K7j
B ack Lmou
Black all wool

Ckseimere*
Block Doeskins.

1 10

Fancy Doeskins.

German Black Doeskins
German Broadcloths
Or.rcoatlna, all wool 6 4

.»

65
76
90

ft

11a}
loo

1

85

S

rj,

.,

m

2 50

Kepellant, 6-4.1

76

37}

g-J

$5 (si
,,,

a;

5 00

(a 1

67}

(a

55
M

\TOOL FLANNELS.

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels. 45
•'
••
SMrieC
.45
White, plain,
Printed

THREE
nch21

,a

45*

••

43

76*
fg 55

W agon* for Sale*.
Wagons for sale. Inquire of

d&wtf

W. H

VINTON,

64 Middle Street, Portland.

*

Taxtt tor

1804.

of
is hereby called to
provisions of the l uited States Excise Law
relative to the assessment ol the annual taxes.
By the sixth section of the act of July 1, 1*02, it
is made the duty of all persons,
partnerships firms,
as*oeiations, or corporations, made liab.e to any annual duty, license, or tax, on or kkporktuk kir*t
Moiday of May in rack year, to make a list
or return to the Assistant Assessor of the District
whore located of the amount of animal income, the
articles or objects charg* d With a special tax. and
the business or occupat on liable to pay any license.
Every person who shall fall to make such return
by tile day specified will bo liab'e to be assessed by
the Assessor according to the best information which
he can obtain; and in su-h case the Assessor is required to a Id lifijr per ceutum to the amount of the
items of such lint
Every person who shall deliver to an Assessor any
false or fraudu'eut list or statem* nt with intent to
evade the valuation ur enumeration required by law,
is subject to a tine of five hnudred dollars; and in
such case the list w ill be made out by the Assessor or
Assistant Assessor, and from the valuation and enum ration so mado therecau be no
app* al
Payment of the annual taxes, except those for licenses, will not be demanded until the thirtieth day
J
of June.
The appropriate blanks on which to make return,
a*d all noc-saury information, will be furnished
by
the A Mist a ut Assessors tor the several
Divisions, to
whoin the returns should be delivered on Or before
Monday of May next. Returns of Im-ome
for 1883, may bo made at once.

tax-payers

»*■!*-

nath-l.g marshall.
Assc*8«1' I-irst District.
..
Portland. March 9.18C.L
inchll rod4n&n ltll
..

..

STOKE TO LET.
fl!HE very eligible 8tore now occupied by Mr.
I

for

a

I'

a standard preparation that has been
thoroughly
tested; its composition is in strict accordance
with hygienic rules and scientific
not
principles—is
the ephemeral production of a
day, but the result of
long and patient study,
and

experiment
BEING A TRUE

research,

Renovator and Restorer of Hair
In

pathological or diseased state to
N A T U K A I. C O I, O R
and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
papula-ceous secretions, supplying the hair
witn thAt
a

T HE

nutritious element in which the blood is
deficient, ani removing the accumulated excess of
dandruff and humor,
making a most Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus afford*
ing a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.

It will in all casks (with the
exception of very
aged people, where the roots, germs and sheaths
have all coire away, or,
reason
of age, become
by
) promote

New and

It^will

PREPARED ONLY BY

IIENKY A. BEICHY, Clirmist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
H. H. HAY, juuction Free and Middle
streets,
General Agent lor Mai ire. Price 81 per bottle.

tSP^Sola by Drugging everywhere.

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For
and
beautifying
preserving
hair,
A SPLENDID COMPOUND,
the

Passenger Trains will leave daily.
(Sunday* excepted) a-* follows:
Leave Portland for Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan
at 100P.M.
Leave Sko\rbegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 35 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. il. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov., 1863.
janl tf
rmammmmri

OBAND

THUNK

RAILWAY

composed of vigktablk HATHactp, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined sut
highly per*
fumed. Price 60 cents per bottle.
jau23 dfy

Lyon’s Periodical Drops!
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Of Canada.

Lyon’s Periodical

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Nov.
qfflgnr Hains
will run daily, (Sundays
•d) until further notice, as follows:

Up

9. 1863,
except*

Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40

a

m.

Powders dr Quack

Periodical

Drops!

-ARE-

responsible

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENTS,

Sure to

do^oodand cannot

do Harm.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
The Great Female Remedy

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.

Passenger Trains will leave the Sta*
tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex*
lollows.
Portland for Boston, at 8.45 a. m. and 2.30

ARE BETTER THAI ALL

nHBBBD
as

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS

P. M.

Leave Boston for

Portland at 7.30

Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
6.00 p. u.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

FRANCIS CUASK, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 30,18G3.
oc31 edtf

STEAMBOATS.

E.

E. Little, unde* Mechanics Hall, isto'be leased
term ot three or live \ears. Enquire of
G. L. BAfLEY, 42 Exchange, St

T~T

FIRS

Company.

RIF

for sale

^
{r„TUOMA8 SHAW, 113 Commercial St.
mch4 dlw

by

BKTTRR THAN ALL PILLS, POWDKRS
AND QUACK MRDICINKS.

\. It.

John,

CABBIIKU THE CANADIAN A C.8.MAILS.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

A.re Sure

to

do Good and cannot
do Harm.

RETURN TICKETS OKAXTRD AT REDUCED
HATES.
The steamship Jura, [Capt. Aiton,
■s^fa.
d uMp will saihlrom this pori lor Liverpool,
SA i L" KD A V >31 arch 26, itnmcdiutely alter the arrival of the Train ol
the pietioun way from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry, Glasgow and Liverpool
—Cabin (according to accommodation) 966to 980;
Steerage, 930. Payable iu gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Passage apply to
'll. A A. ALLAN,
No. 6 Grand Trunk Kailroad
Passeugei Depot
_

tbe

steamship Annaioa

on

Forlland and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS
Porest City, Lewiston and Montreal
jPSS-

Will, until further notice, run a.
follow,:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday. Wedoeaday, Thursday and
* riday, at 7 o'clock P il and India
Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
..

F

riday,

on

Cabin...SI.60
Deck.’ j jj

Freight taken
Company

as

The

usual.

responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding S£0 in value, aud that personal, unless notice is given and paid lor at the rate ol
one passenger for every S600 additional value.
Feb.18,1863.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
are not

Portland aud New York Steamers

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The

splendid and fast Steamships
“LOCUST POINT," Capt.. Willett,
and “POTOMAC,” Captain Sueuwood, will,until farther notioe, run

..Leave Browns
DAY and

Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES8A1UK1>A>
at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
8 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
aud SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up withSocaccommofetions
for passengers making this the most
speedy, safe and
oomfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $7,00, inoluding Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebeo, Bangor, Math, Augusta, Eaatport and St.

John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that then
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86
WestStreet,
New York.

Deo. 6,1833.

dtf

DiNNOlutiOll.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
firm style of P14INNEY A Go is this
day dissolved

by mutual consent. “The affairs of >hc late
will be settled at F. A. Howard’s, under
Lancaster Hall, by II. M.
Phinney
Having this day sold to b’uart A Co. onr stock in
trade, we Would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as worthy their
patronage and confidence.
PHINNEY A CO.
concern

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed
copartTHE
nership under the firm style of STUAltr A CO.,
and
a

will continue the Stove and Furnace business
u all branches at the old stand, No. 171 >1 iddle
street.
CHARLES H. S’lUAKT,
D. R. STEVENS.
Jan21 dtf

DUNN

&

(SL'CCE! SORB

PALMER,
TO M. O.

l'ALMIK,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,
144 MIDDLE STREET.

D. M. C. DUAK,

March 1,1864.

JOHN

EVEN

CONSUMPTION.
y

There is scarcely one individual in
the community who wholly e.--caped

during a season, from some cue, how
llALN^/ijBTever 8,iShu>’ developed, of the above
—a
I*"
?ip symptoms neglect of which migh
Uad to the last

named, and most to
be dreaded disease in the whole cata-

The power of the *• medics,
gum” of the Wild C’horry Tree over
this class of coraplaintsis well known;
Wso great is the good it has performed,
§0 Rreat tll°
popularity it has
acquired.

Ilogue.

PSEASTHWTHEiSwan<*

tfli* preparation, besides the
of the Cherry, there are
commingled icith ito ther ingredients of like value,
thus increasing its value ten fold, and
forming a
Remedy iryose power to soothe, to heat, to relieve,
and to cure disease, exists in no other medicine
yet
aiscovered.
Hon. RUFUS K.
GOODENOW,
virtues

Formerly a member of Congress from Maine, has
kindly permitted us to use his testimony in favor of
Wistar's Balsam by the following certification,
forwarded through Dr. Bust, of South Paris.
1 have tried Wibtab’b Bai.bam of Wild Cheeky tor an
exceedingly troublesome cough. The
effect was all that could be desired.
than one bottle relieved me

The

use

The Great Female Remedy.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
ARK BK'TTKR THAI ALL

Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.
DROPS

-ABI-

SURE TO

found

none

equal

to

properties iu

cases

of

*•

DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO HARM.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
THE OHEAT FEMALE REMEDY

Lyon's Periodical Drops
Are better than all Pills, Powders,
And Quack Preparations.

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops,

-ark-

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.
(1 per Bottle.
Kor sale by all Druggists, At wholesale
by
Phillips, II. U. Hay k Co., Portland,

Price,

an *22

W. V

eodly

Wood, Palm Leal' and Honey.
QAi LOG8 CEDAR.

Cargo

eod4w*

101 LOGS MAHOGANY.
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
MSS BUNDLES PALM LEAK
3M MATS.
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Bark Albiou Lincolu. Kor rale
by

cough,

let>9__

Boquets

and Cut

IjHJNERAL

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
13 LIBERTY SQUARE,
BOSTON
Are prepared to order at favorable rates, COLT*
NESS and ULENGAHNOCK

PIG

IRON,

Also, BAR, SHEET, if BOILER PLATE IRON,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We sh&lleontinue to receive, in addition to our
American Brick, a regular supply of
ENGLISH, SCOTCH, k WELCH FIRE BRICK
mchll eod6m

THE BEST!
Re-opened.
Photograph Galleries, Nov80 Middle street,
THE
Portland, having beeu thoroughly refitted and

supplied with all the latest improvements,

are now

open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed in the best manner and at reasonable
prices.
Particular attention-given to copying.
A. §. DAVIS,
dtf
Portland, July 30,1863

c*c ous

in the treatment of

severe

aud

A few doses

& CK1JGE JHUJNISI.

prepared to obtain a Bounty of $100 for
soldiers discharged on account of wounds
received. Bounty of $100 for So.dicrs discharged on

WE

rachH

SWEAT
CLEAVES,
Counsellors at Law,
dtf
No 117, Mid fie St., Museey’s Row.

of Impotency.

low-spirited.

the

One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medicine restores to manly vigor and robust
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and de-

di.po.ed todiaedae.
To

a

spairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
I he listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
of business, the victim of nervous
depression, the
ndividual suffering from general debility, or from

re.toring it to the ivatem, ia like trying to
building w hen the foundation ia gone.
aince the diacovery ot that valuable
combination know u a. PRRUVIAS SYRUP, that
the great power of tbia VITALIZING AG KM
over diaeaae baa been
brought to light.
a
repair
It ia

address.

by

all

only

The Peruvian

Syrup,

The

Svrnn

Druggists everywhere.

DB. W B. MEBWIN & Co..
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 69 Liberty-et., New York.

Peruvian

M. A.

a

This is the secret of (the wonderful

CHEROKEE

remedy

PILLS!

—

ould be no occasion to condemn them as
humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many of my friend*
and acquaintance* iu this town,
have found
it invaluable; aud 1 hope that other* w ho
suffer,may
Yours respeetfully.
give it a trial.
D. il. TEAGUE.
From a Highly Respectable Merchant.

and*they

Me..

Aug. 10,1860.

Messrs. S. W. FowlwV Co.,—
Gents:—For a long time I have euGcred more or
less with that distressing afllction—Phthysic—in its
w orst forms, and have resorted to various so-called
remedies, but to no purpose a* affording the desired
relief.
of rnv sleep by reason of the severity of the disease, it was only too evident that 1
was fast breaking down under it.
1 restored to Da.
Wibtae’r Balsam ok Wild Chkkry with but
little comidence as to it* curative
properties, but the
use
of oue bottle ha* entirely rid me of
monster; and to the publio I can safely commend it
as every way worthy their confidence.

They cure

MERRILL.

and nil disenses

Recurrence of the

originating
in

obviate those numerous diseases that
spring from irreirularitv. bv removing the irregularor

ity itself.
They cure Suppressed,Excessive

All letters

seeking information

promptly, freely

and

discreetly

advice will be

or

answered.

directions accompany each boa.
Price 91 per box, or six boxes for 95.
Bent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of
price.
8old by all respectable Druggists.
Full

Wislurd 'i Balsam of Wild Cherry

by

Cordiai

41

MOTHERS AND MARRIED LADIES
The following from Dr. FAY is worthy your

tice

no-

Asa general remedy for Female Complaints this
Cordial' is a very valuable out, but by the Profession it is esteemed more highly for its good result
during Confinement in relieving the great suffering
upon childbirth. I acknowledge with Dr.
Smith that much of my success in
midwifery is due
to the use of this medicine. It
strengthens both
mother and child. In each cases 1 follow the directions of Prof. Kiug, by allowing mv patients to
use it a few weeks previous to confine
ment, as by
the energy it imparts to the uterine nervous
system
the labor will be very much facilitated, and removes
the scraps which many females are liable to
No
woman. if she know the great valueof this
Strength
tiring Cordial would fail to use it."
1 have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the country where used.
Knowing
the good it is capable of doing. I w 11 warrant
every
bottle of my 44 Cordial" to be satiBlactory in its results.

atte^daut

Exertion. Wakefulness. Uneaaiuepressiou oi .spirits, irembliug, Loss of
Power, Pain in the Back. Alternate Chills, and
Flushing of Heart, Dragging Sensation at the
Lower Part of the Body, Headache. Languor, Aching Along the thighs, Iutolercnce of Light aud
Sound, Pale Countenance. Derangement ot the
Stomach aud Bowel*, Difficult
Breathing, Hysteria
Ac., Ac.
it is a specidc remedy in a’l Uterine Diseases,
Chlorosis ot Green sickness.
Irregularity, Paiufulto

Profuso

or

Suppression

of

Customary

years.

PRICE, 8eventv-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggists generally ; also, sent to
any address tree, on receipt ot price.
Be sure arul get that pr» pared at the New England
Botanic Depot. 106 Hanover St. Breton.
CiEO. W. SWETi’, M. D., Proprietor.
II. II. IIAY,

mch3 eodOru

Rev.

Agent,

Portland.

For C*ouKhn« Colds and C'ouNiiiuptlon.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam is tho most
TOEhighly
approved mediciue ever discovered. It
hat stood the best of all tests, Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It is
recommended bv our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Press, the Trade, in tact by all

who know it. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any extent, see wrappers to each bottle.
Tho proprietors will cheerfully refund the money it
not ont rely satisfactory. Price GO cents and IS. the
large bottles much the cheapest. He careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by REED, CUTTEK & CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Sold in
Portland by dealers generally.
II. li. HAY, Druggist, corner Middle and Frea
streets, Wholesale Agent.
de©8 isdftm

Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS—from tho factory of David Cor1IIB I aar
ft Sons, Lolth—a sajl;clotb of superior
quality—Just received per ••Hibernian", and for
•ale by
McOILVKKY, KYAti ft DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street
|an21 dtf

TOR

AT

LAST.

Koewell Kinney, M. D.,

Kendall,

8 H.

Gurdon Robins,

NY.

Rev.

Sylvanns Cobh,

Jose

Rev.

pamphlet

Lewie Johnson, M D„

Rev.

Kev.T.

oar

Starr King,

M.

D.,

R. Chisholm, M D..
AmtonioSanches. M. D.,

Marcello Aranda. M D.,

Ephraim Nnte, Jr.,

A. A.

Hayes, M. D..

tST" There can be but one It ranger proof than the
testimony of inch men ns theie, and that in a reaIt has cured thonnandi where other

TRIAL.

PROM

BOOTS,

in tfce

8ale by—

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

BARKS

LEAVBft

AND

Bladder. Stricture, Gravel,

times per day.
It is diuretic and alterative >« its action; purifying
and cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its

MRS. MANCHESTER
I* constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials nl
astonishing caret performed by her. Among
many reoently received arc the following, which arc
commended to the notice of the affUoted. Mrs. Manchester may be consulted at
the

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Boom No. A.
A

CASE

OP

SPINAL

DISEASE CURED

oertily

This is to

that I went te see Mr*. Mancheswith a daaghter or mine troubled with

or

assistant to the CHEROKEE RE MR I) Y, and
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all cases of Oonorrhea, (Meet, Fluor Alius or Whites.
Its effects are healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, instead
of the buruiug and almost unendurable pain that U
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack injec-

March
spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
■ve years, and by a number oi physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications oi
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she con
tinually grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, te go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so and to my greit surprise she told me the list
a us* oi the disease, and how she had been from time
to time, which enoouraged me to try her medicines.
I did so, and now my daughter is able to be aronad
the house all of the time. 8he also ride* ten or (fteen miles without any trouble or inconvenienoe.aad

tions.

I think in

the use of the CHEROKEE REM ED Y and
CHEROKEE INJECT/OX—the two medicines at
the same time—all improper discharges are removed!

health. Since my daughter baa been doctoring, 1
have heard of a great many cases that Mrs. Manolu s
ter ha* oored. I think if nay person deserve* pat*
ronage, it is the one who trie* to preserve the health

original purity and vigor : thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes which have induced disease.
S' 11P l?

V IP

«.•

p/'-rr/i

»»

•»_j. j__

n_

Bv

and the weakened organs
full vigor and strength.
For full

particulars get
drug store in the country,

are

speedily

our

pamphlet

restored jo

or

write

and

us

we

any
will

address, a full treatise.
Price, CHEROKEE REM ED Y, 92 per bottle,
three bottles for 91.
Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, 92 per bo
or three bottles for 96.
Sent

by Express

any address

to

on

receipt

Liberty St., New

INDIAN
unfailing

of th#

York.

MEDICI N
BARK*

AND

LEAVES.

DIL

for

cur©

W. a

M

S'aL»

11UK

eodfcwly

ERWIN A C«.t

proprietors,

No. 69 Liberty St.. New York.

STEPHEN II. NORTON
Boom

(nit

Co/ner of lime am
•yarunn

a.

aoarrva,

*n,
I

Brunswick, Mailsc, August UK.
Mns. MAMOHnrrnm—Dtar Madam:—Thinking a
ease may be of servioe to other*

statement of my

similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to yon.
This is brieffy my ease—I was taken sick about IS
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad
I

form.
oatvad

applied to

no

benefit

four different physicians, but reuntil I nailed on von
A, that time

I had given up basineaa, and waa la a vary bad alata,
bat after taking your medicine fbr a abort time I began to recover, and in two montha I waa entirely

well, and had gained aeveral pound* of leeh, and
oan truly aay that by your akill I am a perfectly healJoanna Da via. g
by man.
Bottom t Maim* Depot, Port load, Me.

(luitn, mil

^CO.,

Pip« Bmjmi,

Federal Sti., Portland, Me.
|»8d8m*

mu t.

REMARKABLE CURE OP A CASE OP DRO
3 r CURED B r MRS. MANCHESTER.
Thia la to certify that I bare been cured of the
Dropay of fifteen year* atandiog by Mr*. Mamchttter. 1 have been to phyaiciana in Boaton, New York
and Philadelphia. They all told me that they coaid
do nothing for me, nnleaa they tapped me, and aaaured me that by tapping I oould live bat a abort
time. 1 had made up my mind to go home and live
aa long aa I oould with the dieeaae, and then die.
On
my way home I stayed over night in Portland with
a (Mend of mine, and told them what my mind was
A

E,

Spermatorrhea, Seminal
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all disease©
caused by self polution; such as Los© of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimmessot
Vision. Premature old Age, Weak Nerve* Difficulty
of Breathing. Trembling, Wakefulness.
Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance,
Insanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused by departing from the path of uaftire.
Thlv medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one oil which at can
rely, as it has be n used in our
praokice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
it lui* not failed in a
single instance. Its curative
powers have beeR sufficient to gain victory over the
most stubborn case.
To those who have trilled with their constitution
until they think themselves
beyond the reach of
medical aid. we would say,
Drspairnot the CHEROKEE CURE will restore vou to hearth and wigor,
and after all quack doctor* have failed.
For full particulars get a circular from any "Drug
■tore iu the country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any cue desiring the same a full
treatise iu pamphlet &*.m.
Price. #2 per bottle, or three bottles for §5, anti
forwarded by expresa to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respect*'ble druggists everywhere.
An

aces

UttKAT

ROOTS,

COMPOUNDED FROM

and I know that sbe

ONE or THE ORE A TEST CURES on RECORD.

Cure !

Cherokee

suffering;

perfect

effort which lies in her power to benedt bar
Sanaa L. Kaioure,
patients.
(inones Kmiumtu,
Anar E. Kaisers,

e

PIIOPBIKTOBH,*

ITU.

short time she will be restored to

Emma Katenin.

Sold by all druggists, everywhere.
DR. W. R. M ERWIN 1 Co.,

No.

a

every

or

price.

SOLS

ter last

of the tiok and
from

mail free to any

feb8

W. H. COLLEY.
Portland, March 1st, 1864.
mch2 d3w

Johif Pierpoat,

Rev. Warren Burton,
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller.

INJECTION.

Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor Albu»,\or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous iuedieines have failed.
It is prepared iu a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two teaspoonluls three

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed a Copartnership under the style of Colley Burnham ft Co and trill continue the Fnrniture Business at the old stand, 368 Congress St.
J. C. COLLEY.
T. W. BUK.NHAM.

taken from

which will be sent tree In any

address.

—For

Dis-

charge*. Leucorrhaa or Whites, Sciri has or 'Ulcerate State ot the Uterus,
Sterility, Ac
No better Touic can possibly be put up than
this,
and none less likely to do harm, and it is
composed
wholly of vegetable agents, and such as we have
known to be valuable, aud have used for
many

names are

testimonials,

Brandy

or

SETH W. FOWLEft CO., INTremontst.. Bouton
J. F. DINSMORE.491 Broadway. New York;
and by all Druggists.
leblS etfad ft weow Sm

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great ndian Diuetic, cures alt di»eas»s of thj Uriuary c gang, such
as Incontinence of the I'rinc, Infiamation of the

jKidneys, Stone

following

The
of

Ine

IRemedLy

CHEROKEE
COMPOUNDED

stbknotu,'vigor

IKON CONSTITUTION !

an

It lain exeelant substitute for
where n stimulant is needed.

-AND-

This Medicine is of long tried
efficacy for correcting all disorders incidental to the feminiue eex.
That the afUiufed may feel assured that this
is traly valuable and worthy their
confidence,- not
one of those secret compound*
purposed to destroy
healthy action. I add a few testimonials from physician* whom all. tavoring the Electric and Reformed
Practice oi Mtdicine, respect.
DK. U if.LARD C. tiEoRtiE,
formerly Professor
in the Worcester Medical College, and President of
the Electric Medical Society, Mas*.,
speaks 01 it in
the fallowing terms
“1 have used the Female
Cordial
similar to that preparation by Dlt. UKO. W
SWfcTT, 106 uanover Street, and I regard it as
one of the best Medicines for Female
complaints
that can be found."
DR. J. KINti, Author of
Woman: Her Diseases and th ir Treatment," says:
This Medicine appears to exert a
specific influence on the Uterus.
it is a valuable ageut in all derangements of the FemaleKeproauctive Organs.”
DK. SMI I'll, President of tlie New York Association of Botanic Physicians, eavs.
No Female, if in delicate health,shoud oraitthe
timely use of this valuable Cordial. 1 owe much ©f
success
in midwifery to the use of this Medimy
cine."

ness,

up

UBfortunate.

SOUGHT

TUK LONG

COIAL.

form, ill entry Uiny

acterized

Clieroltee

STBENGTHENING

any

are not followed by corresponding reaction,
are p rmunent, infusing
and
»aw Lira into all parts of tlie system, slid building

but

For DTtrzrsiA and allcuaonic Disaasna, charby dabilitt, it ii a Specific.
Prepared as heretolore by N. L. CLARK ft CO.

eo w 1 y

DISCOVERED

.Female

Being Dee from Aleohel in

effect!

have failed to yin relief, and ineaiitli
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.

Seth W
Sold

LOW

remedies

SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 6U Liberty-st.. New York.

Clood New* lor the

PREPARED By
Fowlk A Co.. Boston.
all Druggists and Dealers iu Medicine*.
18

or a

STATE OF THE SYSTEM.

sons!.

Dr. W. R. M ERWIN & Co.,

febCeod &

accompanied by DEBILITY

or

struation.

They cure Green Sicknets (Chlorosis).
They cure Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains in
the bask ami lower parts of the
body, Heaviness,
Fatigue ou slight exertion, Palpitation of the Heart,
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the cause, and with it ALL the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—tbeir function
being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.

n

BAD STATE OP TIE BLOOD,

Painful Men-

and

FE-

MALE Complaints,

Monthly Periods.

tjiis

Most respectfully.

BLADDER

ft

For the removal of Obstructions, and the Insuranc
in the

DIAR-

EASES ofthe KIDNEYS

CERTAIN AND SAFE,

Regularity

CHRONIC

DROPSY,

HUMORS, LOSS OF CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOR, DIS-

HEALTH PRESERVER,

of

of this

RHEA, BOILS. NERVOUS AFFECTIONS, CHILLS AND FEVERS,

FEMALE REGULATOR,

W.

sucoess

curing DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COM-

in

PLAINT,
SUGAR COATED.

FELLOWS, M. D.
Principal of the “Xew

/pswitch Appleton Academy
New Ipswitch, N. H., Oct. 4, I860.
Fowlk & Co.—
Genilemen,—This cei titles that for more than fourteen years I have lree«frueiitly used Du, Wibtau'8
Balsam of Wild Cokkev, for Cough*, Colds, and
Sore Throat, to which 1, in common with the rest of
inankiud, ain subject, and it gives me pleasure to
say that 1 consider it the very best remedy for such
which I arn acquainted.
cases, with
I should
hardly kuow how to do without it.
E.
T.
Respectfully yours,
QVIMBY.
Mr I). 11. TKAGUE, of Turner Village,
Writes the proprietors of this great remedy as
follows
Tuankh Village, Me., July 31,1860.
Messrs. 8. W. Foulk A Co
Boston.
Gents:—l do not hesitate to recommend I)a.
Wibtar s Balsam ok Wild Cherry, for coughs
and pulmonary affections, having used it in my
family for many years with gr*at satisfaciion ; indeed it has done more good than all the other remedies 1 have tiied, and their names is legion. If all
the patent medicines in the market possess! d but a
porlion of the merit of this excellent Balam. there
Messrs S

1

Protected Solotion^of the PROTOXIDE OP
IRON a New Discovery in iVfedicine that
Strikes at the Root of Disease, by * applying
the Bloodgwith its Vital
Ptl«i,lr « Lift
Klrwsral 1 ON.
i*

It.

QUIMB Y,

diaenaea occaaloned by

enre

of

IRON IN THE BLOOD,

jjoio z* per bottle, or three bottles for 96, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to any
Sold

take medicine to

deflcincy

without

weakness of a singe organ, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Life.

are

account of w unds rtceired in battle obtained ( if
papers on file are correct) in three weeks time Special
attention given to the collection of Prize Money, and
claims against Government.

cure

IS

IRON.

and full

vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case

BLOOD

Thl. it derived chiefly from the food a e
eat; bet
if the food i. not properly digrated or if, from
any
came whatevar. the nece««ary
ouatity of iron le not
takeu Into the circulation, or become reduced, the
whole ay.tem suflere. The bad llood w.ll Irritate
the heart, will clog np the lung., alupefy the brain,
will obetruct tba liver, and will tend it. diaeaae
producing element, to all parta or th ay.tem, aad
every one will »u(Ter in whatever organ may be pre-

A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manliness

long-mauding

AA

$IOO Bounty for Soldiers wounded in Battle.

OK THE

General Debility.
few doses cure Hysterics in females. «
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.

coughs. I know of one patient, now in comfortable
health, who has taken this remedy and who, but for
its use, 1 consider would not now be living.

Proprietor.

BUUJNT1.ES

o ft

LIFE ELEMENT

A

FELLOWS, M. 1).
Hill, N. H., Nov. 3,1860.
S. W Fowls A Co.,—
Although 1 have generally a gnat objection to
patent medicines, I can but say in justice to Du
Wwtar’r Balsam OF Wild Cherry, that it is a
remedy of superior value for Pulmonary l)i*> as>$.
I have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to be very reliable and effi-

Indisposition

JAMES EDMOND & CO,

THE VITAL PBIWCIPLE

From R.

ness,

Flowers,

is we'l knows to the Med)
cm) Profession that

the age.
One bottle will cure

It* curative
1 regard as invaluable
K.G. GOODENOW.

proved invaluable:

WREATHS AND CROSSES, tastefully arranged and made to order at my estab1 i-hrneiit, corner ol North and Montreal
afreets.
Muujor Hill. Boquets may always be found at
Lowell €c Senter’s, Exchange street. All orders
left there will be
promptly Attended to.
ALBERT D1RWANGER. Florist.
Janfleod3m

irrespec-

the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them pronounced to be one ot the greatest medical discoveries of

WiMtar’s.”

The following symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Female Strtnythtnin y Cordial Las

HOPHN1 EATON,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

and abstract method of cure,

new

tive of all

of less

Strenytheniny

X. PALM KB,

mch"

entirely

entirely. Among great

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

at 6 o'clock P. M.

F'afein

Lungs and Chest,

INCLUDING

IRON IN THE BLOOD

Rejuvenating Elixir is the result of modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being au

rjIHE

Feblo eod 3m.

Passengers Booked to Londonderry,
Glasgow and Liverpool.

by

Throat,

T«» THE

HOST DKLICATI.

t

S. 1.

leb26 iseodtf

Timoihy Seed.
OAfV' Lewiston bag” Timothy Ad

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
ARB

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co. LYON’S PERIODICAL

To be succeeded

The

NOTHING INJURIOUS

CONTA INI Vu

Deprived

The superior sea-going Steamer
“NEW BKUNSWICK," Oast. E.
B. Winchester. will leave Railroad
Wharf, loot of State Street, for
Ea#tpori amt St. John, N. B, every Monday at 6
o'clock. I*. 31., from aud after March 7th, until further uotice.
lit turning, she will leave St.John for
Eastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning.
All freight for St. Andrews aud Calais will go from
Ka-tportby railing vessels for the present.
The Steamer New England, Capt. K. Field, will
be put on the line, Thursday, 31 arch Slat.
1 he Steamer Emperor, will commence her trip to
Digby and Wiud*oii, leaving St. John, luerday.
31 Rich 21* h.
Freight received up to 4 o’clock, P. 31 Monday a.
nichi2
C. C. EATON, Agtut.

tho2dol April.

Influ-

every

Falmoum.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

-for-

Hast port and St

If

INVALIDS!

Prepared proii Pore Viuetarle Extract*,

w

and 2.30

▲. m.

P. M.

International Steamship

OK, ESSENCE OF LIFE.

caring

Affection of

From R. T.

Lyon’s

The Company are not
for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that per*
soual, unless notice is given, and paid for at tho rate
of one passenger lor every 9500 additional value.
C. J. BUY DUES, Managing Director.
H. BA ILLY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4,1063.
nov6

eepted)
Leave

Preparations.

For

Island Pond at 1.10 p. m.
Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 a. m.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 5.45 a. m.

WINTER

Drops!

ARK BETTER THAN ALL

Pills,

Trains.

Asthma

Grow th !

Restore the
grey to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling
off—causing it to become moist,
soft and glossy.
gradually darken light and flaxen hair
without dyeing it or staining the
skin—being free
from silver and other injurious
chemicals, aua truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
THY 11, and be assured of its superiority over all
other preparations.

in

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throats,
enza, Whooping Cough, Croup, Liter
Complaint Bronchitis, Difficulty of Breathing,

a

Healthy

astonishing success

ALL

TO

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

CENTURY,

A

with the most

_

disorganized

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Nov. 0, 1868.

HALF

18

IMPORTANT

,i»,f

l>Ii. WHIQHT’S

HAS It KEN USED FOR NEARLY

M

Portland to Skowhegan.

eodly

United States Internal Revenue

Heavy Ticking.40 ft 05
Medium •* .32$ ft 37

A. M.

Elixir!

—OF—

HAIR RENOVATOR

8.60
6.12

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at

nurses.

STRIPED SHIRTING.

Heavy Striped Shirting.3**.37$ ft
27.25

janldAwly

WY* COURT STREET,corner of Howard, Boston
CJvJ is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the
Urinary
ami Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds, Soros, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
years’ extensive practice enables Dr. M. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Mediciues
entirely vegeta-

Heavy Drilling.30.40 ft 42
30.32$ ft 37*

"

N. B.—LADIES desiring may oonsult one of their
own sex.
▲ Tarty of experience iu constant attend-

Physician

21j

'•

••

HUGHES particularly invitee all Ladles who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Tempie Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. li.'a Eclectic Renovating Mcdicincsareunrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities
Their action is specific and
oertaiu ol producing relief in a abort time.
SADIES will find it invaluable iu all cases of ob*
•tractions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to tbo health, and
may betaken
with perfect safely at ail times.
Sent to any part of the oountrw with full directions
DK. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. I Temple Street, oorner of Middle, Portland.

Dit.need

Made from the pure Balsams

Kerry’s

6.30

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

"

ft 32
;;
;■*
........32* ft 37*
.5*4....374 ft 40
Medium
.30.26 M 274
Shirting.27 to 32.18 ft 20

Medium

TO THE LADIES.

M>- wholesale agents for Maine

42j

SHEETING.

27.32$

Infirmary.

anoe.

6.22

7.40 A. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.10 p.m.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. m., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a. m., and returning is due inl’ortland at 1 p.m.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most ol the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
line.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1863.

32*

26

••

**

Eclectic Hledical

6 64
6.06

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

60 whoare

Watkrbury, Vt.
PX"Price 25 cent#, 60 cents, and $1 per bottie.
H H. Hay and J. W. Perkins A Co., Portland,

43
35
374

Good Bleached Sheeting.3*5.84

Medium

or

Vermont; Hon.Hates Turner, late Judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
Brigade 8urgoon U. 8. Army.
JOHN V. HENRY A QO., Proprietors,
Successors to If. H Downs,

March 28, by

Inches.

the age of 40

thirty-three years. It is warranted as usual for
(Jouyhs, Colds, Whooping Cough, LYoup, Asthma,
and all diseases qf the 'Throat, Chest and
Lungs,
and all diseases tending to Consumptwn.
We havet. ntimonials from many of the best
physician* and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. ol

Rich.

COTTON

%

men at

I can w arrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinarv organs.
Persona who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do ho by writiuir in a plain manner a description
of their disease, ami the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned it desired.
DR. J. B. HUGKMC8,
Address,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
KT^bend Stamp for circular.

N. H. Downs's

Portland Drv (>oods Market.
corrected

many

M

6 42

6.49

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
are

6.80

2.u6
2.13
2.20
2.35
2.66
8.06

WISTAR’ S BALSAM

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

rilHIShouest, standard old Cough Kkmkdy, made
X in Vermont, has been used w ith entire success for

<

S**preeely

had the consumption, and by their
to have it. All such c ises yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoioe in perlect health.

6

Barrel,
fb.14fftl4 Damar.2 50® 600
Kegs, p lb.I4fftl4: Wool.
leather.
Fleece. 56®60
New York, light 39ft 221 Pulled.72
®82c
do. md. wts. .83 @34
Kxchangc.
do. heavy.3> a3l Loudon—60 dr 1 7C
77
®1
do. slaughter .45 @ 5<
Aroer. Calfskins lOOftlK
•
Sl'tor Wax Lenth.21 @ 2.'
I

by

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

(linger,(Baca)—SO* 32
(Africa) »i'o32
Mace.85 §87
I

7?fk'78 'Popper.35
I’iinoiitn

day

though they
friends supposed

There

Corn Meat .6 6»a
Backw’t Fl'r 8750@5 fr I (linger,

Grain.

Hardly

a
one
passes but we are consulted
or more young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak ami emaciated as

troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep- sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particle's of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to u dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorant of Die cause, which is the

Extra.7 25 ®7 «
Doable Extra .7 76(0.8 3
Extra Superior 8 60®ji
Soda.104® 11
Western extras 7 2'<t7 G: Oleine.
Ohio extra_7 60®7 71 Castile.14 *20
Canada No 1
7 26®7
Crane's. *9}
8tLoui*KavBmdi« 9] ® 10
Spires.
Southern 111.do do,9A;a,l>i> Cassia $>
lb.65*6Sc
PatapscoFamily. .11]ail Cloves.4.; *47

Oat*.

Young Men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.

:

Soap.
family do.6£®
No. 1.10® 10}

1

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS li Y UNHAFP Y EXPERIENCE

1.60

8.11
8.13
8.23
8.36
8.62
9.00

9.30
3.30
9.40
3.38
8 66
6 45 10.00
4.07
7.00 10.16
7.08 10.22 4.11
4.18
7.15 10.30
do
Morrill’s,
Arrive at
do
7.20 10.46 4.30
The 1.60 P. M. train out and the G.00 A. M. train
Into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Fares 6 cents loss when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.
Oct. 22. 1863.

perfect and

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know

8.00

A

or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a

PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long staudiugaud well earned reputation,
furnishiugsufficient assurance of his skill and suemm.

P. M.

Saco River for Portland, at
Buxton Centre,
do
do
Gorham,
do
8accarappa,
Cumberland Mills, do

standiug

Cream Tartar.40 (®65
Logwood ex.14 3 ir*
Magnesia. .32 ®42
Indigo, M'la. tine. 160® 20c Whale.reT.Wint l'^ftlBO
Madder.17c® 18 Grand Bank and
Opium.fll 50® SR Bay Chaleur $35 ft 87
Rhubarb.212® 237 Shore.32 ft34 !
Alcohol.1 80® 1 8: Linseed.#162ftl *74
Fluid.1 66 ®20f Boiled.1 66ftl Vi j
Saltpetre.12 @25 Lard Oil.1 25ft 1 to
Vitriol.18 @20 Olive Oil.2(Xft2 30 I
Castor Oil.2 25 £2 30
Dye woods.
N eats foot Oil... .12<>ftl 30
Harwood.2j@
Onions
Brazil Wood.13 (w
Camwood.4)@ 4* f> bbl.$0 75® 7 27
Fustic, Cuba.2):a3 pibush .$2 6uft2 70
Ka van villa ‘2 n.'l 1
Ph inlM.
50ft 15 j
Hypernic.4}® 6 P’tTdLead.inoil$14
Lewis Lead. *' 15ftl5 60
Logwood.
St. Domingo.%& 2]
Extract Ix>g\vood.l3 @14
Wood. ®
Nic

ROOMS,

with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, from 8 a. m. to D P. *t.
Dr. li. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the inedioal profession, he feels warranted in GuarANTKKINtt A C'UKK IN ALL CASKS, whether of long

Naval Kiore*.
Ta r (Torcig n) kb bl. $ 1 aft 1b
Pitch < Coal Tar). $3; £ 4

a, 4 ;

MEDICAL

1*0. 5 Temple Street*
fHERE be can be consulted privately, and

none

do.
bbls ft 00
Nalls.
Cask.$8 25ft0 50

Sulphur.6® 6)
Sal Soda. 4

CAH HI FOUND AT Bit

A. M.

P. M

Portland lor Saco River, at
Morrill’s
do
Cumberland Mills, do
do
Saccarappa,
do
Gorham,
Buxton Centre,
do
Arrive at
do

HHffffTWBO

■

PRIVATE

14, 18C4

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

Katliological WILD CHERRY

____

On and after Monday, March
will leave as follows:

□BSgaRBSn

jgmzEz&Btjt Trains

proximity
Railway

c‘try.15oa

Cienluegos

Hotel.

E

3
bush$2 50@2o2
ext. Pine 4; «/ 5
Pea.2 60® 2
Lath*, Spruce.... 137 ft 1 50
Blue Pod.‘iSTi^Ou
do. Pint*.15*ft 2 25
Red Oak Staves .25 ftou
Caudles.
Mould 4* lb.16) @16 Mol. llhd. Shook*
& Heads,city 2 42ft 2 50
Sperm.37
Chrcut.
Sugar do. city. .226ft250
l 75
do. do.
Vermont 4* lb.16@1~
sa’a.. bOftl 00
Couutry.I6@b>) Green Co'y
Couutry Rill Mol.
Coal—(lie tail.)
Lehigh.11 j ft 12 Uhd. Shooks... 150@1 76
Slash.lOOftl 20
Chestnut.9 5 *®
ft35
Codes.
Java it lb .42 @47a -liackmetack Timber. y tun_10ft20
Cape.®.J
M ulniiM'K,
Bio .30® 33

Cordage.

a

That valuable and centrally located House
and Lot, No. 81 India street, for so many
years owned and occupied by General Samuel Fessenden, is offered for sale.
The Lot i» 70 leet on India street, extending back
171 feet—containing neartv 12 WO feet of land. The
Moose is three storied, Is In good repair, and contains fifteen rooms, besides many closets and other
convenience*; has ga-* fixtures throughout; it also
ha * a large flow ot I’L'KK AQUEDUCT WATER,
which is very desirable; also a large Wood House
aud Barn.
I his a good piece of property upon which to make
improvements. It may be titled for a FIRS'!
(LASS HOARDING HOUSE, or a
SECOND
CLASS HOTEL.
to the terminus of the Grand
Its near
aud to the wharves of the Boston
Trunk
aud other steamers, makes the location a desirable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might be improved with profit to any me*
chani04>r other person haviug means, by the erection of Tenemen s, its large depth affording ample
space tor a block of "’-*-m
eight or ten buildings.
For ftirther part:

—

Beuns.
Marrow 4»

WINTKB ABKAHUEMENTS.

MEDICAL.__

*juc*«rr.

n regard to my disease. They Inally persuaded
to go and tee Mr*. Manchester. 8b* examined
and told me my case exactly.

1 was

to

correctly,

me
me

maofa astonished to think that the told me
that 1 told her that I would take her medi-

cine*, not having the least (kith that they would
me any good, or that I tbould get the alighteat relief
from any ooune whatever; dually 1 took the medicine and went home.
commenced

taking the

In

week from tb* time I
I had over three

on*

medicine.

gallons of water pass me la seven hours; and my fellow sufferer* may be assured that It waa a great relief
to me. 1 had not been able to lie dowp in bed at
night before this for two year*. Now 1 can lie down
I have taken her medicine ftr
with
ease.
perfeet
eight months,

and

am aa

well

aa

any

man

oould wish

signa of dropay. 1 would advise all
that are *iok to go and consult Mre. Mancheeter,
have been given up by other phywen If they
sicians. I have tent her a number of eases of other
diseases, and ah* baa oured them alto. Uo and
for yonrselvea. 1 had no (kith, bat now my (kith
cannot be >baked In her skill In telling and curing
CnauLne 8. Hannon,
disease.
Sanaa K. Hannon,
Manr A. Hannon.
Emm for, Maine, April M.

to

be, and

no

Omen Hotma

From • A. M. Oil IP. M,

aaglT Infeoutnl *d

